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Glossary of selected Wolof and
French terms
Wolof

x

bàkk

Originally refers to a specific form of self-praise sung by
a wrestler before a fight; today is commonly used to refer
to specific drum rhythms or choreographies performed
by a wrestler and his entourage.

bëre

Wrestling; bëre door = wrestling with punches

coosan

Tradition, cultural heritage, or origin

cuumikaay

The space in which a wrestler prepares ‘mystically’ for a
fight, containing his arsenal of mystical/magical items
and substances.

doole

Physical strength

fit

Courage

jakarlo

Also known as face-à-face or face 2 face; verbal confrontation staged for promotional purposes between
wrestlers before a fight, similar to a face off in boxing.

jom

Honour, dignity

lamb

Originally designates a major wrestling event; today is
often used to refer to the sport of lutte avec frappe or
wrestling with punches.

mbappatt

A smaller wrestling event (without punches), usually held
at night, which allows novice wrestlers to test their ability.

mbër

Wrestler

nawetaan/navétanes

From the Wolof nawet referring to the rainy season;
originally designated seasonal migratory workers, today
most frequently refers to the popular interdistrict football
championship which takes place during this period.

ngemb

Loincloth worn by Senegalese wrestlers while fighting;
the material and the style in which it is worn often indicates the wrestler’s ethnic or regional origins.

saafara

‘Holy water’ or specially prepared liquid, usually containing
fragments of Koranic verse, which a wrestler drinks or pours
over the body to ensure mystical protection or powers.

sengoor

A talismanic knotted cloth ‘belt’ which is attached to the
ngemb and forms part of a wrestlers ‘mystical arsenal’.

xarfafuufa

Collective term for a wrestler’s entire arsenal of
 araboutic practices, mystical objects, and substances
m
used before a fight.

French
écurie

Literally meaning ‘stable’, the term refers to the many
wrestling associations in which wrestlers train and
organize.

gris gris

Amulet or talisman, commonly worn by Senegalese for
protective purposes.

lutte traditionnelle sans frappe Traditional wrestling without punches, also
known as lutte simple
lutte traditionnelle avec frappe

Traditional wrestling with punches

marabout

West African term for a Muslim religious teacher or
leader; also used to describe a variety of syncretic spiritualists including diviners and charlatans; Wolof: serigne.

mystique

General term for the ensemble of supernatural practices
or forces which are usually carried out by a marabout

roi des arènes

‘King of the arenas’ – an unofficial title designating the
supposed overall champion of Senegalese wrestling.
Currently held by Eumeu Sène, previous holders include
Bombardier, Balla Gaye 2, and Yékini.

Note on Wolof orthography
Wolof words, phrases, and dialogues appear throughout the text. Where
possible, I have tried to adhere to the Latin orthography of Wolof as set by
the Centre de linguistique appliquée de Dakar (CLAD). When Wolof appears in
direct speech, dialogue, or writing (e.g. online comments or text messages),
I have largely left it as written by my interlocutors, or as it was transcribed by my
assistant. There may therefore be some inconsistency in spellings. This reflects
more accurately and authentically the way in which Wolof is used as a written
language, with high degrees of variation and frequent use of loanwords from
French, English, and Arabic.

xi

xii

Introduction:

Two Sports in Senegal

Je suis lutteur. I’m a wrestler. Apart from greetings, these were the words
Modou1, a friend and neighbour of the family I was staying with, said to
me when I first met him at the beach, just a few days after I had started my
fieldwork in Senegal. I remember the words clearly, because they seemed so
incongruous to me at the time. This short, barrel-chested young man in his
early twenties did not look like the Senegalese wrestling behemoths I was
familiar with from television and YouTube, so I was more than a little sceptical at first. For one thing, many of the other young men with us looked
more like my idea of what a wrestler should be: tall, broad, and athletic.
Although I did not challenge Modou on his status as a wrestler, my face
must have betrayed a trace of disbelief: he swiftly set about organizing a
miniature wrestling tournament between the men present on the beach.
First up was Cheikh, a young man with massive chest and arm muscles.
Modou defeated him in a matter of moments with a well-timed mbóot – a
common move which involves throwing one’s opponent over an outstretched leg. He dispatched with relative ease two additional similarly tall
and muscular contenders, only one managing to put up any semblance of
a fight before submitting to defeat. Finally, it was my turn to be thrown on
to the hot sand a few times, while the others stood around and laughed
at my total failure to offer any resistance. I now understood that Modou’s
diminutive physique belied an impressive athletic potential.

1 Most names have been changed to preserve the anonymity and confidentiality of my
interlocutors. Exceptions to this are famous athletes and other well-known figures whose degree
of celebrity precludes anonymization.

1

As I got to know Modou over the following months, I learned more
about his life and his wrestling career. He was 21 years old and lived with
his parents, grandmother, sisters, and young daughter in the suburb of
Yeumbeul. His father was a baker but no longer worked regularly; Modou
considered himself to be the primary breadwinner of the family. Since
leaving school at 15, he had been involved a variety of income-generating
activities, including packing coal, making hair weaves, petty trade, and
other odd-jobs. However, first and foremost he saw himself as a wrestler.
He had been a licensed wrestler for three years and had won each of his
four official combats in the discipline of lutte avec frappe – wrestling with
punches2 – up until the time I met him. Modou’s schedule was structured
largely by the demands of his chosen sport, which required him to train
on average twice a day; alone, at the gym with friends, or together with his
teammates at the écurie (wrestling association) of which he was a member.
His self-professed dream was to become the roi des arènes – the king of the
arenas, an unofficial title conferred upon the country’s best wrestler at any
given moment. However, he knew full well that this dream was out of his
grasp. He was, quite simply, too small to join the elite group of VIP wrest
lers who dominated the sport with their powerful physiques.
Around the same time I met Modou, I was introduced to Pape, a
young man of around the same age. Like Modou, Pape was a friend of the
family I was staying with. His late mother had been a close friend of one of
the daughters of the house and good relations had been maintained after
her death, even though he no longer lived close by. When my hosts discovered that I was interested in speaking to aspiring football players, Pape was
swiftly summoned to the house to tell me about his burgeoning career. He
was a member of the elite team at a renowned football school in Dakar,
and his aim was to play in Europe – or at least to leave Senegal. Listening to him speak, it felt as if he was already on the verge of departure. At
least, it seemed as if his mind was already elsewhere. Many other players
with whom he had played had ended up abroad, he told me, in the United States of America, Portugal, France, or Italy. An athletic and talented

2

2 Broadly speaking, Senegalese wrestling can be divided into two major forms: with and
without punches. Wrestling with punches (lutte avec frappe in French or bëre door in Wolof)
is generally the more commercial and therefore more lucrative form, taking place in large
arenas usually in the capital, and attracts the lion’s share of sponsors and media coverage. Its
major stars can earn vast sums of money from fighting and from associated sponsorship deals.
Wrestling without punches (lutte sans frappe or lutte simple in French) may also takes place
in Dakar’s arenas, but is practised extensively in villages and suburbs. It usually takes the form
of a tournament in which the winning wrestler takes home cash prizes or goods, commonly
livestock. Lutte sans frappe is often associated with younger or novice wrestlers.

striker, Pape seemed certain that he would be the next to leave. The football school, G
 alaxy FC, was the ideal launching pad for an international
career. It was, after all, founded by Salif Diao – a hero of Senegal’s glorious
2002 World Cup campaign, who had played for famous European clubs
including Monaco and Liverpool. Other famous players, including Senegalese football’s notorious superstar El Hadji Diouf, regularly trained at
the school’s facilities, giving the young players a chance to test themselves
against the very best.
I decided to visit the football school the following week to watch him
play, and I ended up returning regularly over the course of my fieldwork,
establishing good relations with several of the players, coaching staff, and
administrators. And indeed, the very first time I showed up, El Hadji Diouf
was among the veteran players taking part in a training match against Pape
and his teammates. It was also true that several players had made the step
abroad, an impressive feat for a football school which had only existed for a
few short years. They regularly played matches at the grounds of Senegal’s
most prestigious academies under the watchful gaze of French scouts from
professional clubs. Perhaps Pape’s route to the top was as straightforward
as he had described it to me. But there was a catch. The football school, it
transpired, was run primarily as a charitable organization focused on educational achievement, and most players who had moved abroad had gone
on scholarships to a private school in Florida. Pape was too old to qualify
for the scholarship, and time was running out for him to fulfil his dream of
a transnational football career.

Sport and the precarity of hope
Pape and Modou shared an aspiration of a career in the sport industry.
This was not the only thing they shared. Both were in their early twenties, unmarried, and still living with their families in low-income neighbourhoods – although in very different parts of town. Despite their commitment to sport, both men had to find other ways of making ends meet
as they pursued their goal. And for both of them, the dream was a bittersweet one. Success was both tantalizingly close, in the shape of the rich
and famous athletes with whom they trained and rubbed shoulders, and
yet somehow unattainable. Their situation was far from unique. Over the
course of my fieldwork I came across hundreds of young men with similar
talent, similar aspirations, and similar frustrations. In Senegal, sport seems
to be one of the few ways in which young men can achieve a degree of

3
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success based on sheer hard work and talent alone, without relying on the
networks of influence which shape careers in other areas of life, such as
politics or the public sector. While sport is hardly a perfect meritocracy,
it conjures up the image of a successful ‘self-made man’ who relies only
upon his own efforts to ‘become someone’. The seduction of this image is
widespread; almost every neighbourhood in Dakar now hosts numerous
wrestling écuries and écoles de foot (football schools) of varying levels of
organization, filled with young men chasing a sporting dream.
Although sports – and in particular football and wrestling – have
always been popular in Senegal, the way in which they are practised has
changed in recent decades. With the advent of satellite television, the evolution of wrestling accelerated, as it shifted from a traditional activity with
roots in rural harvest celebrations to the lucrative and highly mediatized
commercial enterprise that it is today. Similarly, since the 1990s, the structure of football has changed; it is no longer limited to national formats such
as the Senegalese championnat and the interdistrict navétanes competition,
but also provides a route to successful careers abroad, mainly through the
many academies and football schools.
These developments in Senegal reflect broad global dynamics. As
transformations often described as ‘neoliberal’ reshape the economic and
social landscape, men find it increasingly difficult to meet the expectations
placed upon them as providers and breadwinners. In the Global South in
particular, traditional forms of masculinity appear under threat as men
struggle to find productive roles in a world marked by stark inequality and
precarity. In many areas of the world, sport appears to offer a solution of
sorts. As a result of the liberalization of the global sports industries, rugby
players in the Pacific Islands, footballers in Latin American or West Africa,
and baseball players in the Caribbean – among others – are presented with
opportunities to make it in the wealthy leagues and competitions of the
Global North. Sport thus takes on new meanings as a beacon of economic
hope for thousands of men who strive to convert their athletic potential
into a lucrative career. At the same time, however, the fickle nature of sport
leaves even those who can make a career in a position of uncertainty, while
thousands of others are left by the wayside. The wealth and glamour at the
industry’s pinnacle stands in stark contrast to the hope and desperation
which fuels its base.
This thesis examines how the dynamics of both global and local sport
industries shape the lives of young men in the Global South in the neolibe
ral era. Through an ethnography of two sporting worlds, I examine how
the macroeconomic structures of neoliberalism produce certain types of

subjectivity and practices among aspiring athletes and beyond. Sport is the
setting for this particular ethnography, but it is perhaps also a particularly
productive field in which to illustrate some of the social effects of neoliberalism. However, the processes and practices which I outline in the following are not unique to sport; they are versions of similar phenomena operating in numerous other contexts. In this sense, the fate of aspiring athletes
in Senegal is connected to that of other people, both in Senegal and around
the world, through a shared desire to succeed within emergent economic,
social, and cultural parameters. At the same time, the experiences of wrestlers and football players are particular, and take place in relation to local
specificities. Neoliberal subjectivity does not emerge in the same way in
every setting; it moulds and forms itself around the shape of existing local
structures. It is therefore simultaneously representative of global changes
and deeply local in its expressions.
The crystallization of what I identify as a neoliberal subjectivity is
particularly visible in the domain of sport, which itself has been subject
to massive transformations in recent decades. Since the 1980s, partly as a
consequence of deregulatory neoliberal policies, sport has gained huge significance as a vehicle for generating capital through its associated industries of advertising, marketing, television and media, and gambling. At
the same time, sport has increasingly become viewed as a career option
for young men living in precarious conditions, a way out of poverty which
can be achieved through individual hard work, determination, and talent.
As a result, the athlete might be considered as the neoliberal subject par
excellence of the contemporary world order. This is certainly the case in
Senegal, where the expectations of aspiring athletes have shifted – broadly
speaking – from the ludic to the economic, from the ritual to the mundane,
and from the celebration of the collective to the adulation of individual
celebrity.
How, then, does this turn to the neoliberal and its attendant subjectivities and dispositions manifest itself in the world of Senegalese sport?
Because of the particular way in which sport is anchored in Senegalese
society, this question draws attention to a number of themes which are
deeply relevant to the lives of young athletes. The first of these relates to the
relationships among sport, work, ideas about professionalism amid precarious conditions, and the resulting emergence of what I describe as the neoliberal “athlete-self ”. A second area of interest is the athlete’s body, which
is both the central tool of his sporting endeavour and the means through
which neoliberal subjectivity is enacted and contested. A third concern
of the Senegalese “athlete-self ” is located in the realm of the mystical, the
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magical, and the religious; in short, the reliance on supernatural mediation to influence sporting success. Fourth, I focus on the re-emergence of
ethnicity (at times in tandem with nationalism) as a key category of identification in neoliberal times. And finally, I ask how sport is implicated in
global markets and systems, and informed by narratives and aspirations of
migration and mobility.
This coming together of the local and the global is also evident in the
ethnographically unorthodox decision to focus attention on two domains
of economic and social life rather than one – in this case, two sports. Wrest
ling and football appear to be diametrically opposed in their orientation,
with the former concerned with an ancestral village past, the latter with
global markets and competitions. Closer inspection reveals that this distinction is in fact an oversimplification of a more complex reality in which
wrestling is very much connected to the global, and football is very much a
part of emphatically local structures. Through the juxtaposition of ethno
graphic materials from both sports, this thesis addresses the similarities
and differences between them, as well as the tensions which arise at the
interface of the global and local.

Neoliberalism and sport

6

In the last few decades, the emergence of regulatory regimes, policies, and
structures described as ‘neoliberal’ have had a considerable impact on all
aspects of personhood or subjectivity. At the macro level, neoliberalism has
been described as being founded on principles of “deregulation, privatization, and withdrawal of the state from many areas of social provision”
(Harvey 2005:3), at least where the state was involved in provisioning for
the citizenry in the first place. More precisely, neoliberalism involves forms
of regulation that are different from those extant in post-World War II
capitalism, particularly by the state, which must intervene to ensure that
aspects of life that were hitherto not regulated by the market (e.g., education, healthcare, the environment) become so. At the same time, in contrast to classical economic liberalism, which rests on a faith in the power of
laissez-faire policies, neoliberalism must be actively constructed (Mirowski
2009:434-5). The classic example is the structural adjustment programmes
that international bodies such as the World Bank and International Monetary Fund impose on countries in the Global South.
Neoliberalism comes in many shapes and configurations (Ferguson
2010) but one thing that all its incarnations share is the fact that they have

fundamentally transformed people’s lives. As a particular style of governmentality, which thus defines conditions of possibility for acting and
thinking (Foucault 1991), neoliberalism is predicated on the insecurity and
precarity of the individual subject (Bourdieu 2003). The neoliberal subject
is a self-reliant, sovereign, and entrepreneurial entity who must navigate
networks of interpersonal connections, and on whose shoulders rests the
responsibility of both success and failure (Gershon 2011; Gershon and
Alexy 2011; McGuigan 2014; Miller and Rose 2008). The mutual interaction
of neoliberalism’s macroscopic manifestations, such as its transformation of
economic structures, and its microscopic manifestations, such as its effects
on minds and bodies, is central to the analysis.
The effects of neoliberalism on people have been widely explored in a
range of contexts including exploited factory workers (C. Hann and Parry
2018), employees who engage in branding and self-improvement (Gershon
2014) or citizen-consumers who are governed by the regulation of their
choice (Rose 1996). To these archetypes of neoliberalism, I propose to add
the figure of the aspiring athlete, who embodies and internalizes doctrines
of self-discipline, self-reliance, and self-improvement while simultaneously facing a highly uncertain future. These conditions, coupled with unstable identities and requirements of extreme flexibility, lead me to borrow
Guy Standing’s concept of the ‘precariat’ (2011) to describe the condition
of young Senegalese athletes – while recognizing that their historical and
economic conditions are vastly different from those of the post-industrial
workforce usually associated with the term. Sport has been identified as
a prime site in which to observe neoliberal structures (Andrews and Silk
2012), with its strong emphasis on competition and individual success,
the reification of ideals such as meritocracy and self-responsibility, and
the processes of extreme commodification which have accompanied sport
through recent history.

Masculinities, mobilities, bodies
Sport has long been a domain in which men have demonstrated and performed their masculine prowess, and maintained gender hierarchies. In
recent decades, however, it has gained in significance as a highly desirable
way for men – particularly in the Global South – to translate their bodily capital into a productive form of masculinity, allowing them to escape
poverty, claim status, and provide for their families (Besnier et al. 2018).
Success in the global sports industries is often predicated upon migration
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to the lucrative leagues of the Global North, with the mobility of athletes
increasingly a feature of the globalized sports world. As a result, sport
under neoliberalism acts as a point of convergence of questions about masculinity, mobility, and the body.
It has been suggested that under global economic restructuring and
neoliberalization, masculinity is in crisis – or multiple crises (e.g. Perry
2005). This crisis is often connected to changing gender relations, and
men’s inability to adapt to socio-economic shifts. While anthropological
work on gender has tended to focus on women as gendered subjects, masculinity has in the past often been treated as an unmarked default setting
which does not merit critical enquiry. In recent decades, works on masculinity have gone some way towards redressing this balance (Cornwall and
Lindisfarne 1994; Miescher 2003; Morell and Ouzgane 2005) by examining
how male subjectivities and masculine identities are produced, reinforced,
challenged and transformed through historical and cultural processes.
Masculinity can be viewed as a ‘moral performance’ (Zigon 2008) in which
men are constantly required to perform a culturally determined set of values in order to demonstrate and reassert their gender identity. Michael
Herzfeld’s ethnography of a Cretan mountain village (1988) distinguishes between ‘being a good man’ and ‘being good at being a man’, denoting
the significance of being able to actively perform masculinity – rather
than simply being a man. Increasingly, scholarly recognition of the fragile nature of masculinity raises questions over the much-debated notion
of ‘hegemonic masculinity’(Connell and Messerschmidt 2005), which has
been used to describe gendered practices which guarantee male dominance
in the social sphere. A number of different approaches can be identified
when discussing men as gendered subjects (Gutmann 1997). One set of
approaches deals with exclusively male activities (such as sexual and social
relations between men, initiation rites, etc.), whereas a more progressive
perspective sees women’s views and experiences as an integral part of
studying masculinity.
Masculinity is frequently conceived as a project of self-making,
as something which has to be achieved and worked towards. This is a
result of what are often considered the traditional social roles of men,
roughly formulated as establishing, provisioning, and protecting of kin
in the example of Mediterranean masculinity (Gilmore 1990), but similar variations of which can be found across the world. Male identity is
strongly predicated upon being a husband and a father, and these roles
are dependent on the ability to provide financial and material support for
dependents. Yet men are often less able than women to adapt to structural

changes in production and the labour market, which have highly gendered social consequences (Silberschmidt 2005). While women are able to
diversify their economic activities in the domestic and informal spheres,
men’s identity and dignity are tied up in formalized notions of waged or
industrial labour.
Many men in the Global South consider mobility – and specifically
transnational migration – as a solution to economic hardship. Although
migration is a complex process motivated by a range of socio-economic
factors, South-North migration is generally presented as a product of global economic disparity. In this respect, migratory flows are a “by-product
of late capitalism” (Levitt and Jaworsky 2007) in which cheap labour is
exchanged for remittances. High rates of male migration can both produce
and simultaneously threaten masculinity (Osella 2012; Margold 1995). In
certain contexts, men must migrate to obtain material wealth and status
and claim adult masculine status in their home country – they need to be
absent in order to meet expectations (Melly 2010). Economic dependence
on overseas migration can also have an effect on gender relations among
those who stay in the sending society, for example in the way that families
value the livelihoods of non-migrant members. In addition, when women
rather than men are the pioneering migrants, men often perceive them
as undermining masculinity (Gallo 2006) by reversing traditional gender
expectations of support and provisioning. Drastic changes in how masculinity is understood and performed do not only occur within the context
of transnational migration, but also in relation to internal migration and
projects of modernization (Ferguson 1999), or simply as a result of economic developments at the local level.
As an archetypal sending location, Senegal has frequently been scrutinized under the lens of transnationalism (Riccio 2011; Buggenhagen
2004, 2012). My primary field site of Dakar acts as a hub for migrants from
all over the country as well as the wider region, and is therefore an ideal
location in which to examine migratory and transnational practices and
aspirations. Of particular interest is the way in which ideas surrounding
migration structure everyday practices, with regards to remittances, the
desire to leave, the status of and mythmaking around migrants, and the
inevitable process of ‘waiting’ for an opportunity to migrate. In my fieldwork, the presence of a ‘migratory disposition’ (Kalir 2005) looms large in
the lives of aspiring athletes, who imagine themselves living and working in
the countries of the Global North.
As my research takes place in the overtly physical sporting arena, a
body-centred approach is useful in better understanding the connections
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between people, bodies and the social environment. For Bourdieu, drawing upon previous work by Mauss (1973) and Merleau-Ponty (1962), the
practices of the body are informed by a person’s ‘habitus’ and thus reflect
the social structures within which he or she is embedded (1977). In collapsing the mind-body and subject-object dualisms of Western philosophical tradition, a body-centred approach to anthropology locates the body
as an active agent in the social world, thus moving beyond an analysis of
the body as a biological given and a symbolic ‘text’ which expresses cultural meaning. Here, I see the body as the primary vehicle through which
individuals experience their surroundings. By proposing to understand
human experience through the body in the world, I thus consider the body
as a generative site of culture, indeed as the very subject of culture. Bourdieu’s concept of the habitus simultaneously expands upon and partially
rejects this phenomenological understanding by introducing the ‘socially
informed body’ (1977), which emphasizes the unconscious, culturally
inculcated nature of bodily practices. In Bourdieu’s theory of practice, the
actions of everyday life are enacted by the body within an explicitly social
and historical context.
Feminist theory has been integral in bringing matters of the body to
the forefront of the social sciences, with an emphasis on the denaturalization of sex and the social construction of gender. Gender performativity (Butler 1990) in particular posits that gender is primarily an iterative
performance of the body, rather than a biological given. This approach
locates the body as a site in which the cultural meanings of gender identity are shaped and reproduced, rather than passively expressed or reflected. Whereas biological determinism previously characterized the relationship between gender and the body as ‘natural’, more recent theoretical
contributions have stressed that the biological and medical orthodoxies
which dominate our conceptions of the body are themselves culturally
conditioned (Grosz 1994). Such concerns have tended to focus on women
and femininity, although a growing body of work has also examined the
highly constructed nature of masculinity. Connell’s much-cited study of
masculinities (2005) has been influential in establishing that there are
multiple ways of being a man, as well as placing an emphasis on the central role of the male body in enacting these multiple versions of manhood – although as we shall see in the following section this is not entirely
unproblematic.
Another influential strand of social thought deriving largely from
the work of Michel Foucault has identified the body as a site of disciplining and power relations. Foucault’s concept of ‘political anatomy’ (1977)

engages with the way in which bodies are subjugated and shaped in order
to increase their utility and reduce their capacity for resistance. Foucault
understands discipline upon the body as a ‘mechanics of power’ which
initially took hold in the context of eighteenth century military practices
and can be observed in prisons, schools and various other institutions. The
politics of the body (in particular in relation to sexuality) created bourgeois identity (Foucault 1978), an analysis which Stoler (1995) extends
by exploring the racial ‘biopolitics’ inherent in the making of the colonial
body. Stoler’s work on the racialization of the body is of continued rele
vance in the context of a project on the migration of athletes from the
Global South to Europe, as the ascription of specific bodily qualities and
characteristics along racial lines remains an enduring theme. Body culture
(Brownell 1995) combines the Foucauldian view of sport as a disciplining technology with Bourdieu’s concept of habitus, providing a framework
which allows for the interrogation of ideas about race, gender, sexuality
and class within the context of sport as a bodily practice.

Global sport
The relationship between sport and global processes is a historical one.
Since the nineteenth century, sport has been closely intertwined with colonialism, globalization, and capitalist expansion. This is certainly the case
for sports such as cricket, rugby, and football, which originated in the British public-school system and were frequently introduced to other parts of
the world in the context of colonial projects. While these sports have followed multiple trajectories specific to different regions, they were generally imbricated in colonialism’s civilizing missions in order to pacify and
discipline native populations (Forsyth and Wamsley 2006). In many cases,
sports were considered useful in the formation of moral subjects, as is the
case in ideologies such as muscular Christianity which valued teamwork,
athleticism, and discipline (MacAloon 2006). In other instances, sport was
practised initially only by colonial elites, and thus acted as a means of social
distinction before being adopted by wider populations. Sport can also be
a site of resistance or creative adaptation, as in the case of cricket in the
Caribbean during the colonial and post-colonial era (James 1963). In all
of the processes, the meaning of sport changes over time as it travels across
the globe (Besnier, Brownell, and Carter 2017).
It is not, however, only sports practised on a global scale – such as
football, rugby, cricket, and others – which are subject to the vicissitudes
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and flows of world history. So-called traditional or indigenous sports have
also followed a variety of different trajectories during the colonial encounter. Some, such as the Tutsi form of high jumping known as gusimbuka
urukiramende, died out and were replaced by colonial sports (Bale and
Sang 1996). Other supposedly indigenous sports become a site of resistance
against colonial hegemony, for instance Maori waka ama (Wikaire and
Newman 2014) or Indian kushti wrestling (Alter 1992). Yet other sports
acquire new meanings as they travel across the world, like surfing (Walker
2008) or certain Asian martial arts (Brownell 2008) – both of which have
gained widespread popularity and recognition as ‘modern’ sports. These
multiple trajectories point to the pitfalls of essentializing boundaries
between traditional and modern sports (Besnier and Brownell 2012), as
these supposedly distinct categories are the products of globalization and
colonial encounters.
Despite the presence of a handful of notable sport-related studies in
the ethnographic canon, it is only relatively recently that anthropology has
discovered sport as a field worthy of significant attention. The centrality of
concerns such as the body, gender, mobility, nationalism and modernity
have aligned the study of sport with recent developments in the discipline
and social sciences more generally, resulting in increased scholarly attention to various aspects of sporting activity (Besnier and Brownell 2012;
Besnier, Brownell, and Carter 2017). The sporting arena may provide a
useful site in which to explore embodied practices, contemporary masculinities, and transnational mobilities in a global world.
Although the Balinese cockfights that Clifford Geertz made famous
in anthropology may not necessarily be considered a sport in the modern
sense of the term, his observation that culture is a set of stories people tell
about themselves (1973) remains influential in that sport is often considered in terms of its symbolic and ritual capacity to reflect cultural values
and ideals. This type of approach understands sport as a cultural performance and emphasizes its meaning as a public spectacle. Such perspectives
have been influential in the interpretation and analysis of the social meaning of sporting events. This has resulted in a proliferation of academic
research with a particular focus on how sports channel political and ideological trends – in particular those related to nationalism, globalization
and colonialism.
The historical spread of purportedly modern sports such as cricket, rugby and association football from colonial centres to the periphery
has led to the positioning of sport within a framework of modernization,
civilization, and progress (Guttmann 1997) – an account which has been

critiqued for its failure to allow for narratives of resistance or adaptation
(Carter 2002). Indeed, even global sports such as football and cricket have
been invested with local meanings and linked to state-building projects,
sometimes in direct opposition to or subversion of the conventions of the
colonial power. A classic example is the anthropological film “Trobriand
Cricket” (Kildea and Leach 1976) which memorably portrays a complex
and creative reimagining of the sport tailored to local Trobriand understandings of the world, notwithstanding the critique that Trobriand
cricket was linked to political power relations rather than cultural agency
(Foster 2006). Likewise, Argentinian football is involved in narratives of
national identity and character in order to distance it from its British originators, as are other Argentine national pastimes such as polo and tango
(Archetti 1999).
Sport is thus a site of resistance and adaptation, as well as one of
creative cultural enterprise. MacAloon has notably argued that international sports may be seen as an ‘empty form’ which is ‘filled’ with locally or
nationally specific cultural meanings or ideologies (1990) – although this
concept overlooks the fact that even international sports come with cultural and moral baggage (such as football’s origins as a character-building activity for the English upper classes). Appadurai’s study of cricket
in India (1995) for example shows how sports may be stripped of and
reinvested with cultural content, which is subsequently remoulded over
the course of history. In this particular account, cricket moves through a
number of transformations: the initial decoupling of the sport from colonial hegemony, followed by its widespread popularization as a symbol of
post-independence India, before entering its current guise as a lucrative
global circulation of talent, money, and celebrity. The example of cricket
not only demonstrates some of the complex ways in which global sports
are involved in colonial, post-colonial and global narratives, but also
shows how they are simultaneously engaged in local and global discourses
about nationalism and identity.
The relationship between sports and nationalism has been much
explored, but is not always clear-cut. Sports regarded as ‘national’ sports
are sometimes valorized as vehicles of national sentiment, but may also be
relegated to a relatively marginal status as archaic repositories of local traditions (Bairner 2001). Here, we may distinguish between ‘traditional’ and
‘modern’ sports – although using these as essentialized categories is not
without its pitfalls. Just as modern sports may be imbued with a variety of
local meanings, sports considered to be traditional are unlikely to be timeless edifices of the past.
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Some sports which are widely considered to be ‘traditional’ are in fact
largely modern constructions. Martial arts such as judo in Japan are among
the notable examples of such ‘inventions of tradition’ within the domain of
sport (Inoue 1998). Sports, then, are constructed in relation to nationhood,
but their cultural meanings are also subject to historical developments and
shifts in perception over time. The fact that multiple national sports coexist
in a country or region is evidence of the complex and contradictory nature
of national identity: for instance, Gaelic games and football illustrate the
distinction between ethnic and civic nationalism in Northern Ireland
(Bairner 2001). Meanwhile, the popular sporting traditions of India articulate with decolonization and nationalisms in various ways, differentiating
between cricket’s status as an extremely popular yet elite sport and wrestling’s status as a somewhat marginalized pastime which is nonetheless
rooted in specifically Indian ideas about morality (Alter 2000). Sports are
symbolically and ideologically charged events containing political and cultural meanings that extend beyond the physical routines at their core.
While sports thus constitute cultural performance, such approaches tend to locate the field of sport within anthropology’s symbolic and
interpretive traditions. A different set of approaches can be traced back to
Bourdieu’s practice theory, which broadly speaking seeks to explore the dialectical relationship between human action and social structure. The body
is the primary agent in such a theoretical perspective, and it is therefore
unsurprising that Bourdieu paid significant attention to the emphatically
corporeal field of sports (1978, 1988). The everyday actions and habits of
those who participate in sports both reflect and construct the social structures within which the individual is embedded. The sporting body makes
visible the various social hierarchies and cultural systems which we use to
classify ourselves and others, such as social class (Bourdieu 1978; Robson
2000; Wacquant 1995) race (Carrington 2010), gender (Hargreaves 2002),
and ethnicity (Ronsbo 2003). Sport serves to inscribe these and other social
categories on to the body, thus establishing relationships between specific
body practices and associated social positions. It follows that an examination of the body within sports can open up fruitful avenues towards a better understanding of diverse social processes.
The global sports industries value athletes primarily in relation to
physical attributes such as size, strength, speed, skill or stamina; athletes’
transnational circulation is therefore dependent on the athletic qualities
of the body. Their mobility, success, and ability to determine their own
career paths is to a large extent dependent on what their bodies are able
to do – or at least what the clubs, managers, scouts, and agents who assess

and value them think they are able to do. Sports migration is quite literally a case of “human bodies moving through space” (Carter 2011:7), a
deceptively simple observation which calls to attention the athletes’ agency:
the desires, motivations, and projects which inform the process of migration. The flows of sports migration, especially within the global football
industry, demonstrate the demographic trends and currents which shape
migratory patterns (Poli 2006; Maguire 2010). However, the empirical data
used to show the structures and constraints which characterize the sports
industry as an economic system frequently stop short of explaining why
and how these patterns emerge. While quantitative approaches thus constitute an invaluable resource in charting where athletes migrate from and to,
a practice-centered approach can flesh out the data by exploring how the
process is actively shaped by the stakeholders who are involved in it.
Sport provides a powerful context in which to conduct multi-scalar
ethnographies (Besnier, Brownell, and Carter 2017) – that is to say ethnographies which link the minute actions of the body with global markets
and processes. Sport thus connects the local to the global in immediate and
concrete ways. This is evident in my ethnography of Senegal, where the
everyday practices of young athletes in remote suburbs are informed by
the demands and conventions of sports industries which operate at global
(in the case of football) or at least national (in the case of wrestling) levels.
Sport is also significant as a site in which gender – here, in particular masculinity – is articulated. Senegalese consider both football and wrestling as
masculine domains, and they are thus ideal settings in which to study the
lived experience of (young) men and some of the specific challenges they
face. Finally, sport is without a doubt the most popular form of entertainment in the world. In Senegal, as in many other places in the world, there is
no other subject which can unite, divide, or cause discussion among people
from all walks of life as the latest wrestling or football news.

The field site
Precolonial Senegambia was home to a multitude of peoples, including the
Wolof kingdoms of Jolof, Kajoor, Baol, and Waalo, and the Sereer kingdoms
Siin and Saalum, located in the central and coastal areas of what is presentday Senegal. Many lived in centralized states or kingdoms. Neighbouring the
Wolof were the Fula speaking Tukulor in the north-east, the pastoralist Pël
living further inland, the Joola and Mandinka in Casamance, and various
other smaller groups (Mandinka, Soninke, Bassari etc.) living in the south-
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ern and inland regions of present-day Senegal and what is now Gambia.
Historically speaking, Senegambia was home to a number of diverse groups
with different types of social organization. Most were organized in stratified systems based on endogamous and hereditary ‘castes’ or occupational groups, maintained through patron-clientage (A. B. Diop 2012). The
precise nature of these caste divisions is contested (Irvine 1974; M. Diop
1971), but broadly distinguishes between a superior caste (Wolof: géer)
who were usually farmers, and an inferior caste (Wolof: ñeeño) which was
further divided into artisanal groups (Wolof: jëf-lekk, smiths, shoemakers,
weavers, wood craftsmen) and griots (Wolof: géwël, praise-singers, musicians, oral historians). Caste in Senegambia is further complicated by the
presence of slave castes, as well as the association of certain caste positions
with outsiders such as members of other ethnic groups (A.B. Diop 2012).
From the sixteenth century, as a result of its location on early modern
sea routes from Europe to India and Southern and Eastern parts of Africa,
Senegambia was deeply involved in the transatlantic slave trade (Curtin
1975), becoming a strategic economic and commercial location for competing colonial powers including the Dutch, French, and Portuguese. During
the latter half of the nineteenth century, the French intensified their colonial control of West Africa. The settlements of Dakar, Rufisque, Gorée,
and Saint Louis were administrative centres of French West Africa and
designated as communes, with first Saint Louis (from 1673 to 1902) and
then Dakar (from 1902) serving as the capital of the imperial project. In
accordance with the French colonial policy of intensive monocropping,
the groundnut was established as the region’s main export cash crop, with
its associated products – in particular groundnut oil – finding varied and
extensive use in industry, manufacturing, animal feed, and food (Copans
1980). The groundnut trade largely replaced existing forms of subsistence
agriculture in many parts of the region. Meanwhile, resistance to the French
came in the shape of charismatic sufi Muslim brotherhoods, in particular the Tijaan and Murid, which gained influence in the political vacuum
which emerged immediately after the conquest. The relationship between
the brotherhoods and the colonial powers was complex. While the Tijaan
brotherhood under the leadership of El Hadji Malick Sy maintained pragmatic relations with the French, the Murid founder Cheikh Amadou Bamba
was seen as a figure of anti-colonial resistance and was exiled on numerous
occasions. Nonetheless, the labour and organization of the Murid brotherhoods became integral to the success of the burgeoning groundnut economy (Copans 1980; Cruise O’Brien 1971; Coulon 1981. The connection
between the Murid brotherhood and the groundnut trade remains until

the present day. Cooperation between the French and the hugely influential Murid marabouts was a key economic factor during the colonial period,
and the link between politics, the groundnut economy, and religion continued after independence in 1960, when politicians had to mobilize the support of religious leaders in order to cement their popularity.
The economic transformations during the colonial era altered the
gendered division of labour in Senegambia. While ‘traditional’ forms of
labour have in fact always been subject to variation by region and ethnic
groups (A.C. Hann 2013), land was generally allocated patrilineally to male
household heads (Callaway and Creevey 1994). Women also participated
in subsistence farming and had their own plots of land from which they
benefited independently. The colonial mode of production favoured men,
who were more heavily involved in cash-cropping – in Senegal, primarily in
the groundnut economy – thus increasing gendered economic inequalities.
As a result, women’s subsistence farming grew in importance, although the
overall levels of subsistence farming went down because of an increasing
reliance on rice imports.
When Senegal gained independence in 1960, it entered the global
economy as a small state with a disproportionate reliance on one export
commodity. When France withdrew price subsidies for groundnut products
in the late sixties, the economy entered a period of uncertainty (Delgado and
Jammeh 1991). By the late seventies, the economic landscape had changed:
the groundnut trade was no longer competitive on the world stage, and the
state had attempted to diversify its economy in ways which benefited an
emerging urban bourgeoisie rather than rural elites. Senegal’s agricultural
crisis was compounded by the ravages of the Sahel drought (Oya 2007)
and a resulting rural exodus as well as increased transnational migration.
Dakar, already the economic and trading hub of the country, became the
destination for a massive influx of rural migrants, especially from those
regions affected by the drought. Many of them sought work in the informal economy, for example as street traders. This gave rise to terms such as
Baol Baol and modou modou which are commonly used to describe street
traders and informal entrepreneurs, associating them with rural (and in
particular, Wolof and Murid) backgrounds (Riccio 2001, 2005).
The agricultural crisis of the late 1970s coincided with the beginning
of the structural adjustment era in Senegal, as spiralling levels of external
debt and falling groundnut prices on the global market led to large-scale
economic restructuring imposed by multilateral lending agencies such as
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (Delgado and
Jammeh 1991; Somerville 1997). The government was forced to implement
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significant cuts, scaling down its sizeable bureaucracy, removing subsidies,
and more generally withdrawing from public life – a common phenomenon in postcolonial Africa (Piot 2010). Further policies linked to structural
adjustments involved privatization, deregulation, and decentralization of
business, and in 1994 the devaluation of the West African CFA currency
had a major impact on purchasing power. One major consequence of these
shifts was the rise of informal economic activity (Stoller 1996; Scheld 2007;
A. C. Hann 2013; Prothmann 2018), in particular petty trade. Another consequence was an acceleration of transnational migration, and an increasing
recognition that it was a viable means of gaining success. The transnational migrant, once considered emblematic of rural desperation, gradually
became seen as a figure of success – replacing previous aspirational figures
such as that of the government bureaucrat.
However, migration and mobility, in various forms, have been a feature of economic life in Senegambia for a long time. The region’s peoples
have long and complex histories of migration which predate the colonial period. Systematic forms of labour migration date back to at least
the mid-nineteenth century, when seasonal migrants from the Senegal
river valley would come to work in the then newly established groundnut
basin in central Senegal (David 1980; Manchuelle 1989). The relationship
with the French colonizers also established patterns of migration: many
Senegalese served as sailors in the French navy, as tirailleurs or infantrymen in the French army (who served extensively and suffered heavy casualties in both World Wars and numerous other conflicts) (Echenberg 2009),
and to a lesser extent as students in France. Many stayed in France after
their service or studies; other Senegalese migrated during post-World War
II recruitment drives for the French automobile industry. The numbers
of Senegalese (and other West African) labourers arriving in France was
such that it necessitated the establishment of an entire network of foyers de
travailleurs migrants or migrant hostels (Mbodj-Pouye 2016).
Senegalese migration was not only targeted towards the former colonial metropole. Indeed, Senegal has long been implicated in flows of migration within the African continent, with significant numbers of Senegalese
migrating to work in Côte d’Ivoire (Bredeloup 1995; Blion and Bredeloup
1997), Cameroon (Ba 1997), Morocco (Fall 2004) and Gabon (Fall 1999),
among other destinations. Currently, Senegal is a destination for migrants
from Guinea, who often work as shopkeepers and taxi drivers. Dakar in
particular is also a hub for migrants from other parts of Africa, who seek
to use the city as a springboard from which to ‘restart’ migration projects
(Zuluaga 2015), or to settle there, study, or start businesses. In my own

fieldwork experience in Dakar I met residents who originated from Côte
d’Ivoire, Nigeria, Togo, Mali, Gambia, Cameroon, Rwanda, Chad, Burkina
Faso, Guinea Bissau, Guinea, Mauritania, and Ghana. Senegal is also home
to a significant ‘expat’ community of international development professionals, and (mostly French) retirees along the Petite Côte stretch of coastline south of Dakar, as well as a long-established Lebanese community
which is heavily involved in business in downtown Dakar.
In recent decades, the primary destinations for Senegalese migrants
(alongside France) have been Italy and the USA. Migration to Italy from
the 1980s onwards has been concentrated around the northern part of the
country, where Senegalese work in factories and also have a visible presence
as street vendors (Riccio 2005, 2008; Grillo and Riccio 2004; Sinatti 2006).
Also in the 1980s, the United States of America emerged as a new ‘promised land’ for mostly rural Wolof immigrants (Perry 1997; Stoller 2002)
who worked as street peddlers and set up transnational trade networks
between Manhattan and Dakar (although a community of Halpulaar merchants was already established at the time). The extent of Senegalese informal street trading around Fifth Avenue was such that even local business
owner Donald Trump complained about a “street-peddler plague infecting
the entire city” (Blauner 1987). The informal economies in which they are
engaged – focused around ‘Little Senegal’ near 125th Street in Harlem –
exist largely outside official licensing and taxation systems. Meanwhile, the
presence of religious institutions – especially dahiras or Islamic schools –
plays an important role in forming a distinct urban transnational culture
(Babou 2002). More recently, other destinations have started appearing on
the radar of Senegalese migrants; these include Brazil, Argentina, Greece,
Turkey, the Gulf countries, and China.
Migration has gained a new significance in the decades since structural adjustment policies commenced. As state provisions shrink, migrant
remittances have become an increasingly large portion of the Senegalese
economy. Most families have one or several members living abroad who
contribute significantly to living expenses, school fees, medical bills, and
other costs. They are also heavily involved in the construction and financing of residential buildings and other infrastructure (Melly 2010). As a
result, the figure of the transnational migrant – once somewhat scorned
and stereotyped as a rural and uneducated modou modou street vendor –
has undergone a certain transformation. Now, the migrant is often cast as
a heroic and aspirational figure whose courage, entrepreneurial spirit, and
willingness to endure hardship can lift entire families out of poverty (Riccio 2005; Bredeloup 2008; Melly 2011).
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It is tempting to view Senegalese football and wrestling in terms of an
opposition between the modern and traditional, or between the colonial
and the indigenous sport, and this is often how it is represented locally.
But these oppositions play a specific role in conceptualizing the relationship between sport and the nation. While football was indeed introduced
to what was then French West Africa by the colonial powers, it was subsequently adapted and changed to serve local needs. Here, it is perhaps useful
to return to MacAloon’s concept of sport being an “empty form” which can
be “filled” with cultural meanings. In Senegal, as in other parts of Africa,
this may be – for example – the prominent use of occult or witchcraft-like
practices to influence outcomes of matches, or the deployment of traditional drumming by fans at the stadium. The “empty form” model can also
be used to understand the particular techniques of the body which develop
in certain contexts, as well as how a sport is used by governments towards
socio-political ends.
In Senegal, a significant moment in the development of football
was the navétanes movement starting in the 1950s and gaining in popularity and influence over the following decades. Originally conceived of
as a set of sportive and cultural activities taking place during the summer
holidays (the Wolof term nawet refers to the rainy season which takes
place from July to September), the navétanes interdistrict championship
involved teams from Dakar, Saint-Louis, Gorée, Thiés, and Rufisque, and
soon emerged as an important site of the post-independence government’s control over urban districts, and specifically youth movements
(Baller 2010). In addition to the navétanes championships, the Senegalese Football Federation (FSF) has maintained league and cup championship formats since the 1960s, with two professional divisions in operation
since the 2008/2009 season. Despite professionalization, the Senegalese
championnat is often poorly regarded by fans, and player salaries remain
low even by comparison to many other African leagues. For this reason,
talented players are not generally attracted by the local game, and actively
seek opportunities to play abroad. Starting in the 1990s with the establishment of the Aldo Gentina academy in Dakar, a collaborative initiative between the Senegalese Football Federation and AS Monaco, football became associated with the possibility of moving abroad (Darby,
Akindes, and Kirwin 2007). Additional academies were subsequently
established, with varying degrees of success: currently, the most prominent include the Diambars academy in Saly, founded by notable former

players Saer Seck (who is also president of the Senegalese Football Association), Patrick Vieira, Bernard Lama and Jimmy Adjovi-Boco; and the
Génération Foot academy near Dakar, which is affiliated to the French
club FC Metz.
A further notable development in the history of Senegalese football was the national team’s successful showing at the 2002 World Cup in
Japan and Korea, which included a hugely symbolic and widely celebrated
victory in the opening game over France, the former colonial rulers – who
also happened to be the reigning World Champions at the time (Baller
2012; Rowe 2003). This impressive performance at the country’s first-ever
World Cup participation confirmed football’s importance as a vector of
national pride on the international stage, and also cemented the reputation of Senegalese players as potentially valuable assets for European
clubs. In the immediate aftermath of the 2002 World Cup, a number of
players on the Senegalese squad – many of whom already played in France
– joined elite clubs in Europe, notably in the English Premier League.
Today, Senegal is ranked 17th on the list of football player exporting
countries, with a total of 176 players registered in the 93 national championships included in an International Centre for Sports Studies (CIES)
report in May 2017 (Poli et al. 2017). Among African countries, Senegal is
consistently among the most represented in European leagues, along with
Nigeria, Cameroon, and Ghana. At the time of writing, one of the most
prominent African players in world football is Liverpool FC’s Senegalese
attacker Sadio Mané.

Wrestling in Senegal
The history of wrestling in Senegal and the development of its current
forms are closely linked to processes of urbanization. Oral and historical
accounts, such as an exhibition which covered an entire floor of Dakar’s
Institut Fondamental d’Afrique Noire (IFAN) museum3 in 2015, trace
wrestling as a rural activity practised to celebrate the harvest. A number of
my interlocutors regularly evoked the sport’s rural origins in their endeavours to provide me with a historical overview of the discipline, including coaches, television commentators, and senior members of the Comité
3 A research institute founded in 1938 as part of the French colonial project, today the IFAN
is integrated into Dakar’s Université Cheikh Anta Diop and is one of the world’s foremost
research centres on African culture.
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National de la Gestion de la Lutte (CNGL, the national wrestling steering committee). Wrestling is alternatively explained to have originated as
a martial practice designed to test young men for battle (O. Faye 2002).
Some form of wrestling is practised among all the major ethnic groups in
the region, a fact that is often touted to emphasize its national character
and its status as a unifying feature of all Senegal, even though traditional styles vary between groups, however it is particularly associated with
the Joola, Sereer, Wolof, Tukuloor, and Lebu (Badji 1982; Bidiar 1990; J.
V. Faye 1984). With the establishment and growth of the French settlement of Dakar on the Cap-Vert peninsula (previously the site of the Lebu
villages of Ouakam, Yoff, Ngor and Hann), wrestling gradually became a
popular urban sport.
It was towards the end of the nineteenth century that wrestling
emerged as a cultural and leisure activity, setting the groundwork for its
development into the commercial sport it is today. Initially, it was an elite
martial practice designed to test the strength and courage of young men,
and practitioners were selected on the basis of their moral and athletic
virtues (Wane 2012). Wrestlers travelled all over the region to face the
champions of each locality, attracting large crowds and achieving fame
and renown. Wrestling with punches first emerged in Dakar with the
arrival of three notable champions from the regions of Baol and Cayor:
Médoune Khoulé, Sanor Dieng, and Diéry Sadio, the latter of which
refused to fight without punches. Each of these wrestlers brought to
Dakar a particular style of dress, bàkk (see glossary), choreography, and
other forms of cultural performance which distinguished their ethnic
origin (Wane 2012).
French cinema entrepreneur Maurice Jacquin is credited with organizing the first spectacles of wrestling with punches in the 1920s. He initiated the first wrestling arenas in Dakar, paving the way for the contemporary sporting sub-discipline of lutte avec frappe. Spectators had to pay
admission to the event and the wrestlers were remunerated. As the spectacle became increasingly lucrative, these wrestling events moved out of
cramped cinemas and on to vacant lots, makeshift arenas, and eventually
stadiums. Promoters and wrestlers negotiated fees freely, and the sums of
money involved increased rapidly. For instance, for a 1931 fight, Ousmane
Séne and Babacar Thiaw received a total of CFA 25,000 (€38 in today’s
money), with the winner receiving CFA 15,000 (€22) thereof; on June 8,
1940, Fanlang Ndiaye was paid CFA 130,000 (€198) to face Modou Diakhaté of Rufisque – a ninefold increase in the space of nine years (Wane 2012).
Today, star wrestlers can earn sums of up to CFA 150 million (€230,000)

per fight, although in recent seasons these figures have stagnated and even
declined.
Today, licensed wrestlers from all écuries may compete in the two
disciplines of lutte avec frappe and lutte sans frappe. The former is organized on a model similar to boxing: promoters contract pairs of wrestlers
who they believe will attract a public. In lutte avec frappe, wrestlers usually only have one or two major fights per season (and sometimes none at
all), and a typical event will be limited to 10 combats. Lutte sans frappe is
organized in the form of knockout tournaments in which large numbers
of wrestlers may take part (the number was recently limited to 64 in one
arena, to improve security measures). The champions win a cash prize, or
goods such as livestock, cars, or bags of rice and cement (depending on
the prestige of the tournament). The boundaries between the two disciplines are porous in that some wrestlers may compete in both formats,
although lutte sans frappe is often considered as a stepping stone to a
career in the more lucrative lutte avec frappe. A third form of wrestling,
Olympic freestyle, is also practised, although there are no local competition formats, and interest is minimal outside the Olympic Games. Olympic wrestling is the only discipline in which women can formally compete.
In Dakar, and indeed much of Senegal, lutte avec frappe is everywhere. It enjoys extensive coverage on television and radio, and takes up
much of the space on the newspaper back pages. An entire daily newspaper,
Sunu Lamb, is devoted to it, in addition to multiple websites. Billboards
across the city draw the public’s attention to upcoming fights or display the
image of popular wrestlers to advertise products ranging from fruit drinks
to toothpaste. Riding in taxis or car rapides (the brightly painted ancient
Renault minivans which are the most frequently used local transport), one
is likely to see pictures and posters of the driver’s favourite wrestler next to
images of Sufi spiritual guides. Wrestling is also a popular topic of gossip
and rumour, with even the most minor scandal involving a wrestler ending
up in the tabloid press. During the most important combats of the wrestling season, traffic in the city comes to a standstill, as entire families gather
around the television to watch the show.
Wrestling is not only a combat sport, but also an aesthetic and poetic
practice, an art of corporeal self-expression which refers to an entire symbolic, social, and spiritual system. As an art of the body, wrestling combines
particular techniques of the body, tactical and strategic knowledge (much
as is the case of the other martial arts from which it borrows elements,
namely boxing, judo, and other forms of wrestling), a spiritual-mystical
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dimension in which invisible forces come to the fore, as well as the deployment of an agonistic poetics in the form of the bàkk or self-praise singing
(Chevé et al. 2014).
Although wrestling is considered a ‘traditional’ sport (and, indeed,
often locally referred to as such: lutte traditionnelle avec frappe), it is also
a lucrative business in which vast sums of money circulate. The wrestling
economy incorporates complex networks of athletes, managers, agents,
promoters, sponsors, media, marabouts or spiritual advisors, and numerous other participants. Wrestling is also a means of gaining political or
economic influence, as major politicians, businesspeople, and celebrities
pay to have their names attached to fights as patrons. The increasing media
coverage, and in particular television, has helped to further popularize and
monetize the sport, leading to an exponential increase in its popularity
(Wane 2012). With the introduction of private television in Senegal since
the 1990s and the associated opportunities for sponsorship and advertising, wrestling experienced a major influx of capital. In the ensuing decades,
it underwent a shift from a somewhat old-fashioned sport popular primarily among older men, to a commercial juggernaut capturing the attention
of all segments of the population.
In addition to being popular among spectators and consumers,
wrestling is also increasingly seen as a career choice for young men, in
an economic climate characterized by seemingly permanent stagnation. Despite the relatively slim chances of financial success in the arena, w
 restling at least offers a tangible and entrepreneurial path towards
material rewards which appears to hinge upon training, skill, and hard
work – and not exclusively on relationships of patronage, as is frequently
the case in other areas of life in Senegal. Young men consider the sport
to be a viable alternative to education, which they often see as fruitless given the scarcity of salaried jobs, and as preferable to the gruelling
apprenticeships and irregular employment in the informal sector which
are sometimes the only other option. Wrestling has evolved into a significant source of hope and earnings in particular in Dakar’s banlieue, where
it represents one of the few pathways towards social mobility (Harvey
2005). With iconic wrestlers such as Modou Lô, Balla Gaye, and Bombardier demanding fees of over €100,000 to enter the arena, wrestling
emerges as a source of millenarian hope offering its practitioners rewards
of fantastical p
 roportions. The increasing commercialization of the sport
has also led to an increase in professionalism, with most major stars
spending long periods training abroad in the United States or France (see
Chapter 5).

Fieldwork and methodology
Between August 2014 and August 2015 I conducted almost twelve months
of fieldwork in Dakar, Senegal. Following the end of this main period of
fieldwork, I kept in touch with many of my key interlocutors via social
media and telephone, continuing to follow their trajectories over a long
period of time. I also returned to Senegal twice more for shorter spells in
December 2015 and February 2017, combining my participation at conferences held in Dakar with the opportunity to conduct follow-up fieldwork
with interlocutors both new and old. This also enabled me to remain upto-date with developments in the sport world as well as Senegalese society
more generally.
During my initial fieldwork period and as well as my subsequent
visits, I lived with a family in the mixed-income neighbourhood of
Parcelles Assainies, located in the banlieue of Dakar but with relatively
good access to most other areas of the city. Living as part of a family
household enabled me to experience everyday life and social relations
in ways which would otherwise not have been possible for an outsider.
It was also a tremendous resource in terms of meeting interlocutors,
and gaining access to the worlds of football and wrestling. Many of the
most valuable contacts I made, including Pape and Modou, were met
within the context of the family. And many of my most profound ethnographic insights into life in Senegal also occurred within this privileged
space.
Much of my fieldwork took place in locations dedicated to sport,
scattered all over the Dakar region, but mostly in the suburban neighbourhoods of Pikine, Guèdiawaye, and Parcelles. These included football
pitches and training centres, wrestling écuries, gyms, and the city’s beaches,
which were always filled with young men working out. I occasionally participated in informal football matches at the beach or in the streets of Parcelles, but my level of performance was vastly inferior to that of Pape and
the other young players I spent time with. Needless to say, my wrestling
abilities were even less developed; my direct participation in this discipline
was largely limited to being tossed around on the sand by Modou and his
wrestler friends. In addition to attending training sessions, I regularly spent
time with athletes in their leisure time, for example at their homes or at
social occasions, and I travelled with my interlocutors outside Dakar on
multiple occasions.
I also accompanied athletes to the football stadium or wrestling arena when they were competing, as well as attending events such as inter-
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national football matches and major fights between celebrity wrestlers.
These occasions, which are detailed throughout the thesis, were often rich
in ethnographic observations. Sometimes, I was able to take on the role
of photographer, filmmaker, or journalist in order to gain better access to
proceedings. This was in part made possible by my privileged position as
a white European toubab with semi-professional equipment, but also by
relentless networking, phone calls, and favours from friends. It was a similar dynamic which enabled me to occasionally move in illustrious circles of
influential figures within both sports, notably the senior members of the
CNGL (the wrestling steering committee).
My status as a comparatively wealthy, white outsider brought with
it many privileges, but also posed some problems. In some instances, my
presence was undesirable or awkward as it brought unwanted attention to
my interlocutors; in other cases, I was mistaken for a talent scout or an
agent. On more than one occasion, my presence was associated with disruptive magical forces, and I was asked to leave. I became accustomed to
having to give small speeches explaining my research and justifying my
presence, especially in the highly secretive world of wrestling.
Indeed, over the course of my research, it became apparent that the
role of anthropologist was not a familiar one to many of my interlocutors,
nor was it easy to explain. By contrast, journalists and especially photographers were welcome, as their presence was not only familiar, but also
implied a degree of fame and significance. During the final months of my
fieldwork, I therefore decided to make an ethnographic film about my
research subjects. I worked together with a Senegalese documentary director, Mamadou Khouma Gueye, whom I had met by chance on a trip to
Kédougou in the southeast of Senegal. Collaborating with an experienced
director who had intimate knowledge of the research setting, as well as
being immersed in the community in which large parts of the film were
shot, changed the dynamics of my fieldwork. Although the presence of
the camera undoubtedly injected an element of artifice into some of the
scenes we shot, it also facilitated my access to people immeasurably. People
who had thus far been shy or reluctant to talk suddenly became eager to
give lengthy interviews and performances on camera. The collaboration
resulted in a documentary film entitled Yëngël Gësëm, which has since been
shown at numerous film screenings, conferences, and seminars both in
Senegal and in Europe. While I treat the film and this thesis as separate
projects, there is no doubt that the research described here was significantly aided by the filming process.
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Chapters
In Chapter 1, I sketch the ambiguous relationship between sport and work,
and the ambivalent nature of sport as work. While both wrestlers and football players tend to see their athletic pursuits as a form of labour for which
they should be paid, in reality the vast majority of athletes are barely or not
at all compensated. This leads to a sense of injustice, exploitation, frustration, and resignation. It also requires them to construct professional identities, which are meticulously cultivated and maintained in various ways.
I describe this process as the emergence of the ‘athlete-self ’ – a neoliberal
conception of personhood in which individuals behave, present themselves, and act upon themselves in ways which make them suitable for the
sport market they hope to enter. In the case of the football school which
Pape attended, the athlete-self was inculcated via an institutional disciplinary regime drawing upon sport science, pedagogy, and psychology of selfimprovement. Various sets of rules regarding physical training and general
behaviour are prescribed verbally or in written form on lists which decorated the walls of the training ground. The core tenets were hard work, discipline, and respect; players were encouraged to police their own and each
other’s conduct.
In the case of wrestling, the situation is somewhat different, as the
écurie tends to be a much looser, less formalized institution than the football school. Wrestlers become athlete-selves through massive investments
in the body, the creation of individual brands, and a highly entrepreneurial
approach to their athletic careers. The discrepancy between the formation
of athlete-selves in the two sports can be explained by the different requirements of each sport: while football demands a docile, disciplined, hardworking team player, wrestling stardom tends to require individual charisma, flair, and personality alongside mere sporting talent. Nonetheless,
both sports necessitate a reflexive commitment to self-improvement and
self-presentation in the formation of professional identities. The development of these identities often precedes material or economic gains – raising
questions about the usual understanding that a professional athlete is one
who receives payment for their sporting endeavours.
Chapter 2 builds upon the concept of the athlete-self proposed in
the previous chapter, and examines it in its embodied form. One striking
observation is the increased attention given to men’s bodies, both within
the world of sport and beyond. Generally speaking, sports have become
more and more focused on physical performance and capability, as athletes strive to gain advantages in an increasingly competitive environment
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where much is at stake. Incremental improvements in physical attributes
such as size, strength, or speed are vital, and new forms of training and
body surveillance mean that athletes’ bodies are under more scrutiny than
ever. Although in Senegalese sport, this type of institutional surveillance is
limited compared to the hyper-medicalized sports industries of the Global
North, the ethos of body improvement and optimization has taken hold.
Wrestlers and footballers alike spend hours in the gym, at the beach, or
on the dunes, sculpting their muscles, taking protein powders, and paying attention to their diets. At the same time, they are attentive to producing a particular appearance, with an emphasis on exaggeratedly masculine
features such as massive chest and arm muscles. This aesthetic – which
is not only limited to aspiring athletes but is widespread among young
men – is informed in part by the introduction of bodybuilding and gym
culture, but also by the desire to embody supposedly masculine values of
strength, courage, and self-discipline. Athletes invest in and care for their
bodies, which are central to their hopes of success and therefore to the way
in which they experience the world. However, their bodies are also subject
to assessment within broader social configurations over which they have
little control. For instance, wrestlers’ heavily muscled bodies are frequently
linked to crime, a lack of education, and being poor role models for children. Meanwhile, footballers are judged by scouts – and by themselves – in
relation to globally produced archetypes of what ‘African players’ are like.
The entrepreneurial spirit of neoliberalism produces an obsession with
fashioning a strong and capable body – but these bodies are also the site of
vulnerability and precarity, and ultimately an attempt to salvage a masculinity in crisis.
In Chapter 3, I turn my attention to the complex and manifold religious, magical, and spiritual worlds which Senegalese athletes inhabit.
Here, the seemingly opposite attitudes towards occult forces in the two
sports lends itself to a comparative approach. Wrestling is totally saturated
in a variety of traditional magico-religious and mystical practices, which
are in many ways as important to the sport as the physical combat itself.
The media representation of wrestling draws heavily on discourses and
representations of the occult, and spiritual factors are regularly cited as
decisive in determining victory or defeat. The figure of the marabout, a
guardian of mystical knowledge and practice, is a vital part of any wrestler’s entourage. Indeed, in recent years maraboutic practices have become
increasingly ostentatious and commodified, with wrestlers publicly competing over who has spent the most money on them.
In football, meanwhile, the governing body announced a ban on all

occult activities around the sport, associating them with backwardness
and violence. However, this official ban does not reflect the persistence
of various mystical and religious practices among many football players,
teams, and coaches, in particular in the interdistrict competitions known
as navétanes, where marabouts continue to play a significant role. Aspiring wrestlers and football players engaged with the spiritual world in a
variety of ways, often seemingly strategically related to their own career
aspirations: wrestlers invested ostentatiously in mystique or magico-religious practice, whereas footballers distanced themselves from it, aligning
themselves with the ‘rational’ and scientific discourses within football.
In both cases, young athletes seemed to approach the spiritual world in
a market-like fashion, choosing to invest in the way that would yield the
best results.
Chapter 4 addresses the relationship between sport and ethnicity,
with an emphasis on how wrestlers engage with ethnic belonging and identity. In this chapter, football is conspicuous largely in its absence. This is
because ethnicity seems to play a lesser role in that sport, a logic which follows from its international reach. The debates and discourses surrounding
football players take place at the level of the nation, that is to say whether
certain diasporic players were Senegalese or (in most cases) French. Football can therefore be seen to reinforce the idea of the nation in relation
to other nations. Wrestling, meanwhile, takes place within the boundaries
of the nation; competition is therefore between the different regions and
ethnic groups of Senegal. However, although these ethnic categories often
formed the historical basis for organization into écuries, ethnic identities
are diffuse and fluid, and affected by processes of urbanization – especially
in Dakar.
Through wrestling, young men with otherwise plural urban identities re-engage with their parents’ ethnicity, and claimed affiliation to those
groups considered to have the strongest traditions of both wrestling and
magic. This is heavily influenced by the persistence of ethnic logics and
argumentation in the build-up to major fights. Wrestling superstars evoke
their ethnic heritage in order to assert their superiority over rivals, strategically forge allegiances with other wrestlers, access supporters, or benefit
from spiritual support. Although Senegal prides itself on peaceful multiethnic coexistence, the wrestling arena is one of the few public spaces in
which ethnic differences make themselves known. However, the various
customs and traditions are often represented in the shape of an all-encompassing national tradition. In this sense, wrestling can be understood as
a vehicle of nation-building. Within this framework, young wrestlers use
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ethnicity and regional affiliation as a marker of identity and a resource of
individual spiritual power to promote their own personal brands. Under
neoliberalism, therefore, ethnicity is reshaped from its origins as a marker
of group belonging, to a symbol of individual power.
The fifth and final chapter follows the protagonists Pape and Modou
in their attempts to seek a better future outside Senegal, and in doing so
addresses the wider relationship between sport and the desire for international mobility. This desire is present in both sports, although it is articulated differently. For footballers, the dream of a professional career is almost
without exception synonymous with the dream of playing in the European
leagues, or other lucrative competitions abroad. This is largely due to the
fact that the few opportunities available in the local championships do not
offer much in the way of salary, prestige, or exposure. Footballers therefore attempt to follow a given path towards success, which usually involves
joining one of the more prestigious football academies or schools in the
country, playing in trial matches in front of (mostly) European scouts, and
hoping that these will lead to further opportunities such as a call-up to the
international team, a trial in Europe, or a sport scholarship in the United States. Wrestling – in particular the popular lutte avec frappe variant
– is considered to be very much a local, traditional, and national sport, in
which competition almost exclusively takes place within the boundaries of
Senegal. However, wrestlers seek to travel and be connected internationally
for various reasons: participation in international tournaments (particularly in the disciplines of traditional African wrestling and Olympic freestyle), recent opportunities to compete in related sports such as MMA, and
the desire to access better training and preparation conditions in Europe
or the USA.
The global and local structures of wrestling and football therefore
shape aspirations of mobility in different ways, creating distinct narratives
which are reproduced by young athletes. Underpinning these narratives,
however, is a wider social drive towards emigration among young Senegalese, and men in particular, due to the perceived and real lack of employment and opportunities within the country. The success of transnational
Senegalese merchants and trade associations abroad has cast the migrant
as a figure of success, albeit a controversial one in some respects. Like sport,
transnational migration is understood to be an entrepreneurial pathway
towards wealth and respect, where young men with few means or qualifications can make something of themselves. The two pathways – that of
the athlete, and that of the migrant – often converge in the figure of the
migrant athlete. Although athletic migration has often been studied as a

distinct and elite mode of transnational circulation, the case of Senegalese
athletes shows that the boundaries between the two categories (of migrant
and athlete) are blurred. The dream of a sports career can embellish or
mask the less glamorous desire to simply leave the country and attempt to
make a living abroad.
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chapter 1

Towards the Athlete Self:
Neoliberal Subjectivity
in the Sporting Arena

Sport and work
“They should pay us. For five years, now, I have worked hard for them.
We sacrifice ourselves every week. They give us nothing, just a few CFA
for the bus fare.” As was often the case, Pape was grumbling about the lack
of appreciation and financial compensation given to him by the managers of Galaxy, the football school in Dakar which he played for. It was a
Monday evening after a particularly eventful training session, and Pape
and I were walking eastwards along the busy Boulevard du Président Habib
Bourguiba, a major transport artery which connects a number of different Dakar neighbourhoods. We often walked this way together, sometimes
accompanied by one of the other players or a coach, sometimes just the two
of us. We would often stop for a coffee or a snack and discuss the weekend’s
football results, analyse the training session, or just chat about life. Then I
would get on the number 38 Tata bus to make the arduous journey back to
Parcelles; Pape would turn right and walk through the mostly low-income
neighbourhoods of Grand Dakar and Biscuiterie to his home in HLM 5.
Pape’s mood often depended on how he had performed in training,
and on the feedback he received from the coaches, in particular Alain, who
was his number one critic. On this particular occasion, Galaxy’s under-19
team had played a training match against a team from Mbour. Pape had
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played in his regular centre-forward position, and he had been a constant
menace to the opposition defence, scoring a technically impressive headed goal and contesting a lot of aerial battles. In the formation employed
by the team, Pape’s position as the lone striker is often quite a thankless
one: his responsibility is to compete for the ball with the opposing centre
backs, often with his back to goal, and create space for his teammates while
rarely taking more than one or two touches. In other words, it is a physically demanding role which results in a lot of bumps and knocks, with only
sporadic opportunities to display one’s talent. In this match, Pape had not
been treated kindly by his markers, with a cut above his eye and bruises
all over his body testifying to the punishing ordeal. Eventually, he snapped
after an umpteenth perceived foul went unsanctioned by the referee – who
in this instance was one of his own coaches. Pape squared up to the defender involved, and a few blows were thrown before the rest of the players got
involved in a mass brawl. A few stern words from Alain ended the fracas,
and Pape – designated as the instigator – was sent to the dressing room to
get changed. He then followed the rest of the match, stony-faced and wordless, from the bench.
The incident was memorable enough for us to discuss it at length a
few days later, and the fact that I had managed to film most of it gave us the
opportunity to conduct a thorough video analysis. However, such scuffles
are commonplace everywhere in football, and Senegalese youth football is
no exception. Its significance lay in the way it provoked Pape into expressing broader frustrations with the football school, and questioning his position in the team. He felt underappreciated, unfairly scapegoated, and unrewarded. Why should he put his health on the line for no reward, suffering
regular injuries and pushing his body to its limits, only to be blamed for
causing trouble? The brawl and his subsequent withdrawal from the pitch
were only the latest in a long line of grievances against the team’s staff and
management. He had been constantly overlooked for the coveted scholarships which permitted a select few players to study in America, and felt
aggrieved by what he perceived to be broken promises regarding his future.
He also expressed frustration at being denied the chance to train with the
national team, or at receiving insufficient game time during trial matches
in front of scouts. These gripes had accumulated over the months and years
that Pape had spent playing for the team, and now he decided that enough
was enough. If they were not going to reward his efforts by facilitating a
professional career, then they should at least pay him for his labour.
Labour is of course my own term for what Pape was describing.
Articulate and loquacious in the colonial language, he – and other young

football players – used French terms such as métier (occupation or trade)
and travail (work), as well as Wolof terms such as liggéey (work) to discuss his activities on the football pitch. I was at first a little surprised at the
suggestion that playing football was work. Of course, playing professional
football for a club that generates income via television rights, advertising,
tickets, and merchandise is a paid form of labour. But training and playing at a football school or academy – wasn’t that more like an opportunity? Pape’s notion that he should be remunerated as an employee seemed
somewhat counterintuitive to what I understood about how the sport
industry worked.
It would probably have seemed counterintuitive, even ridiculous,
to the founder and president of the football school. Salif Diao is a highly respected former international midfielder who played a star role during Senegal’s historic showing at the 2002 World Cup, scoring one of the
tournament’s most memorable goals and subsequently earning a transfer
to Liverpool FC. Diao enjoyed an illustrious career in the top divisions of
French and English football, and had started to establish himself after his
retirement in 2012 as a coach, consultant for the English Football Association, and an entrepreneur. Central to his post-career endeavours is the
charitable foundation Sport4Charity, of which Galaxy functions as the
“elite stream” (in his own words). The primary stated aim of the foundation is to motivate boys and young men to pursue educational goals, by
using football training and competition as a motivational “carrot” (again,
Diao’s term). The central idea behind the programme is that young men
can only participate in football activities if they can produce proof of educational progress – that is to say, school certificates and confirmation of
attendance. In this sense, it is a classic example of Sport for Development
and Peace (SDP), a burgeoning subfield of the development sector which
seeks to “harness” the passion for sport to attain social goals.
One tension often found in the field of SDP is that between stated
developmental goals – such as education, peacebuilding, gender equality,
or health awareness – and the inherent competitive nature of sports, in
which the goal is to win at all costs. In the case of Diao’s foundation, the
specific contradiction lies in the fact that many – indeed, probably most
– of the boys who participate do so because they dream of a professional
career. This dream is in direct opposition to the goal of the foundation,
which is to improve lives via the path of education. The irony of the situation was not lost on Diao. He was however convinced that by having an
elite stream which permits a select few players to pursue a professional
career, the foundation would sufficiently motivate a critical mass of young
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men to attain educational success. On the several occasions that I met Diao
while in Dakar, I found him to be a charismatic and reflective individual of
great integrity, with a sincere commitment to using his status, connections,
and even his own money in order to help others. The success stories of his
football foundation were impressive, as were the training facilities he had
paid for himself.
From Diao’s perspective, then, Pape was benefiting enormously from
playing at Galaxy FC. Even if he was not one of the lucky few to receive a
scholarship abroad, or a chance to play a trial match in France, he had access
to a high standard of football training and equipment, as well as the guarantee of a successful education as a back-up. That, at least, is how it looked
in theory. From Pape’s perspective, the situation looked quite different: he
saw himself as toiling, without reward, for a goal which seemed increasingly
unattainable. He was investing huge amounts of time, effort, and risk into a
pursuit which would eventually bring profit to someone else – a team-mate,
who may go on to have a successful career, or the foundation, which may
go on to profit by “selling” a player to a professional club. At the same time,
he was incurring a potential loss of earnings by focusing on football, as the
combination of training and schooling (which was required by Galaxy players) meant that he was not able to work significantly on the side. Although I
initially had my doubts, I gradually came to the conclusion that Pape’s argument – essentially that sport, even at its lower levels, might be considered as
labour – was at least worth taking seriously. Although Galaxy was framed as
a social development organization, and I did not have the impression that
Diao was running it with the distinct aim of making a profit, the boundaries
to the hyper-capitalist football world were porous.

Sport as a profession
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“Lamb moy sama métier, sama profession.” Wrestling is my vocation, my
profession. From the first time I met him at the beach, Modou would regularly repeat this and other statements to the same effect to explain or justify
the efforts he was putting into his sporting activities. These included an
intensive training regime which usually started with jogging and strength
exercises early in the morning, followed by either weightlifting or combat training – and sometimes both – in the late afternoon. The fact that
wrestling was his profession, or job, also justified numerous other costly
expenses: additional meals of fataya (a triangular pastry stuffed with meat
and onions); spaghetti sandwiches, or hamburgers; consultations with

Figure 1: Young man working out at the gym, Parcelles Assainies, Dakar.

renowned marabouts who provided spiritual advice ahead of fights (or
even training); the purchase of branded (albeit counterfeit) athletic wear;
and entry to well-equipped and prestigious fitness centres which were a
cut above the makeshift gyms dotted across Dakar’s peripheral neighbourhoods (see Figure 1).
As a self-declared professional wrestler, Modou also had an entourage
of sorts. His best friend and neighbour, Babacar, acted as his “lieutenant”,
accompanying him to the gym, joining him to consult marabouts, and walking next to him when he entered the arena to fight. Another friend served as
the préparateur mystique (person responsible for the ensemble of magicoreligious practices) on the day of the fight, ensuring that all of the potions,
sacrifices, and amulets prescribed by the marabouts were deployed correctly
and at the right time. A further two teammates from his écurie or wrestling
school, Omar and Laye, acted as muscle and moral support – while Malal
Ndiaye, the écurie’s founder and a senior wrestler of considerable fame, was
a mentor to his poulain, literally “foal”, a term commonly used in Senegalese
wrestling circles to designate an established fighter’s protégé. I also became
part of Modou’s entourage; my primary role was to take photos and videos
which could subsequently be shared via Facebook or printed on to laminated cards for sale to neighbours for small sums.
Outside the small group of individuals described above who entered
the arena together with him (and thus saved themselves money on the
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entry ticket), Modou’s support network included a number of other key
personnel. There was his manager (sometimes described as an agent), who
attempted to negotiate combats with promoters on his behalf in exchange
for a small fee. The manager was also responsible for ensuring that the
wrestler had the correct licence from the Comité National de Gestion de
la Lutte (CNGL or CNG for short) – the sport’s governing body – and for
receiving the money on the wrestler’s behalf from the promoter after the
fight. Promoters are usually businessmen who take on the costs of arranging combats, negotiating with television and sponsors, and the CNG in the
process; managers or agents act as intermediaries on behalf of the wrestlers
themselves. In the case of minor fighters like Modou, the manager was often
a staff member of the écurie who would take on that responsibility for all
of the wrestlers in the écurie. The promoter for many of Modou’s fights was
Serigne Modou Niang, a well-known entrepreneur within the sport, whose
events were known for pitting unknown but talented espoirs (hopefuls)
against each other. The wrestler often spends the money received from the
promoter as a down payment (avance), or at least a large proportion of it,
long before the day of the fight. In Modou’s case, the money generally went
to the marabouts Serigne Abdou and Serigne Gueye, each of whom offered
a plethora of prayers, amulets, and potions they guaranteed would ensure
victory. To help cover these costs, Modou and Babacar would approach
local notables, including businessmen and politicians with whom they were
familiar, asking for financial support (jàppale).
Modou’s entourage extended to his local neighbourhood of Yeumbeul
Nord. The children and young adults who lived nearby were a part of his
“fans club”, a loose organization which signalled its existence primarily in graffiti on a wall opposite his house. Prior to Modou’s combats, they
– together with Modou’s family, teammates, and neighbours – congregated
outside his house, dancing and cheering their champion while a local group
of griots and drummers kept a frenetic rhythm. And inside the courtyard of
the house his mother, grandmother, sister and aunts would prepare an enormous cauldron of ceebu yapp – rice with meat – made to feed all present.
For Modou, being a wrestler was far more than just practising a sport.
It was, effectively, a career and a lifestyle which consumed a large proportion of his time and significant amounts of money, and demanded the
participation of a large network of people. This last point is crucial, as it
meant that Modou was known to his neighbours, and indeed the wider
populace of Yeumbeul Nord, as a promising young wrestler in whom it was
worth investing time and support. And it seemed to me that it was this
status, rather than any concrete financial gain, that enabled his wrestling

to be viewed in similar terms to a trade, the pursuit of higher education, or
the commitment to another form of regular paid work, which is what the
majority of his peers were engaged in. His friend Babacar, for instance, was
under considerable pressure to work in the family’s bakery business, and
had to work long shifts every day in an airless room in immediate proximity to stiflingly hot bread ovens. By contrast, Modou’s formal working life
seemed far more leisurely. That is not to say he didn’t work; he occasionally worked shifts in a local factory making hair weaves. Previously, he had
worked in a coal shop, as well as packing products into plastic bags, and he
also occasionally tried his hand at trade, re-selling bulk purchased items at
a small profit on Facebook. None of these activities were particularly lucrative, nor did they provide him with regular paid employment. While Senegal’s economy – and particularly in the banlieue areas such as Yeumbeul
– is characterized by informal and precarious forms of work, some jobs are
more precarious than others. Whereas an apprentice baker, tailor, or craftsman may earn a pittance for their labour, they can at least hope to one day
use the skills and knowledge acquired to set up and run their own business.
Modou’s employment, by contrast, was temporary, irregular, unstable, and
menial; it did not open up a path towards future earnings.
Instead, Modou’s money-making activities were often directly channelled into funding expenses associated with being a wrestler, or which
related more broadly to maintaining his own self-image and status as an
urban entrepreneur. Rather than making him money, being a wrestler
actually came at quite a high cost. When I tried to calculate his income and
expenses from the sport based on what he had told me, it seemed clear that
he was losing money, or at best breaking even. It occurred to me that there
was a parallel to start-up companies which spend much of their early existence operating at a net loss while they build up a reputation and acquire a
customer base. Modou, his family, and others around him were willing to
invest considerably in speculating on a future wrestling career, in a manner
which was potentially hindering him from engaging in more likely livelihood practices. Meanwhile, he downplayed the work which actually earned
him money, presumably as it was considered to be low-status or undignified. I had initially presumed that wrestling was his sole occupation, as for
the first few months of our acquaintance he had not informed me of his
other work. It was only by accident that I discovered he worked making
weaves when I dropped by his house unannounced one afternoon, and his
neighbour informed me that he was out working.
While Pape and Modou’s situations were in some ways very different, the underlying dream which they were pursuing was basically the
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same: making it in the world of professional sport. Yet there was a further
similarity in the way went about trying to achieve their goals. Both young
men sought to establish their credentials as future professional athletes by
behaving as if they were current professional athletes: Pape by demanding
(albeit in private) a wage for his labour and personal risk, and Modou by
mobilizing his community behind his wrestling career and investing heavily in constructing the image of a successful athlete. Both Pape and Modou
thus drew upon imagined and speculative future success as a resource for
the present, and in doing so challenged conventional assumptions about
the relationship between sport, labour, and income.

The cultivation of neoliberal subjectivity
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In this chapter, I argue that aspiring young Senegalese athletes like Pape and
Modou behave in an entrepreneurial way, investing strategically in their
bodily and social capital in order to maximize their chances of success. I
suggest that their actions are characteristic of a reflexive, striving self that
can be usefully conceptualized within neoliberal understandings of personhood. As described in the introduction, in Senegal, sports are more than
simply a ludic or traditional practice, but a significant vector of economic
hope for a large number of young men who seek to participate in the globalized economy. Despite their seemingly opposed histories, both wrestling and football are embedded in global economic structures which are
increasingly grounded in ideologies commonly described as neoliberal. In
this chapter, I will suggest that sport in Senegal is a fertile ground for the
production and cultivation of neoliberal subjectivity, even when the athletes
themselves tend to be disenfranchised and marginalized in terms of their
access to economic rewards. Wrestlers and footballers turn themselves into
what I term “athlete-selves” as they strive towards recognition and success.
Neoliberalism in this context refers not only to a set of economic policies imposed on the Global South by various mechanisms of global capital,
but also a set of ideologies which arise from, interact with, and transform
local conditions. This transformative potential demonstrates the pervasiveness of neoliberal ideologies, but at the same time poses a challenge to the
simplistic idea that neoliberalism is an “abstract causal force that comes in
from outside to decimate local livelihoods” – as James Ferguson (2010:171)
critiques common anthropological usage of the term. Certainly, neoliberal
subjectivities are often rooted in local cultural processes (Sharma 2006;
Freeman 2007; Kanna 2010) and are deployed to make sense of a rapidly

changing world. So what exactly do we mean by the somewhat elusive concept of the ‘neoliberal’, and how can it be usefully applied to the unlikely
sphere of Senegal’s national sport?
Historically speaking, in the African context, neoliberalism usually
refers to a set of structural reforms which were imposed on African states
as conditions for loans from international institutions such as the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund. Implemented from the 1980s,
these reforms emphasized structures of governance based on privatization, deregulation, and the withdrawal of the state from social provisioning, which, broadly speaking, characterize neoliberal interventions into
state policy elsewhere (Harvey 2005). The distinction between private and
public becomes blurred, as governments increasingly operate according to
market principles (Ferguson 2010) with an insistence on self-responsibilization, individualism, and entrepreneurialism (Foucault 2008). However,
in Africa, these did not necessarily go hand in hand with the development
of new technologies of government as was the case in the West, with the
result that ‘African neoliberalism’ ends up as a kind of laissez-faire capitalism with a neo-colonial twist (Ferguson 2006, 2010).
These historical conditions form the backdrop of the notably gendered
consequences of neoliberal reform in Senegal, and more generally in Africa.
Generally speaking, anthropologists have observed that neoliberalism changes traditional divisions of labour (although of course, this was also altered
under colonialism). The rise of affective labour (Hardt 1999), the informal
sector (Hart 1985; Stoller 1996), microfinancing programmes and NGO
interventions have all increased female participation in the African labour
force; at the same time, male salaried jobs – which emerged during the colonial era with the formation of a new African middle class – have decreased,
and other typically male activities such as farming and fishing have been
made more difficult due to economic and environmental changes. In Senegal, an increasing number of young men choose to emigrate to Europe or the
United States in order to fulfil the gendered expectation that they should be
breadwinners and providers (Melly 2011; Perry 2005). Faced with one of the
highest youth unemployment rates in the world, men who stay in Senegal are
confronted with an increasingly limited set of options, including poorly paid
work in the informal sector, prolonged education with few prospects and an
associated loss of earnings, or poorly remunerated apprenticeships.
Within such a context, regional scholars have identified patterns of
rupture with the past, and the creation of new models of success. In the late
1980s, the set setal youth movement created to clean the streets of Dakar is a
well-known example of citizens taking responsibility for activities which usu-
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ally fall under the purview of the state (Diouf 1992). In a similar vein, during the 1990s a youth movement known as Bul Faalé (roughly translatable as
“don’t worry” or “who cares”) emerged, championing an ethos of hard work,
defiance, and self-responsibility (Neveu-Kringelbach 2013). One of the figureheads of this movement, alongside hip hop artists such as Positive Black
Soul, was the legendary wrestler Mohamed Ndao “Tyson” (Havard 2001).
Credited with revolutionizing and modernizing the wrestling scene, Tyson
built his reputation by pairing his exceptional athletic prowess with an image
of being a ‘self-made man’. It is perhaps in Tyson’s veneration of the American
flag and his championing of wrestling as business that one might identify the
germination of a neoliberal subjectivity in the sport. The significant expansion of television coverage and sponsorship since the 1990s exacerbated this
tendency by exponentially increasing wrestlers’ earnings, positioning what
was once a traditional practice as a vector of millenarian hope (Comaroff and
Comaroff 2001), promising fantastic wealth to a lucky few. Around the same
time, the success of the Senegalese football team at the 2002 World Cup and
the ensuing ‘discovery’ of the Senegalese market by European and other international teams meant that football also experienced a commercial boom.
Academies and football schools promising to prepare players for an international career cropped up in Dakar and elsewhere, leading many young men
– often pushed by their families – to pursue the sport professionally.
Under neoliberalism in Senegal, then, sport has emerged as a new
model of success, and as a rare avenue towards financial reward in an otherwise uncertain economic environment. Both wrestling and football have
become associated with tremendous wealth and celebrity, and both sports
are full of rags-to-riches tales of young men who went on from humble
backgrounds to conquer their field. This makes sport seem uniquely accessible as a career path, as – unlike in many other domains such as politics
or business – success does not appear to hinge on corruption, nepotism,
or connections. While my fieldwork taught me that this is not necessarily
the case, young men tend to see sport as an area in which a combination
of talent, good fortune, and in particular hard work can lead to rewards.
They imagine both wrestling and football as avenues in which they can take
responsibility for their own lives, without being at the whims of external
forces over which they have little control.
Young athletes are thus incentivized to be reflexive about their
careers, to take responsibility for themselves, and to work upon their bodies and minds in particular ways. They immerse themselves in discourses
of hard work, striving, and belief in future success. Herein lies the emergence of a specific inflection of neoliberal subjectivity which might be

described as the ‘athlete self ’. The athlete self, I suggest, is related to other
conceptualizations of reflexive personhood such as the ‘entrepreneur of
the self ’ (Foucault 2008) ‘enterprising self ’ (Rose 1992) or ‘worker selves’
(Urciuoli 2008), each of which refer to ideals of responsibilized workers/
citizens who actively take responsibility for shaping their careers and lives,
and are consequently more easily controlled through processes of governance. The athlete self replicates many of the dispositions associated with
entrepreneurial or enterprising selves, in that it is required to optimize and
discipline itself, to demonstrate its amenability to the industry it seeks to be
a part of, and to mark itself out from the competition by processes such as
self-marketing or branding. Perhaps specific to the athlete self is the highly
embodied and gendered way in which the self is produced, maintained,
and managed, and – certainly in the specific case of Senegal – the competitive and exploitative situation in which the majority of aspiring athletes
effectively receive no payment for their efforts.

Work, discipline, and respect: institutional
inculcation of the athlete self at a football school
At the time of my fieldwork, Salif Diao’s foundation reached around 4,000
players throughout Dakar and other regions of Senegal through a pyramid-like structure of affiliated football schools, in which the best players
were invited to join the elite groups located in Dakar, Rufisque, and Diao’s
hometown of Kédougou in the south east of the country. I spent a lot of
time with the Dakar group, regularly attending their training sessions, travelling with the team to away matches, attending trials in front of scouts
from European clubs, and sometimes socializing with the players outside of
training. While there are countless football clubs and academies of varying
levels in and around Dakar, only very few have the networks and resources
necessary to act as a legitimate pipeline for transfers to Europe. While FC
Galaxy – as the Dakar section of Diao’s foundation is referred to – had yet
to produce a steady stream of successful professional players, aspiring players considered it to be a legitimate launching pad for a successful career
abroad. This was due in large part to its founder’s international reputation
and connections, which had already resulted in a partnership with a prestigious Florida preparatory school. This partnership allowed a number of
players from the Dakar football school to pursue both sport and studies in
the United States, with the objective of achieving either a professional contract or a university degree at the end of it. Indeed, the United States is one
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of the few countries in the world which provides sports scholarships, and
college sport there is a lucrative business.
Although the aims of the partnership between Galaxy and the school
in Florida were primarily educational – and indeed selection for the programme hinged on school attendance and performance in Senegal – many
of the players themselves seemed to view it as simply another opportunity to play football abroad. “I want to leave. To America, or to Europe, it
doesn’t matter.” Moustapha, a young goalkeeper at the academy, was impatient to depart in order to take the next step in what he considered to be
the journey towards a professional career. In describing his aspirations of
migration, he did not differentiate between the prospect of a sports scholarship at an exclusive prep school in the USA and that of a trial with one of
the French professional clubs that frequently deploys scouts to Dakar. All
that counted was playing football abroad.
It was towards this aim that the young players at Galaxy FC dedicated
their lives. Despite the foundation’s frequently professed educational goals,
the players themselves were motivated by the “carrot” of professional football. And at the training ground, consisting of a brand new office building next to a large sand pitch and a smaller AstroTurf pitch, aspirations of
professionalism were visibly inculcated into their bodies. At the time of my
fieldwork, all visitors upon entering were required to wash their hands in a
bucket of soapy water placed by the gate. Next to it was a sign warning of the
dangers of Ebola in the wake of the recent outbreak in several West African
countries. At one corner of the premises, there was a concrete area where the
coaches gathered the teams after practice to deliver team-talks, critiques, and
motivational speeches. It was arranged in the manner of a classroom, with
a blackboard and several laminated sheets affixed to a wall. The blackboard
was inscribed with the foundation’s motto: Travail, discipline, respect (work,
discipline, respect). Beneath this were various sketches detailing on-pitch
formations, player positioning, and tactical drills. A list of four bullet points
seemed to enumerate, in French, the key talking points of a recent team-talk:
1. Communication – concentration
2. Manque de discipline [lack of discipline]
3. Occasions marqués [chances scored]
4. Responsabilité !!! [responsibility!!!].
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Beneath the blackboard, a series of laminates depicted a white man and a
white woman performing a series of callisthenic exercises including squats,
planks, lunges, and floor bridges, with written instructions added detailing

Figure 2: Exercise routines and training schedules at a football school, Dakar.

the number of repetitions of each exercise (see Figure 2). Next to these were
printed training schedules for the various age groups, and most revealingly,
a list written in French (which was here subliminally inculcated as the language of football) entitled Les devoirs du joueur – the player’s duties.
LES DEVOIRS DU JOUEUR [THE PLAYER’S DUTIES]
Savoir mieux se maitriser : [Know how to master yourself]
Bannir toute forme de violence, agression et mauvaises attitudes sur et
en dehors du terrain [Banish all forms of violence, aggression, and
bad attitudes on and off the pitch]
Etre toujours à l’heure ou avant préférablement [Always be on time, or
preferably early]
Savoir se contrôler en toutes situations [Know how to control yourself
in all situations]
Se vouloir correct, courtois, dire bonjour [Be correct, courteous, always
say hello]
Le football reste un sport et un jeu [Football remains a sport and a
game]
L’équipe est unie en toute situation [The team is united in every
situation]
L’adversaire est un partenaire de jeu [The opponent is a partner in the
game]
Accepter toutes les décisions [Accept all decisions]
Connaître le règlement et les lois du jeu [Know the rules and laws of
the game]
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RESPECTER POUR ETRE RESPECTÉ [RESPECT TO BE R
 ESPECTED]
Etre plus fort mentalement : [Being stronger mentally]
Cultiver le dépassement de soi et l’engagement [Cultivate self-fulfilment and commitment]
Être un compétiteur, je m’entraine toujours comme en match [Be a
competitor, I train as if in a match]
Développer et optimiser ses potentiels [Develop and optimize your
potential]
Se concentrer sur la pratique et exclure les paramètres extérieurs [Focus
on practice and ignore external distractions]
Repousser les influences négatives [Reject negative influences]
Faire confiance à l’entraîneur et à ses partenaires [Trust the coach and
his partners]
Vouloir toujours gagner, accepter de perdre [Always want to win, but
accept defeat]
Reconnaitre points faibles et points forts [Recognize weaknesses and
strengths]
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Many of these points seem characteristic of the type of motivational language commonly used in sports pedagogy. However, read within the particular socio-economic context of the football school and its position as a site
of hope within the global football market, I suggest that these instructions
may be read as an exhortation to adopt a neoliberal subjectivity. The players who read these instructions, enticed by the aspirations of a professional
career, are encouraged to take responsibility for their own lives, to discipline
themselves, and to recognize and optimize their own skill sets. The project of
self-mastery outlined here refers not only to the enhancement of footballing
talent, but also to a range of additional skills or attributes which are considered desirable in the world of competitive football. These include politeness,
respect of opponents and referees, submission to authority, punctuality,
self-improvement, self-reflexivity, and commitment. If knowing how to play
the game itself constitutes the physical labour or “hard skills” of football,
then these other attributes can be seen as the corresponding “soft skills”, or
the “technologies of self ” (Foucault 1988) which enable compliance with
dominant practices and ideas in the sport’s global market.
Soft skills blur the boundary between the worker and the self, giving
rise to “worker-selves” whose very identity is wrapped up in their capacity to best perform their job. In this particular context, we might therefore
characterize the young footballers at the school as being in the process of
cultivating “athlete-selves”. To appropriate Herzfeld’s famous line about

masculinity: it is not enough simply to be a good footballer, one must also
be good at being a footballer. In other words, physical skill and ability are
not enough without the corresponding habitus and hexis of a professional
footballer. Young aspiring players are thus encouraged to embody professionalism from an early stage, even if the likelihood of ever making it as a
professional player is slim.
When teams from other football schools arrived at the training
ground to contest training matches against Galaxy, or when groups of
players attended trial matches in the hopes of joining the team, there was
often an immediate contrast in appearance between the ‘home’ and ‘away’
players. While many of the visiting players had elaborate or eye-catching
hairstyles with dyed sections, high fades, or complex patterns shaved into
the hair, the Galaxy players all maintained neatly cropped short hair. Once
it became too long, or if they dared to experiment with a different style, a
coach or staff member would admonish them. They were smartly attired
as well, wearing navy blue kits for training, an elegant tracksuit uniform in
between games, and, during matches, original football kits donated by Salif
Diao’s former clubs Stoke City and Liverpool FC. Even when they changed
into their own casual clothes after training or after a match, they avoided
any extravagance. Pape, for example, liked to wear baggy jeans and thick
gold chains at the weekend, but when he was at the training ground his
look was noticeably restrained. The players’ lifestyle was also monitored
in other ways. Several times during the season, they were weighed in order
to make sure that they were living healthily; during Ramadan, they had to
make a choice to either abstain from fasting or from training – a dramatic
decision to make in a setting where both Islam and football are of huge
importance (see Chapter 3).
Such forms of institutionally inculcated discipline were rigourously
practised and enforced by the coaches and staff, and indeed by the players.
The training centre was an architectural testimony to the ways in which
responsibility and hard work was instilled, having been constructed in large
part by the young players themselves. This encouraged them to take pride
in and care of the facilities, while also presumably saving the labour costs of
construction. The players were also responsible for cleaning the facilities,
taking turns on a rota to scrub the toilets and pick up litter. On one occasion, I witnessed a loud argument between a number of players after one
of them had allegedly failed to pull his weight with cleaning duties. This
transgression was reported to a member of staff, and the player in question
was punished with extra duties. The players therefore not only followed the
rules, but also policed themselves, and were willing to denounce each other.
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In such an environment, relationships between players were complicated. Some were close friends, most were at least friendly with each other,
and I only occasionally observed moments of outright hostility. However,
there were certainly tensions and rivalries bubbling underneath the surface,
in ways which subtly affected me in my role as a researcher. Pape, as the one
who first introduced me to the players and the staff, referred to me as his
‘agent’ and – I gradually noticed – closely ‘managed’ my relationship with
the others. It sometimes seemed as if he would not let me get too close to
players whom I later realized he perceived as direct competition, sometimes
interrupting my conversations or dragging me somewhere else if he felt I
was getting too friendly with them. By contrast, he was happy to introduce
me to players who played in a different age group, occupied a vastly different
position (for example goalkeepers), and the coaches. I was ‘his’ researcher,
and if there were any (material or otherwise) benefits to be gained from my
presence, he ensured that he would be the first to access them.
In other instances, there was solidarity among the players. On one
occasion, I arrived at the training ground to meet up with the team before
they travelled to an away game, located a few hours outside of the Senegalese
capital. Not wanting to miss the bus, and perhaps taking too seriously the
team manager’s reminder to be punctual, I was one of the first to arrive. A
few players were already there, sitting on the astroturf pitch, reading the daily
football newspaper Stades or watching videos of star players such as Cristiano
Ronaldo and Yaya Touré on their mobile phones. Pape greeted me warmly,
and I shook hands with the other players. Two of them got up and start passing a ball about. One player, pointed out to me as Emmanuel, was sitting
alone in a corner. His posture was one of despondency; shoulders hunched,
his head in his hands, and staring blankly ahead of him. I asked Pape what
the matter was. Pape explained that Emmanuel hadn’t been picked in the
starting line-up for the previous game, and was concerned about his place
in the team – and his future in the game. Prompted by my query, Pape went
over to Emmanuel and started to lecture him : “Your attitude is wrong! You
have to be patient and fight for your place. The problem with Africans is
that we think success should come immediately. We are discouraged at the
slightest setback.” He continued in this vein for a few minutes, before turning
to me and telling me what a good player his teammate was. Emmanuel protested slightly at the impromptu motivational speech, but seemed heartened
by the praise. He smiled and joined the others in warming up.
Pape’s pep talk for his teammate was informed by a set of discourses
present at different levels within the football industry. On the one hand,
players, coaches, and managers fervently promote a doctrine of discipline,

hard work, perseverance, and determination – attributes which will supposedly enable young men to take responsibility for their lives and achieve
success in European football. Pape drew upon this ideology to motivate
his friend and teammate. On the other hand, they deploy entrenched stereotypes of African players in ways which limit agency and impose racialized boundaries on to what an African footballer can be. I understood this
as evidence of the cruel duplicity of neoliberal disciplining discourse that
both shapes footballers and is used against them.
In this section, I have described a football school that acts, I suggest,
as a disciplining space in which players are prepared for a ‘successful’ future.
For a very small number of them, this would be in the football industry.
For most of them, it would not. In either case, both the players and their
coaches expected that an ethos of responsibility and hard work would be
beneficial, and the players were taught and moulded accordingly. They
were taught to become striving, reflexive, and constantly improving ‘selves’.
For all the emphasis on teamwork and uniformity inherent in football, the
players were in a sense pitted against one another, and were encouraged to
invest in themselves as individuals to maximize their chances of success.
The tantalizing prospect of a professional career in sport became a vehicle
for the shaping of neoliberal subjects, even in an institutional setting which
notionally prioritized social and developmental goals.

Wrestling with neoliberalism: the athlete self
as an entrepreneurial individual
Wrestling’s historical trajectory, institutional structure and organization, and
social embeddedness differ in significant ways compared to football. It is not
surprising, then, that subjectivity emerges differently among wrestlers than
among their footballing counterparts. In this section, I describe how wrestlers, like footballers, have to cultivate ‘athlete selves’ in order to stand a chance
of success. In order to become a wrestler, and in particular a wrestler with
ambitions of living from sporting earnings, simply being a competent athlete
is not sufficient; one must also develop an entrepreneurial attitude towards
oneself, and invest in specific processes of marketing and self-production.
The structure of Senegalese wrestling is not, at first glance, reminiscent of neoliberal principles or models. It is strictly controlled by a centralized body, the Comité Nationale de Gestion de Lutte (CNGL or more
commonly CNG), which is a dependent body of the Ministry of Sport.
Indeed, the CNGL is frequently criticized for the stringent ways in which it
regulates the sport both in terms of rules and finances, notably the fact that
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it imposes sanctions on wrestlers for infractions4. It also takes a protectionist stance to safeguarding the integrity of the sport, for instance vetoing a
proposed combat between the current ‘king of the arenas’ Bombardier and
Rocky Balboa, a Senegalese wrestler based in Switzerland who was deemed
‘unworthy’ of challenging the reigning champion. Free market principles
are perhaps more readily observable in the negotiations between promoters, sponsors, and athletes, which occur on a fight-by-fight basis, as there is
no formalized competition format.
Wrestlers train in associations called écuries, which are culturally,
socially, and historically significant institutions that play an important role
in the organization of the sport. A wrestler must be a member of an écurie
in order to participate in competition, and the écurie is in part responsible
for administering the wrestler’s financial and organizational duties. However, the écuries do not act as enterprises or companies, in that they do not
make profits or maintain contracts with their members. Wrestlers do not
therefore receive a salary; they are paid by promoters or sponsors when
they have a fight. The écuries sometimes receive a percentage of a wrestler’s
fee which may be used to cover certain costs of running the association,
although many écuries are very small informal associations with limited
income and outgoings. While wrestling does not necessarily have a neoliberal governance structure, then, it does in certain ways operate according to
radical free market principles: most notably, the fact that wrestlers are paid
only for the fights which they dispute, and have virtually no security.

“Wrestling is not a profession”
Thierno Kâ, vice-president and head of communications of the CNG, told
me: “I never stop telling them that wrestling is not a profession. It’s ridiculous.” While Kâ, an influential figure in the administration of the sport,
insisted upon wrestling’s amateur character, he tacitly admitted that many
of the wrestlers themselves did not share this view. The basic economics of
wrestling emphatically support Kâ’s claim: in the 2014/2015 season, wrest
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4 These financial sanctions – which can reach sums of up to 5 million FCFA depending on
the value of the fight (or around €7600) – are a source of great controversy among wrestlers
and their supporters. They are imposed by the CNG after every combat for a variety of
infringements, such as spending too much time on maraboutic rituals before the fight, or having
too many members of one’s entourage in the arena. In 2018, many of the most prominent
wrestlers joined together to organize a march against the sanctions, with some commentators
calling for a strike. Whether this represents the germination of something resembling
unionization remains to be seen.

lers were officially paid a total of 315,525,000 FCFA (around €480,000) in
lutte avec frappe, and a total of 42,850,000 FCFA (around €65,000) in lutte
traditionnelle sans frappe. With the number of licensed wrestlers in both
disciplines coming to 4,523, this results in the modest average of a little
over €120 per wrestler. It is important to remember that this figure is massively skewed by the enormous fees paid to the handful of ‘VIP’ wrestlers in
lutte avec frappe for their fights (even if, according to the CNG president
Dr Alioune Sarr, promoters reported only a part of their actual fee to the
CNG). Similarly, the major events in lutte sans frappe tend to be dominated
by a small group of wrestlers, while the majority of competitors earn little
or nothing.
While they dominate popular representations of wrestling, the celebrity wrestlers who can translate their athletic labour into meaningful earnings represent statistical outliers in the data set: a tiny minority – at most
perhaps 40 or 50 out of thousands. The overwhelming majority of wrestlers
earn negligible sums from their irregular and precarious athletic labour,
and may even make a net loss when they have a combat, due to the investments entailed (marabouts, transport, hosting fans and neighbours, payments to drummers, manager, écurie, etc.). In reality, the situation is even
bleaker than these numbers suggest. In lutte sans frappe tournaments, only
a small minority of entrants will proceed far enough to win a prize (either
cash or goods such as livestock, rice, or cement) – the vast majority go home
with nothing. Similarly in lutte avec frappe, the number of fights per season
is limited to around 500, meaning that a majority of wrestlers are forced
to concede a saison blanche (literally a ‘white season’ – a season without a
fight). As most wrestlers only renew their license when they are certain of
having a combat, there are a significant number of self-identified wrestlers
with no earnings, who are not included in the official CNG figures. Indeed,
some wrestlers may go several years without a combat while continuing to
train at their écurie, still being considered as wrestlers by their peers.
Being a wrestler, therefore, is not even dependent upon wrestling
competitively, let alone earning significant amounts of money while doing
so. Like Modou, the other aspiring young wrestlers who I got to know during my fieldwork often had precarious side jobs, working as cart drivers,
carpenters, metalworkers, security guards, electricians, tailors, street vendors, taxi drivers, or other activities in the trades or informal sector. There
was some variation in the ways in which they spoke about and negotiated
the relationship between their jobs and their wrestling activity:
For Ameth, an aspiring wrestler from Yeumbeul, wrestling appeared
to be a passion, albeit one steeped in a dream of eventual glory. He was
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one of the more junior wrestlers in an écurie which included two relatively
well-established stars, and physically he was one of the smallest and least
muscular members of the association. He had competed in mbappatts
(small, informal competitions of lutte sans frappe in which most wrestlers
take the initial steps of their career) before, but had been advised by fellow wrestlers as well as promoters to increase his weight before attempting
to take wrestling seriously. A car mechanic by trade, Ameth worked long
hours with his father, and often missed training as a result. His (and his
family’s) prioritization of work over sport suggested to me a realistic attitude towards his wrestling ambitions, although that did not prevent him
from spending large proportions of his earnings on dubious protein powders from street vendors. Similar attitudes can be found further up the ladder. Mor was a talented young wrestler who had already won all four of his
combats at Iba Mar Diop, and was gradually establishing a reputation as a
promising young talent. Despite his apparent success, Mor laughed off any
suggestion that he could make wrestling his job. His coach advised him to
continue his apprenticeship as a welder, and Mor himself agreed that this
was the most sensible career path.
Although there were many young men who maintained a passion
for and dedication to wrestling alongside commitment to other work, they
were far outnumbered by the hundreds, even thousands of aspiring talents
who saw wrestling as their destiny. These young men held a complete conviction that they would eventually succeed, which was partly caused by, and
perhaps partly gave rise to, a perceived absence of alternatives. “For people
like us, who left school early and have a certain reputation, there is nothing else but wrestling,” Omar told me. A young heavyweight whose performances at Iba Mar Diop made him his small écurie’s best hope, Omar
had been thrown out of school for punching his teacher. Although only
in his mid-twenties, Omar was married with two young children, and had
not learned a trade – placing him under considerable pressure to support
his family. With his wrestling earnings meagre and sporadic, he derived his
income from irregular yet gruelling 24 hour shifts as a security guard – a
position which he had attained through his wrestling contacts, but which
sometimes disrupted his physical preparation.
Modou was around the same age as Omar, trained at the same écurie,
and had a similar track record in the arena. His prospects of success seemed
slimmer, though, in part due to his small stature – it appeared unlikely that
he would ever take part in the headline combat. Nonetheless, as described
above, he insisted that “wrestling is my job”, and invested considerable time
and resources in cultivating an identity as a professional athlete. For exam-

ple, rather than only attending the community gym adjacent to the écurie
– which was free to use, albeit somewhat crowded and in dilapidated condition – he would, together with Omar and other friends, regularly travel relatively long distances to Parcelles Assainies or Malika to attend more expensive and prestigious gyms which were frequented by professional athletes
and middle class professionals. Here, he had access to modern weightlifting
equipment, amenities such as free Wi-Fi, and the chance to rub shoulders
and take selfies with the famous wrestlers who completed their daily training
there. Although he could scarcely afford it, he was willing to spend a sizeable
chunk of his meagre earnings on looking the part by training in the right
gym – and when I joined him there for the first time, he even attempted to
cover my entry fee. On other occasions, he joked and flirted with the female
receptionist in order to receive free trial memberships – the joke being that
he had evidently already done so before, and was no longer eligible to.
Modou also pursued a number of other activities which were aimed
primarily towards confirming his status as a professional athlete, perhaps
with the associated hope of making some money out of it. He printed and
sold a small number of t-shirts bearing his image and wrestling moniker,
copying a common practice among more prominent wrestlers and their
fans. Whether or not he enjoyed any success with this venture is doubtful;
although he told me about these t-shirts on several occasions, I never actually saw anyone in his neighbourhood wearing one. Similarly, on numerous occasions he announced on Facebook that he would be holding ‘open
presse’ events. This term refers to the popular public training sessions held by
famous wrestlers before they fight, during which they perform a few exercises to show their fans that they are in good shape, give interviews to the press,
and perform their bàkk (choreographies) together with fellow écurie members. Modou’s announcements stated that entry would cost 100 CFA (around
€0.15), and that SenTV (one of the major private TV channels) would be
present. These announcements were never followed by any evidence that the
events actually took place; it appeared relatively clear to me that they either
didn’t take place at all, or took place in a greatly reduced form.
This is not to suggest that Modou had misplaced delusions of grandeur, or that he was trying to purposefully mislead people about the status
of his wrestling career. It was in fact very common among aspiring wrestlers to reproduce well-established and recognizable practices of famous
wrestlers. These practices were associated with wealth, athletic prowess,
and celebrity, and by replicating them at a local scale, young men like
Modou were demonstrating their claim to belong to the highly desirable
pantheon of professional athletes. In a sport in which professional status is
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at best ambiguously defined yet accompanied by considerable recognition
and respect, it appeared essential to prove one’s belonging and high status.
This required Modou and other young wrestlers to ‘perform’ their celebrity
and renown – in a way which actually preceded any substantial material
rewards which they might attain via the sport. Modou played the part of a
famous wrestler in order to eventually become a famous wrestler.
In doing so, it appeared likely that he incurred a net loss of earnings.
The small fee which he earned per fight was swiftly funnelled to the various marabouts whose costly blessings and protections he solicited. Large
chunks of money also went on attending the gym, eating protein-heavy
meals, and when available purchasing muscle-building supplements such
as creatine. Engaging in such costly practices resembled, in a sense, what
anthropologists describe as conspicuous consumption – highly visible displays of lavish spending. In order to offset these costs, Modou attempted
to use his relative visibility as a local wrestler to engage in small commercial ventures, which he publicized using Facebook or WhatsApp. On one
occasion, he attempted to sell hair weaves which he had acquired at a low
price from the factory at which he sometimes worked; other times, he sold
imported shoes and clothing. These sales were accompanied by photos of
Modou in which he represented himself as a businessman: dressed in a suit,
sat at an accounting desk wearing glasses, writing sums and using a calculator, or simply brandishing wads of banknotes.
In summary, Modou put vast amounts of effort into performing and
reproducing his social status as a ‘professional’ wrestler. It was not enough
to simply engage in sporting activity and dedicate himself to physical training; he had to construct and affirm his identity as a wrestler to his family,
the local community, and to himself. Like more prominent wrestlers, he
engaged in publicity and marketing, conspicuous consumption, as well as
commercial undertakings such as petty trade. All of these activities contributed to his self-production as an athlete-entrepreneur. There were very practical reasons for doing so: by convincingly producing oneself as a wrestler,
it was possible to gain trust, hope, and continued financial support from
local politicians or businessmen who regularly gave small sums of money
to local athletes. The constant investment of time, resources, and effort
– alongside the rigorous training schedule – can in some cases become transferable social capital, opening doors to alternative employment in the likely
event that wrestling does not become a reliable source of income. This need
to constantly work on oneself – both physically and culturally – is that which
casts the wrestler as what Foucault describes as an ‘entrepreneur of the self ’ –
and an unlikely member of the emerging global neoliberal precariat.

Athlete selves
In the Senegalese context, I suggest, the athlete self manifests itself through
quite different mechanisms in the football and wrestling arenas. At the
football school which Pape attended, discipline and correct modes of conduct were inculcated via institutional pedagogies. Meanwhile, wrestlers
embodied the figure of the athlete self by striving to become entrepreneurial individuals through creative processes of marketing and self-making.
The ethnographies of Pape and Modou demonstrate how these different
yet related forms of neoliberal subjectivity emerge in disparate institutional and sporting settings. At the same time, both wrestlers and footballers
live in circumstances of uncertainty, with the structures of sport stacking
the odds firmly against their success. Indeed, it is those very structures
which maintain a precarious balance between hope and precarity.
I have suggested that sport fosters the development of a neoliberal
subjectivity among its practitioners. In the absence of alternative pathways
to masculine success, sport provides young men with avenues towards selfactualization that seemingly depend on hard work, the disciplining of the
body, and responsibility. Aspiring wrestlers and football players become
the physical embodiment of Foucault’s ‘entrepreneur of the self ’ – “being
for himself his own capital, being for himself his own producer, being for
himself the source of [his] earnings” (Foucault 2008:226). This is particularly evident in the ambivalent relationship between sport and work articulated in the everyday discourses and practices of the aspiring athletes with
whom I conducted fieldwork in Dakar.
What I have described as the athlete self is therefore a mode of subjectivity which emerges among young men at the margins of the neoliberal sports industries. In common with other forms of neoliberal personhood, it involves a deeply reflexive orientation of the self, associated with
dispositions of self-discipline, responsibility, and self-improvement, as well
as practices of self-production and marketing. The case studies of football and wrestling show that the athlete self can take on different forms,
according to the structures and demands of the sport industry in question.
However, despite the apparently stark contrasts between the global sport of
football and the local, ‘traditional’ sport of wrestling, both sports produce
a responsibilized and precarious self. What is specific to the athlete self (in
contrast to other neoliberal ‘selves’) is the highly embodied and gendered
way in which it is produced, as will be described in the next chapter.
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chapter 2

Where is the Strength?
Shaping and Valuing
Athletic Bodies in
Urban Dakar

Neoliberal bodies
In the previous chapter, I identified the emergence of particular kinds of
neoliberal personhood or subjectivity in the domain of sport in Senegal,
particularly among aspiring professional footballers and wrestlers. This
could take the form of institutional disciplining, as I described in the case
of football, or entrepreneurial individualism, as in the case of wrestling.
One common feature of both sports is the emphasis on the body as the
primary tool through which aspiring athletes hope to achieve economic
and social success. As a result, the body plays a central role in their lives.
In this chapter, I examine the embodied experiences of wrestlers and footballers, the ways in which their bodies are subjected to contestation and
scrutiny, and the manner in which they invest in and care for their bodies.
The athlete-self which I argue is produced under neoliberalism is shaped at
the level of the body.
Michel Foucault used the term biopolitics to capture the way in
which power (or biopower) manifests itself through techniques of discipline and control exerted upon the body. Because it centralizes the body,
sports provides a particularly fruitful arena in which to observe these pro-
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cesses (Besnier, Brownell, and Carter 2017:202). Indeed, some of the training regimens and routines I observed during my fieldwork seemed like an
embodiment of Foucauldian ideas in their emphasis on discipline, repetition, and physical pain (see Chapter 1). Moreover, the practices of sport
institutions regularly resemble what Foucault described as neoliberal governmentality, moulding responsibilized athletes who regulate and optimize
their bodies based on specific notions such as health, self-control, or work
ethic. In this respect, sport can function as a conduit for neoliberal dispositions and changes, which young athletes accept as they strive towards a
professional career. In doing so, they interpret failure and success as being
dependent upon hard work and talent, fetishizing the neoliberal conception of the self in the process.
In the case of the young football players at Galaxy, a set of values and
ideal behaviours grouped together and written down under the heading
of ‘work, discipline, and respect’ provided an ideological basis for athletes
to develop into citizens who were able to ‘look after themselves’. These
instructions, detailed in the previous chapter, constitute perhaps the most
obvious forms of biopower I encountered during my fieldwork, because
of their explicit and codified nature. However, technologies of power and
control were widespread even where they were not written down. Wrestlers, footballers, and other young men disciplined their bodies in numerous ways and for numerous purposes. These included religion, for instance
in the daily rituals of prayer and purification, or the month-long fast during Ramadan which almost all athletes I knew painstakingly observed
despite their punishing schedules. Other forms of self-discipline and control related to ideas about sexuality – for instance that the moral or physical
benefits of sexual restraint would have a positive effect either on their athletic performance or their spiritual well-being. Most notably, many young
men (and especially athletes) worked out intensively in order to achieve a
desirable, aesthetically pleasing, and athletically functional body.
In the following, I focus on the athletic body in Senegal as a site at
which neoliberalism is embodied and reproduced. First, I offer some general observations on the male body in Senegal based on my own experiences during fieldwork. I then propose that the neoliberal era has seen a
tendency – in Senegal and elsewhere – towards the cultivation of increasingly muscular bodies, coinciding with the expansion of gym culture. I
then examine some of the different ways in which wrestlers and footballers
work on, care for, and experience life through their bodies – and how they
are assessed and valued both locally and globally.
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Where is the strength? Male bodies in Senegal
“One has to be strong (am doole) here in Senegal. Because you have to
fight, you have to know how to protect yourself, and protect the women.
It’s dangerous here. You have to be like this [puffs out chest and flexes biceps]
if you want people to respect you.” Aziz, my friend and occasional fieldwork assistant during my time in Dakar, would regularly lecture me on the
importance of training and physical strength, with an emphasis on muscle
development (musculation).
His usual reasoning involved the real and perceived dangers of being
the target of violence, especially in the form of street muggings. This was
not without basis: while I lived in Parcelles Assainies, a number of the men
who I got to know were involved in violent incidents. A neighbour, Keba,
was badly beaten and relieved of his phone and wallet as he left to go to
work early one morning. Aziz himself was accosted by knife-wielding
assailants while walking with a friend in a nearby neighbourhood, although
he managed to escape injury or loss of possessions. And as a toubab5 known
to own expensive equipment such as a camera and a laptop, I had to be particularly vigilant when it came to my own personal safety.
Indeed, I learned my lesson early on in my fieldwork. During a
lengthy power cut on a particularly hot night, I made the mistake of leaving
the window of my room a crack open, in the hope that a cool breeze could
replace the electric fan which usually regulated the temperature in the suffocatingly hot room. The open window proved to be a tempting invitation
for a would-be burglar, who climbed on to the balcony and entered the
room, seizing the laptop which lay next to me on the bed. Awoken from
my sleep by the motions of the mattress, I chased the intruder back to the
balcony window, tackling him just before he could escape. We both tumbled through the glass pane, and with a hand each grasping the precious
machine, we traded punches to the face.
Eventually, the commotion woke up the rest of the house; eager to
escape before anyone else arrived on the scene, the housebreaker flung
himself over the second floor balcony and dropped to the street below with
a yelp of pain as he landed awkwardly on an ankle. The following day, the
story of my fight spread throughout the local area, and I was congratulated
on the street by strangers and acquaintances alike. “Now they will know
not to mess with you. People think toubabs are weak, but now you have
a reputation. They won’t try it again.” Aziz’s vision of urban Senegal as a
5

Wolof term designating foreigners of European descent
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dangerous space in which only the toughest could thrive was confirmed,
and he would regularly recount increasingly exaggerated versions of this
story to prove my credentials as a fighter to people we met. This was especially the case when we went to the local salle de musculation or gym, where
my comparatively un-muscled physique was sometimes met with friendly
derision by the regulars, who would occasionally poke my biceps or jab
my chest while asking something along the lines of “ana doole bi?” (where
is the strength?). The answer, it would appear, is that strength should be
located within the male body.
Such are the gendered logics of the body which seem to dominate in
Senegal: men should be physically strong and imposing in order to protect
themselves and their families against violence. Evidence of a body culture
which valorizes masculine size and strength can be found all over Dakar,
nowhere more so than on the city’s many beaches, which transform into
huge open-air gyms during the early morning and in the late afternoon.
Huge numbers of mostly young men come here to exercise, whether jogging, bodyweight training, or playing football. Additionally, hundreds of
gyms have sprung up throughout the city, ranging from high-end establishments frequented by the moneyed classes to makeshift weight rooms in
cramped courtyards. Those who did not have the time or money to attend
a gym worked out at home. Almost every room inhabited by men I ever set
foot in contained some form of homemade workout equipment: a dumbbell made of spare automobile parts, blocks of wood used as hand-grips for
push-ups, a chin-up bar installed across a door frame. Whether an intensive workout at the beach, or simply a few push-ups in the afternoon, nearly all the men I knew would devote some time each day to physical exercise;
it seemed to be as much a part of their routine as the five daily prayers.
Yet it is not only men who exercise. At the Corniche, the coastal road
which overlooks the Atlantic Ocean on Dakar’s western periphery, men
and women alike gather to use the publicly funded workout machines and
participate in aerobics classes. Similarly, at some of the higher-end gyms I
visited, women made up a large proportion of the clientele – especially for
the group classes. At one stage, the young women who lived in my house
decided to join a gym in order to lose weight; they kept it up for about a
month or two. However, many spaces were strictly segregated; unlike the
aforementioned Corniche (which is, perhaps not coincidentally, close to
the university campus as well as middle-class residential areas), the beach
in Cambérène where I went jogging several times a week was almost exclusively a male domain. While women occasionally did join in the exercising
crowds, their presence was almost as conspicuous as mine. Other spaces

were even more resolutely male-only: the neighbourhood football pitches
used by local navétanes teams, the sand dunes in the Golf area favoured by
wrestlers for their training regime, and the informal gyms in which men
cultivated their physiques. In summary, then, while female interest in fitness and body culture is increasing, it is still mostly limited to younger
unmarried women, most of whom are at school or university.6 For men,
meanwhile, exercise tends to be ubiquitous, cutting across boundaries of
class, age, or marital status – although the way in which these different
groups approach fitness varies significantly.
In Senegal, the young male body is thus continually produced and
worked upon through sport and physical activity. Indeed, the practice of
sport and discipline of the body is a key feature of masculine identity (Baller
2007). Men, and especially unmarried men, are expected to be active and
muscular. The strong and muscular male body carries erotic connotations
(Biaya 2001; Peano 2007). However, there has been a shift in the valorization
of bodies in recent years. While previously, corpulence was highly prized,
today’s young men pursue a leaner, muscular look (corps sec). This shift in
bodily aesthetics has been linked to fashions coming from abroad as well
as changing views of health (Cohen et al. 2012). Already, it is clear that the
male body is implicated in a complex set of meanings which extend far
beyond what may be described as the ‘hegemonically masculine’ dynamics
of violence and protection evoked by Aziz at the beginning of this section.

The ubiquitous male body
Historically in the West, a concern with appearance and body image has
been associated with the female body more strongly than the male body;
this has been explained by a tendency for those in power to objectify the
bodies of those who are subordinated (Bordo 1993; Grosz 1994). Women
are more frequently associated with issues such as negative body image,
eating disorders, or beauty compared to men. There has been a surge in
visibility of the male body since the 1980s, often seen in the context of the
AIDS crisis and feminism. More recently, a new wave of social-mediainspired male body culture, characterized by descriptions such as ‘spornosexual’, have linked the heightened concern with the male body to neo6 While there is an increasing tendency for young women in Senegal to follow Western trends
towards cultivating a thin body, there remains a strong positive cultural association of fatness,
femininity, and social prestige – in particular among married and older women.
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Figure 3: A billboard advertising a major wrestling fight in Parcelles Assainies, Dakar.
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liberal conditions of precarity (Hakim 2018). According to this strand of
thought, the tendency for self-optimization and investment in the body
emerges as a sort of recourse to masculine archetypes in response to
increased economic uncertainty and shifting gender roles.
Such a dynamic can be observed in Senegal, where young men find
stable jobs increasingly hard to come by. In Dakar, a specific type of male
body is strikingly visible in numerous settings. Whether on advertising
billboards (see Figures 3 and 4), in gyms, at the beach, or on social media,
musclebound young men with physiques approaching bodybuilder proportions are a common sight. While the culture of sport – and in particular
wrestling – perhaps constitutes the apex of this trend, the desire to fashion
and display such bodies extends far beyond the écuries and arenas. To varying degrees, practically all of the men I knew during my fieldwork took part
in regular exercise with the goal of muscle development. Aziz and Mansour
were two young men in their mid-to-late twenties who lived in the same
house as me, and who played a significant role in introducing me to various aspects of life in Parcelles Assainies. At the time, both were engaged in
higher education – Aziz studied accounting at a private university, while
Mansour was enrolled at the Cheikh Anta Diop University (UCAD). Both
were therefore pursuing professional careers via the pathway of education
and diplomas.

Figure 4: Star wrestlers Bombardier (left) and Modou Lô advertise a soft drink, Dakar.

In the small room which they shared, we passed around a single
crudely constructed yet highly effective dumbbell as we sat listening to
music, studying, or watching videos on mobile phones. We would take it in
turns to do 20 reps on each side before handing it to the next person. The
next element of the exercise routine consisted of sets of 25 decline pushups on two blocks of wood which were placed on the floor in front of a
couch. This had to be done at strategic times during the afternoon when
the space was not being used by other members of the family for eating,
cooking, childcare, or making tea. Finally, they did sets of chin-ups and
pull-ups using a plank nailed across a door frame – an exercise which was
totally beyond me. In addition to this, both men regularly jogged at the
local beach, and Aziz was a regular at a local gym.
This particular gym was relatively affordable at 250 CFA (around
EUR 0.40) per session, and was spread across a small room and an adjoining courtyard. Posters of wrestlers ripped from the pages of the wrestling
daily Sunu Lamb adorned the walls, providing visual motivation for patrons.
Almost every inch of space was occupied by clanking, rusting, and awkward weight machines – some of which had been refurbished from older
models, while others seemed to have been ingeniously constructed out of
automobile parts and other scraps of metal. Almost all of the machines were
designed to build upper body strength, in particular chest and arm muscles.
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They included bench press, lat pulldown, triceps extension, and a squat rack.
In addition, a number of free weights such as barbells and dumbbells lay on
the floor. A couple of broken cardio machines stood forlornly in one corner,
while the leg press was used mostly to hang jackets on. In the evenings when
I went with Aziz, the small rooms progressively filled up as young men finished work. Most of the regulars were from the local neighbourhood and
worked locally, for instance as market traders, construction workers, or tailors. When I asked why they worked out, they often flexed their enormous
muscles by way of reply: it was largely an exercise in bodybuilding and aesthetic presentation. The development of ostentatious arm, chest, and shoulder muscles was the shared goal, and the subtle hierarchies which determined who got to use the machines first were organized according to brawn.
The type of musculation practised here was therefore oriented towards
the development of a specific type of masculine body. It was focused on
appearance and aesthetics rather than functionality or strength. This is
a fairly unremarkable observation to anyone familiar with competitive
bodybuilding culture (Klein 1993) where practitioners have long practised
extreme muscle development in the hope of achieving a certain kind of
masculine ideal. In the Senegalese context, however, it is a relatively new
phenomenon, with the first gyms only opening as recently as 1994.7 It is
therefore both novel and remarkable that, in the space of just twenty years,
bodybuilding culture has been embraced to the point that virtually every
neighbourhood, regardless of socio-economic class or status, has at least
one or two gyms catering to the cultivation of gendered ideals.
While most gym-goers were not wrestlers, the latter were certainly
well-represented among the clientele, and their practices and routines
reflected the general tendency towards visually impressive muscle. One
wrestler going by the name of Baboye 3 to whom I regularly spoke to at the
small, informal gym in Parcelles Assainies explained to me thus: a wrestler
needs to train above (ci kaw) and below (ci souf). This referred to the fact that
they had to prepare for boxing (standing up) and grappling (on the floor),
which necessitated the extensive training of the upper body (arms, chest,
shoulders) and the lower body (especially legs). According to Baboye 3, most
wrestlers put more emphasis than was necessary on the upper body – and
in particular the development of enormous biceps – at the expense of more
important leg, abdominal, and core exercises. As a result, many would-be
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7 www.enqueteplus.com/content/boom-des-salles-de-fitness-dakar-sexe-amour-sport…-aumenu (accessed 15.02.2018)

wrestlers were awkwardly top-heavy, and their visually impressive physiques
were little more than inefficient husks. Men therefore need to appear strong
– a need which sometimes takes precedence over actual functional strength.

Body culture in wrestling
Modou’s days revolved around sport, training, and resting. He had dropped
out of school after CM 2 – in the Senegalese education system modelled
after the French school system, cours moyen 2 is the last year of primary
education. He had attended school together with his fellow wrestler Omar,
whose height and sturdy build marked him out as a potential future champion. While Modou had dropped out in his early teens, Omar had stayed
until terminale, when he was expelled from class for punching a teacher
who was attempting to discipline him. Both young men were – in their own
words – “fighters” and “street children” (bagarreurs, enfants de la rue) who
had no alternatives in life other than sport. Wrestling, Omar told me, is all
that is left for boys like them. Now, he continued, they were both fathers
(Omar had two children, Modou one), so they had to take life seriously.
In their case, taking life seriously meant staying out of trouble, avoiding
distractions and maintaining a disciplined attitude to training and lifestyle.
Most wrestlers train two to three times a day, with training sessions
divided broadly into three different categories: strength training (weightlifting), conditioning (jogging and other cardiovascular exercises), and
contact (wrestling technique). Typically, groups of wrestlers – sometimes
accompanied by their friends or coaches – would make use of Dakar’s
abundance of beaches and sand dunes for jogging and other forms of resistance training which include characteristic movements such as marche en
canard (duck walk), marche du singe (monkey walk), or dathj (a variety of
exercises conducted while carrying someone else on the shoulders). This
component of training is usually focused on building stamina and conditioning, as well as habituating the body to strenuous movements on sandy
surfaces similar to those of the wrestling arena. Around sunrise, while the
temperatures are still relatively cool, many wrestlers would head to these
areas to work out. Modou and Omar, however, did not live close to the
dunes or the sea. Their neighbourhood in Yeumbeul was surrounded by
tightly packed residential quarters, so their morning workout would take
place at the slightly less scenic location of a local school courtyard where
they could run laps. While they would occasionally take a car rapide or
clando (local forms of shared transport) to the beaches in Malika to the
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north or Thiaroye to the south, geographical location as well as personal
preference pushed them to focus on musculation or weightlifting.
Gyms (salles de musculation) in Dakar come in many shapes and sizes,
ranging from ramshackle collections of scrap metal forged into makeshift
weight machines in a cramped courtyard, all the way to elegant establishments equipped with the latest equipment. While the very best gyms
cater to wealthy clients in the city centre and upmarket residential areas,
Dakar’s banlieue has also seen a proliferation of salles de musculation in
recent years as a result of the exponential growth in popularity of body
culture during the 1990s8 (Havard 2001; Baller 2007). Modou, Omar, and
their friend Babacar generally attended the gym attached to the écurie in
the small school courtyard in which the wrestlers train, a short walk from
their homes. Here, they could work out for free as members of the écurie.
However, the machines were rusty, the space cramped and crowded, and
there was no professional monitoring.
They therefore preferred, time and money permitting, to choose
a more professional alternative such as Life Fitness close to where I lived
in Parcelles Assainies, or Black Sport in Malika (see Figure 5). Both were
well-equipped, offering regular fitness classes as well as workout plans and
an abundance of Chinese-made exercise machines and free weights. Life
Fitness was considerably more luxurious in its furnishings than Black Sport
– but at 1500 CFA (around €2.30), it was prohibitively expensive for young
men without a steady income. The first session was free, however, so Modou
and his friends were able to rely on either the forgetfulness of the gym staff
or their own flirting skills to enjoy a free session every few months or so. At
only 500 CFA, Black Sport was a more realistic proposition. Like Life Fitness, it was frequented by a number of well-known athletes, and Modou
was able to reel off a list of notable wrestlers and other local luminaries who
regularly trained there. At Black Sport, this included famous wrestlers such
as Tonnerre; at Life Fitness, I occasionally bumped into Garga Mbossé, one
of the major stars from the nearby Door Doorat écurie. Naturally, this star
power added to the allure of any particular gym, and during my visits I was
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8 As well as a smattering of academic work on the subject, many newspapers have written
about the rapid ascent of fitness culture and gym-going in Senegal, e.g. “Les salles de sport font
floraison à Dakar. Depuis maintenant quelques années, elles existent dans pratiquement tous les
quartiers de la capitale sénégalaise. Il est loin le temps où le célèbre "Olympique Club", construit
en 1994 sur la Corniche Ouest, était la seule salle de sport dans la capitale.”[Gyms are flourishing
in Dakar. Since a few years now, they exist in almost every neighbourhood of the Senegalese
capital. It is a long way from the time when the famous "Olympique Club", built in 1994 on the
West Corniche, was the only gym in the capital.] http://www.enqueteplus.com/content/boomdes-salles-de-fitness-dakar-sexe-amour-sport%E2%80%A6-au-menu (accessed 19.7.2018)

Figure 5: Lifting weights at a well-equipped gym in Malika, Dakar.

regularly introduced to wrestlers of varying repute. It was not uncommon
for novice wrestlers to approach the established stars to ask for advice or
pose for a photo; they secretly entertained hopes of forging productive alliances within a wrestling world which is frequently accused of being nepotistic, parochial and difficult to gain access to.
Alongside conditioning exercises and muscle work, the third broad
category of training for wrestlers consists of technical training in wrestling,
boxing, and occasionally other forms of martial arts such as judo. This type
of training, usually referred to as contact (see Figure 6), takes place during
the season, and is tailored to the needs of the wrestlers in the écurie who
have a fight coming up. For instance, when Modou and Omar were preparing for combats at the same time, they were matched against wrestlers of a
similar size and build as their respective upcoming opponents. Contact was
considered to be an essential part of a wrestler’s preparation, but also the
riskiest and highest-impact type of training. As a result, it was only practised once a week throughout the season, with more regular sessions only
occurring in the weeks immediately preceding a fight.
In addition to daily conditioning exercises, five or six weekly gym v isits,
and regular contact sessions, Modou would also lift home-made weights in his
family courtyard, as his mother, grandmother, and sisters cooked (see Figure
7). This illustrated the usual division of labour in the Senegalese household:
while the women took care of the lion’s share of work, young unmarried men
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Figure 6: Wrestlers training in Guinaw Rails, Dakar. (PHOTO: MAMADOU KHOUMA GUEYE)

were expected to work, study, or invest in future projects which would eventually lead to earnings. In Modou’s case, the investment was in his body.
In addition to his intensive training schedule, Modou also devoted
considerable resources towards preparing his body in other ways. After the
shared family meals, he would often buy additional high calorie meals such
as hamburgers or fataya at the local fast food, or porridge-like local foods
such as lakh or thiakry which are associated with wrestling and weight
gain. Modou also sought to supplement his diet with protein powders or
vitamins, which he regularly asked me to bring him from Europe. Going
to the gym, attending training, and managing their bodies’ various needs
amounted to a full-time job for wrestlers like Modou. His life revolved
around attending to the considerable and specific needs of a professional
athlete’s body – leaving little time for other pursuits such as establishing
a career or a trade. Indeed, Modou worked only irregularly, often at night,
and in temporary and uncertain jobs (see Chapter 1).

Transforming the wrestler’s body
68

The wrestler’s body has undergone a considerable evoIution in recent
decades. In 1963, the influential Béninois-Senegalese filmmaker Paulin Sou-

Figure 7: A wrestler’s female relatives prepare food for guests before his fight,
Yeumbeul, Dakar.

manou Vieyra made the first-ever film about Senegalese wrestling. Bearing
the simple title “Lamb”, the short film touches on the rules and traditions
of the sport before following wrestlers during training and in competition.
Many elements of wrestling depicted in Vieyra’s film are recognizable to
contemporary followers of the sport: the ngemb, the gris gris, the pouring of
magical liquids, the drumming, and the singing. There are also some striking differences: the makeshift arena with the crowd standing just behind a
flimsy fence is a far cry from the packed, heavily securitized stadiums covered in advertising hoardings in which today’s combats take place. Perhaps
the most remarkable difference, however, are the wrestlers themselves. One
of the protagonists of the film is Fodé Dossouba, a legendary wrestler of
the era. When I watched the film for the first time at Dakar’s Institut Français, I was not the only one in the audience to stifle a chuckle at his first
appearance. With an enormous belly and a generally rotund physique, Fodé
Dossouba’s appearance was markedly different from the taut muscles of
today’s generation. Despite his flabby exterior, Dossouba was a renowned
fighter of great technical skill who remained almost undefeated throughout
a long and distinguished career. His great advantage was his weight: at over
130kg, Dossouba was in a weight category of his own compared to his peers.
Watching footage from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s suggests that even the
most prominent wrestlers of the era were significantly smaller and leaner
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than their equivalents today – and the few exceptions such as Dossouba
appeared overweight and ungainly compared to today’s heavyweights.
My own impression that wrestlers’ bodies had changed over the years
was confirmed by those who have followed the sport’s evolution. In today’s
arena, sheer muscle mass and size are valorized as never before. In every
écurie, there is a distinction between ‘big’ and ‘small’ wrestlers. This distinction nominally refers to the athlete’s status in the arena, with ‘big’ wrestlers referring to the ténors (leading lights) or the chef de file (leader) who
have already established their reputation among fans and promoters, and
‘small’ wrestlers consisting of beginners who may not yet have a licence
or have only disputed a few fights. However, the distinction almost always
corresponded to body size: the ténors were instantly recognizable at any
écurie due to their comparatively large bodies. At my local écurie Door
Doorat, the famous wrestlers such as Garga Mbossé, Zoss, Raam Daan, or
Gora Sock stood out due to their stature. At a lutte avec frappe gala consisting of ten fights, the smaller and more junior wrestlers dispute the opening
combats, with the size and strength of the athletes progressively increasing
towards the headline bout.
At écurie Yeumbeul Mbollo, I learned that the hierarchies among
wrestlers could be read on their bodies. It was a fairly new écurie which
did not yet include many established stars, in which the battle-scarred chef
de file Malal Ndiaye stood out with his bulky frame. Among the younger
wrestlers, Omar was one of the few whose reputation extended beyond the
neighbourhood. Tall and heavy, Omar was sometimes teased by his friends
for his plump appearance – Modou used to refer to him as drianke, the
Wolof term for a corpulent and attractive woman. However, his physique
had already brought him to the attention of promoters, who admired the
way in which he used his weight to dominate his adversaries – often via
plaquage, a technique often employed by heavier athletes. One promoter
had already promised him a major fight (grand combat – meaning that he
would take part in one of the two headline bouts of a ten-fight event) on
the condition that he converted his body fat into muscle. Because of his
natural size and weight, Omar was seen as a prime candidate for a heavyweight career – but he needed to demonstrate the capacity to transform his
body first. This was why he – and many other wrestlers I knew – would regularly ask me to bring protein powders and any other muscle-enhancing
substances I could get my hands on.
The progressively increasing body sizes of wrestlers and the association of larger bodies with sporting success may be understood in the
context of a global shift towards the spectacular in elite sport. In various

other sports including rugby and American football, larger bodies promise a greater and more violent spectacle as television and media seek to
attract audiences. In Senegal, the commercialization and mediatization of
wrestling have gone hand-in-hand with the boom in fitness gyms, bodybuilding, and new approaches to body culture. This is particularly evident in the way wrestlers choose to present their bodies on social media,
with Facebook by far the most popular (ahead of Instagram) as it is often
offered for free with some mobile packages. Almost all wrestlers I met had
some sort of social media presence, and many regularly posted photos of
their combats, training, and daily lives; the ‘gym selfie’ – familiar to Instagram users all over the world – was a particularly popular motif.
Birahim, a young wrestler I knew from Parcelles, was especially prolific when it came to posting pictures of himself working out, often barechested or wearing just a singlet which showed off his massive frame.
One photo of Birahim, flexing and with his chest puffed out, in front of a
dumbbell rack at the gym, had almost 400 likes and over 50 comments. His
friends and fans posted comments such as “nice na mbeur” (nice, wrestler),
“Lourd dafa leer” (heavyweight, it’s clear) “Liggeey rekk” (only work pays)
or “yangi ci form dé” (you’re in good shape). Other commenters posted
stickers, gifs, or emojis depicting muscles, bodybuilders, and the incredible hulk. The majority of Birahim’s pictures were in this vein, with the
other major theme featuring him in his fight day regalia at the stadium.
These pictures were typical of the kinds of photographs shared by young
athletes and highlight the role which social media plays in the production
of embodied masculine identities. Wrestlers like Birahim used Facebook to
display their bodies, and receive positive feedback, approval, and encouragement. Indeed, Birahim had not yet achieved much in wrestling; an
unkind observer might have suggested that he was a more successful wrest
ler in Facebook’s virtual arena. It seemed that this apparent display of vanity was fuelled by an anxiety to prove himself as an athlete – and as a man.

Bodies and social class
The wrestler’s body was the site of much commentary, speculation, and contention among the general public. For many fans they represented desirable
embodiments of virile masculinity, with younger, charismatic, and handsome wrestlers noticeably attracting significant numbers of female supporters alongside the primarily male fan base. There is little doubt that wrestlers effectively function as sex symbols to the younger generation. Their
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frequent appearance in the gossip columns of the Dakar press, their visible
presence in advertising and television, and their strong association with politicians and entertainers marked them out as the most visible male bodies in
the country. Equally, my interlocutors routinely singled out their bodies for
criticism as emblematic of everything that is wrong with Senegalese society.
Marie, a female student of an aspirational middle class background, voiced
an opinion which I had heard echoed by many others, especially those with
intellectual leanings: “When the children leave school, they see these enormous muscle men who have nothing in their heads. It is totally useless for
society. And the children will want to leave school and be like them.”
Marie was referring to the fact that many écuries, lacking their own
dedicated training spaces, hold their daily training sessions on the sandy
courtyards of local schools. While training took place after school hours,
many children would stay to watch the spectacle, especially when famous
wrestlers were involved. This was the case, for instance, at Door Doorat
écurie, where the noted wrestlers Zoss and Garga Mbossé would draw large
crowds – mostly children and adolescents – when they trained on a primary school courtyard. Marie’s opposition between muscles and brains,
and her suggestion that the presence of one meant the absence of the other,
indicated not only a Cartesian privileging of mind over body, but also a
commonly held anxiety that wrestlers were a destructive social presence.
These anxieties were not limited to outside observers. The vice-presi
dent and main spokesperson of the CNGL (wrestling’s governing body),
Thierno Kâ, had a similar take on the matter: “You’re left with a vast number of young men with big muscles who have nothing to do. And then the
police have to intervene.” Kâ went one step further than Marie in insinuating that wrestlers, with their enormous bodies, not only corrupted schoolchildren, but actively disrupted society by becoming involved in crime. The
overly developed bodies of wrestlers and other young men in the banlieue
were viewed as a potential security threat. The association of a certain type
of body with a particular socio-economic position and (in this case) a predisposition for criminal activity echoes Bourdieu’s suggestion that social
class is inscribed upon the body (1984) – and more specifically, that sporting practices are associated with particular class positions (Bourdieu 1978).
Although the idiom of class does not necessarily translate smoothly
to African contexts in which socio-economic hierarchies are often complicated by kinship, ethnicity, religion and other categories (Spronk 2014),
the case of wrestling is remarkably clear-cut. Wrestlers tend to come from
poor and often rural-to-urban migrant backgrounds, and are generally
associated with low levels of education – wrestlers who attained higher

levels of schooling (most famously Mohamed Ndao Tyson) are held up
as exceptions. A further indicator of wrestlers’ educational and class position is found in the widespread mirth around français mbeur or ‘wrestler’s
French’: a popular stereotype which makes fun of wrestlers’ often limited
ability to speak the language of formal education. Wrestlers are regularly
baited by television interviewers into giving interviews in français mbeur, a
practice which I read as being heavily steeped in class snobbery.
The wrestler’s body therefore strongly reflects a set of class and gender stereotypes: hegemonically masculine, with exaggerated muscles, and a
low level of educational capital. My interlocutors interpreted these characteristics in various ways: while some (such as Marie and Thierno Kâ) saw
a potentially negative social impact, others commended the wrestlers as
hardworking and dedicated young men who could convert their physical
capital in useful ways. Père Ada, a former wrestler and the founder of an
écurie in Guinaw Rails, told me that the discipline and strength required
of a wrestler provided both a physical and a moral preparation for other
types of work. Indeed, during my fieldwork I saw the wrestlers in his charge
working on construction sites, providing crowd security services for political rallies and other local events, and working at a tailor’s shop.
Football players required a less ‘extreme’ body for their sport, which
perhaps explains why the discourses and practices of their bodies were less
pronounced in terms of gender and class. Nonetheless, similar ideas circulated about them, if to a lesser extent. The players at Galaxy were very
aware that scouts and coaches paid attention to physical as well as technical
attributes, and I regularly saw them doing extra push-ups or other exercises
before and after training to work on their strength. Célestin, a midfielder
in the team, explained to me that his coaches had told him to improve his
strength and fitness in order to have a chance of progressing. Despite having a lean physique and a visible six pack, one of the coaches had told him
that he was too heavy; he was now paying attention to his diet and trying to eat fewer oily rice dishes. Pape was also concerned with his physical
appearance. He frequently compared his body to that of his teammates,
proudly telling me that he was more costaud (strong, well-built) than his
rivals. When I showed him photographs I had taken of him training, his
first comments were to say how much broader his chest and shoulders
looked than those of other players in the frame.
And while football players were the object of less stigmatizing
assumptions and stereotypes – and less focused on the body – than wrest
lers, there were certainly instances in which those who dedicated their lives
to the sport were accused by their families or neighbours of wasting their
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time. Samba, a local politician in Pikine who also happened to be the president of a local navétanes team told me a fairly typical story: “We all have
brothers and friends who gave everything to football. Then they are twenty-five or thirty years old, they have an injury or their career is over, and
then they come back. They have no profession, they have nothing to give
society. They are useless for society [ils sont inutiles pour la société].”
Samba then went on to plead for a model of organized football which
combined sport and education – giving players a chance to develop professional skills alongside their football career. Sport coaches and administrators regularly brought up the noble idea of sport-études (the combination
of sports and studies) as a solution to the perceived social problems which
football and wrestling pose. However, they tend to ignore the fact that aspiring to a top-level career is a demanding full-time occupation. It cultivates an
ethos of striving and sacrifice which leaves little room for additional pursuits such as education; indeed, those who do not focus single-mindedly on
sport will have little chance of success. This explains the attitude of many
Senegalese parents towards their sons’ sporting ambitions. Newspaper
interviews with star players including Sadio Mané regularly describe mothers beating their sons for playing football too much instead of doing their
homework – a trope echoed by many of the young athletes I spoke to.
In both sports, therefore, the athlete’s body is a site of contradiction
and contestation, of hope and of failure. On the one hand, it is the key
to success, mediating the dream of a professional career, and necessitating constant attention in the form of training, discipline, diet, and rest. It
carries positive connotations of masculine prowess, strength, and virility.
On the other hand, the athlete’s body is a source of vulnerability and precarity: an injury can hamper or even end a young athlete’s aspirations of
a professional career, with all but the most rudimentary healthcare often
beyond their means. Furthermore, the muscular frames of football players and especially wrestlers are seen in some quarters as the embodiment
of society’s failure to provide young men with productive alternatives. In
this perspective, the athletic body emerges in opposition to education and
social mobility and as a symbol of underdevelopment.

A day in the life of an aspiring footballer
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PAPE: I wake up at six in the morning. Once I’m awake, I wash myself
and I eat breakfast. Then I go running for 35 minutes. Afterwards, I
go to school [a technical college or occupational trade school]. I walk

there, because I don’t have the money for the transport. After school,
I go straight to training. It takes me half an hour to walk there. We
train from 5pm to 7pm. After that, I walk home, all the way to HLM
5 [a low-income residential neighbourhood around 4km from the
location of the football school]. When I arrive at home, I put down
my bag, I put away my football kit, and ‘hop’ – straight to the kitchen!
Yes. Because, imagine, from 8am to 7pm, I haven’t eaten anything! It’s
difficult.
The first time I recorded a conversation with Pape was on a Monday evening in January at a basketball court in Sacré-Coeur, while we sat on a
bench snacking on fried shrimp in chili sauce. I had met him after he finished training at the nearby Galaxy facilities, and I had planned to meet
some friends nearby later in the evening. He recognized some of the basketball players and exchanged greetings with them, declining an offer to
join their game by laughing and gesturing towards his lower back. As our
conversation progressed, Pape went on to explain to me that his back was
hurting from a particularly bad tackle during a match the previous weekend, and that the pain was exacerbated by the heavy books and folders
which he had to carry around in his backpack. Furthermore, his eyes were
sore as a result of working with blowtorches without safety goggles as part
of his metalwork course. Although on this particular day he had spent several hours working towards his brevet or educational certificate at school,
the only information which he chose to disclose to me from this section of
the day concerned the marks which it had left on his body. The contents of
his school folders, which I later found out consisted in a large part of technical drawing, were less important to Pape than their weight, their materiality, their bulk which weighed him down as he walked the busy streets
between home, school, and training. Likewise, the vocational knowledge
which he was supposed to gain from his metalwork lessons did not preoccupy him as much as the retinal damage they caused. It was striking that his
narrative focused almost exclusively on physical activity and physical pain.
He seemed to experience his everyday life exclusively through his body.
Underpinning Pape’s ‘day-in-the-life’ account was a sense of embodied poverty and material absence: insufficient food, the lack of money to
take the bus, the absence of the safety goggles which the school should have
provided. However, I was also aware that this condition of material want
was in part self-imposed; Pape did have access to money, but he chose to
save it for more pressing purchases: shoes, baseball caps, presents for his
girlfriend, nights out with his friends. His body not only carried in it the
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promise of a lucrative future thanks to his footballing talent; its capacity
to endure hardship also allowed him to make economic choices. Pape was
by no means an exception in this respect. When his team travelled to away
matches, the administrators would give each player a small sum of money
(500 CFA or just under EUR 1) to cover their transport costs. Usually, they
would save most of the money or spend it on food, and walk home.
Aspiring football players like Pape therefore experienced their lives
in an intensely embodied fashion. The physical effects of football on the
body had repercussions for other areas of daily life. Injuries (against which
players were not insured), fatigue, and hunger acquired through playing
football had consequences for education or work, often preventing players from focusing on alternative career paths. The dream of a sports career
demanded the full dedication of the athlete’s body, and enforced a considerable physical sacrifice.

“But they are all black!” – football scouting,
bodies, and structural inequality
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The transformation of bodies has been more dramatic and therefore more
visible in wrestling than in football. Wrestling – although an immensely
technical and tactical discipline – is more directly contingent upon an
advantage of size, weight, and strength. An incremental physical advantage over one’s opponent can make all the difference in an otherwise evenly matched fight, whereas success in football is dependent upon a more
diverse set of variables including technical skill, teamwork, and tactical
preparation. The cultivation and transformation of the body and its physical capacities does, however, also play a role in football.
The physical demands at the elite level of the sport worldwide have
increased significantly – an observation backed by data which shows for
example that in the English Premier League, the number of high intensity
sprints and other physical indicators grew over a seven year period (Barnes
et al. 2014). The increased physical requirements of the sport are reflected
in new training and preparation methods which pay greater attention to
biometrics such as weight, body fat, and other measurements. Worldwide,
the surveillance and monitoring of athletes is a feature of the neoliberal
turn in sport (Besnier, Brownell, and Carter 2017). In Senegal, biomedical
surveillance of this kind took place even at the level of junior football, if
to a limited extent. For example, players at Galaxy were regularly weighed
and had their health and performance indicators tracked and monitored in

other ways. While these practices do not provide evidence that Senegalese
sport functions as an oppressive panoptical regime, they do show that the
increasing biomedical emphasis in elite sports trickles down to the peripheries. The players become used to treating their bodies as optimizable tools
of productivity, which can be improved through targeted exercise, diet, or
medicines.
In European football, the cultivation of what I have termed the
“athlete-self ” is related to a set of racialized discourses about African
footballers, as well as footballers from other areas on the periphery of the
global football industry. These discourses are reproduced by scouts and
coaches, Western sports media, and young African players themselves. In
recent decades, a significant proportion of players of West African origin
who have achieved success in Europe have gained recognition primarily for
their size, strength, and determination, rather than their technical qualities
or cerebral understanding of the game. This has led to an association of
players of West African descent with particular positions and styles of play,
most notably that of the physically imposing defensive midfielder. In the
mid-2000s, the success of players such as the Senegalese Papa Bouba Diop
and the Ghanaian Michael Essien in the English Premier League helped to
establish a template of the strong, physical West African player. Meanwhile,
scouts undervalued or ignored more technical players from the region, and
shifted their focus to search for the next Essien. This phenomenon was not
limited to the position of defensive midfield: arguably the most prominent
African attacker of the modern game, the Ivorian Didier Drogba, earned
the respect of opponents by virtue of his size, power, and strength. Obser
vers of the game noted this valorization of West African players for their
strength and physicality, with one well-known blog asking the question “Is
Europe Killing the African Playmaker?”9 in reference to the lack of prominent Africans playing in the position of the attacking midfield playmaker,
which is most widely associated with qualities such as vision, skill, creativity, and guile.
The attribution of particular skillsets to athletes of different origins
has a long history in sport, and can be traced back to colonial ideas about
racial difference rooted in biology. In particular, the association of black
bodies with a superior physical constitution (Fanon 1970), often invoked
to justify slavery, persists in discourses around contemporary elite sport
(Hoberman 1997; Carrington 2010; Hawkins 2013). Racial or national
9 http://inbedwithmaradona.com/journal/2011/11/7/is-europe-killing-the-africanplaymaker.html (accessed 24.4.2017)
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stereotypes about the physicality and temperament of athletes are widespread in all sports which take place across racial, ethnic, or national
boundaries, such as for example naturalized accounts of Pacific Island rugby players’ flair, speed, and strength (Besnier 2014), the media obsession
with golf star Tiger Woods’ sex scandal (Starn 2011), or racialized caricatures of buscónes or baseball recruiters in the Caribbean (Klein 2008). In
football, African players have long been considered as gifted yet lacking in
discipline (Lanfranchi 1994), with an emphasis on the naïve, disorganized,
or childlike quality of the African game compared to the European professional leagues (Bale 2004; Thielke 2009). At the same time, African footballers are considered to be strong, supple, and physically well-suited to the
rigours of the modern game, and to have a natural propensity for improvisational flair, tricks, and hot-headedness (Ungruhe 2014).
In order to be valued in the global market, therefore, African football
players not only need to embody the virtues associated with their bodies
– strength, hard work, and physical fortitude – but also demonstrate that
they are not susceptible to the negative attributes of tactical naiveté and
indiscipline with which they are associated. African players and coaches,
including those who have played in Europe, often give voice to these needs
(Ungruhe 2014; Engh, Settler, and Agergaard 2016). In 2014, the white former French international and then coach of Bordeaux, Willy Sagnol, was
forced to apologize after being quoted at a press event as follows:
The advantage of the typical African player is that he’s not expensive,
is generally up for a fight, someone you could qualify as powerful
on the pitch. But football isn’t only that ... it’s also about technique,
intelligence and discipline. You need a bit of everything.10
Because of Sagnol’s high profile, his comments were broadly denounced
as racist, even though they are in many ways representative of prevalent
attitudes in the football industry. One of the players who publicly leapt
to Sagnol’s defence was the Senegalese international and Bordeaux captain Lamine Sané, who admitted that the comments were awkward, but
vouched for his coach’s good character and intentions.
Over the course of my fieldwork, I observed a tendency at all levels of
the football recruitment chain to ascribe certain characteristics to African
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10 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/france/11214033/Bordeaux-coachWilly-Sagnol-apologises-for-African-remark.html (accessed 25.4.2017)

Figure 8: European scouts, agents, managers, and coaches watching a trial match, Dakar.

players. On more than one occasion, I had the opportunity to observe trial
matches at the pristine pitches of Dakar Sacré-Cœur, a French-run club
in a central neighbourhood which has established itself as a local hub for
player recruitment. As well as running successful teams of all levels, DSC
use their extensive contacts in Senegal and Europe to invite other local
academies and development teams (centres de formation) to play one-day
tournaments under the watchful gaze of scouts from European clubs. At
one such event, I sat with a group of mostly white scouts who represented
top tier French clubs including Sochaux, Nantes, Lille, and Rennes, as well
as the Norwegian club Molde. There were also individual agents who were
seeking to contract promising young players and offer them to clubs in
Europe for a profit. As the only other white person attending the trials, I
was assumed to be one of them, and was able to sit in their company without anyone questioning my presence (see Figure 8).
Each armed with a list of player numbers and birthdates provided
by the team managers, the scouts – mostly French men in their 30s and
40s – chatted easily amongst themselves about the weather, their hotels,
and which restaurant they were going to that evening, only occasionally
turning their attention to the games. When they did so, it was sometimes
to laugh at the sort of unorthodox technical gesture which they took as
evidence of the African players’ lack of professional training or discipline.
This might be for example a particularly reckless tackle, or a gratuitously
acrobatic attempt at kicking an aerial ball. The idea that African players
are undisciplined has a long history in the sport. Perhaps the most famous
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illustration of this occurred during the 1974 World Cup, when the Zaire
defender Mwepu Ilunga rushed out of the defensive wall to kick away the
ball before an opposition free-kick. Many commentators at the time read
this bizarre infraction as evidence of Ilunga’s (and by extension African
football’s) amateurism and ignorance of the game’s rules and wilful indiscipline; the player himself contended that it was a deliberate attempt to
provoke a red card to protest the fact that the Zairean Football Association
hadn’t paid him.
Echoes of the now-infamous Ilunga incident were conjured up in my
mind each time I joined a trial match in front of European scouts. A particularly memorable exchange occurred during a match in which one of
the teams wore black and dark grey shirts. “Which team is winning?” – one
of the scouts enquired in a rare display of interest in what was happening
on the pitch. “The blacks” came the response from his colleague. The first
scout squinted quizzically in the direction of the match: “The blacks – but
they are all black!” The whole group roared with laughter. In this particular context of a trial match in which the wealthy employees of elite European clubs observed young Senegalese men from overwhelmingly poor
backgrounds striving to display their athletic potential, this conversation
served to underline the stark structural inequalities built into the global
football industry. The football industry, here represented by mostly French
scouts, frequently sees black, African bodies as an undifferentiated mass
of raw potential to be casually sifted through in the hope of finding a diamond in the rough. I often heard scouts jokingly complaining that all the
players looked the same – how were they supposed to tell which one was
any good? In these situations, the scouts wielded absolute power, as their
approval was the much sought-after reward for hard work and sacrifice on
the training pitch.
The scouts were in the position to assess, within a few minutes,
whether there was a player on the pitch worth inviting to Europe for a
trial; equally, they could dismiss the potential of a player after just a few
touches of the ball. Armed with the power and authority conveyed upon
them by their status, they disdainfully dismissed entire teams with a wave
of the hand. Other than moments of laughter at a player’s ineptitude, or
the occasional racially-inflected remark, the only moment in which I saw
them muster any enthusiasm was when it was time for the buffet lunch, at
which point they left the playing field with surprising speed, belying their
portly statures. They left sheets of paper listing the age and shirt number
of each player, designed to help the scouts identify talent, untouched by the
side of the pitch.

It would not be entirely fair to suggest that all of the scouts I encountered conformed to the above description. One scout, a Parisian of Algerian
descent, told me that his own trajectory from the French capital’s b anlieue
gangland to a career in professional football inspired him to help other
young players. He expressed an interest in my research project and seemed
genuinely curious when I described to him the difficult living conditions
of some of the players. On a separate occasion, I met another scout from
a French second division club who was less nonchalant about his job and
seemed to have a somewhat more nuanced perspective on the inequalities
at play. The problem, he explained to me, was that it was usually impossible to tell if a player was good enough to play in Europe. According to
him, scouting for players in Africa only represented an initial phase, where
only the most basic technical and physical attributes could be assessed.
The poor standard of tactical and technical coaching in Africa meant that
scouts could only properly judge after a further 1-2 month trial in France.
For this reason, he continued, he and his fellow scouts could only appraise
African players in terms of their raw potential rather than their ability
to play the game in all its cerebral, tactical complexity. It follows that the
scouts emphasized physical attributes – in particular size, strength, speed,
and agility – as well as what may be described as ‘moral’ attributes such as
determination, hard work, discipline, and teamwork.

Precarious bodies
Neoliberal transformations make themselves felt in the bodies of athletes
and other young men. Changing socio-economic conditions, notably unemployment, urbanization, the allure of irregular migration, and increasing
precarity have led a growing number of young men to take seriously the possibility that their body’s athletic capabilities could be a means towards economic salvation. Under neoliberalism, sport increasingly becomes a form of
waged labour which can bring wealth and fame to a select few. At the same
time, these very same conditions reshape the expectations and roles of men.
As men pay more and more attention to and devote extraordinary amounts
of care to their bodies, new and emerging embodied masculinities are made
visible. These changes have shaped the discourses and practices surrounding
the male body, and broadly speaking what it means to be a man.
The aspiring athletes whose daily practices were discussed in this
chapter all lived in ways which prioritized the experience and sensations of
their bodies. On the one hand, they intensely cared for and invested in their
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bodies, hoping that they would one day become economically productive
resources. On the other hand, the body was the site of pain, fatigue, hunger, and the hardship of daily life. They spent their days training, resting,
feeding, and otherwise managing and caring for their bodies. The constant
focus on the body, both in its productive capacities and its inherent vulnerability, is a central feature in the lives of young athletes.
Wrestlers and football players were the object of social discourses
and contestations surrounding their bodies, which many saw as both a site
of hope and investment, but also the location of failure and vulnerability.
The same body may be praised by some as proof of hard work, discipline,
and masculine virtue, while it may also be harshly critiqued by others as a
symbol of moral degradation and wasted energy. The athlete’s body is thus
characterized by contradictory forces: hope against precarity, and masculine virtue against moral failure. I propose that these contradictions stem
from shifts in body culture and practices of self-fashioning taking place
across Senegal in today’s neoliberal era, with implications for the construction of masculinity.
As a result of the increasingly spectacle-oriented nature of the sport,
wrestlers are under increasing pressure to develop larger and more muscular bodies than their predecessors. The most lucrative opportunities in the
arena tend to be restricted to those fighters whose muscle mass and sheer
size classes them (informally) as heavyweights. So younger wrestlers are
anxious to gain weight as quickly as possible, often by consuming supplements of dubious origin. Meanwhile, the muscular bodies of wrestlers are
subject to heightened public scrutiny. While fans and spectators are generally appreciative of the athletes’ impressive physiques, critics see in them a
symbol of a failing society. Wrestlers are thus often stereotyped by observers or in the media as useless giants whose large bodies associate them with
criminality, illegal doping, and lack of education, setting a poor example
for children.
The bodies of football players have also undergone transformations
as the game has become faster and more physically demanding. While the
sport favours a less ‘extreme’ body than wrestling, an increased emphasis
on physical attributes such as strength, speed, and stamina has nonetheless led to significant shifts. Even in Dakar, a relatively peripheral location
within the global football industry, I could observe these shifts in profound
ways. Training methods focus on physical capabilities, performance indicators are measured regularly, and young players are encouraged to assume
personal responsibility for their physical condition. At the same time, the
scouting of African players by European clubs – as well as the media recep-

tion of African football more generally – is underpinned by racial assumptions which stereotype their supposed physical qualities.
Both footballers and wrestlers therefore anxiously invest in their
bodies, while those same bodies are subjected to social discourses and contestations which are out of their control. This prioritization of the body can
be observed beyond the realm of professional (or aspiring-to-be-professional) sport, especially among young men, among whom gym-going and
bodybuilding have become a trend. While they often frame these practices
in terms of supposedly masculine traits such as strength and the ability to
fight, gym-going and bodybuilding are largely aesthetic projects. These
developments are indicative of new forms of masculinity under neoliberalism, which arrive at the convergence of a set of seemingly separate, yet
related developments. Firstly, the commercialization of sport worldwide,
its emphasis towards bigger, stronger, and faster bodies, and its emergence
as a viable source of economic hope for young men. Secondly, the spread
of globalized gym culture, together with the popularity of the bodybuilder look as a new masculine ideal. And thirdly, the increasing difficulty in
fulfilling ‘traditional’ routes towards achieving adult masculinity through
work, marriage, and provision for a family.
Consequentially, the body is simultaneously a site of both power and
vulnerability: of power because it allows for a visible demonstration of
masculine strength and pride; of vulnerability because it masks an underlying condition of uncertainty in which opportunities for future success
are scarce. Sport plays a dual role. On the one hand, the media representation of athletes – especially wrestlers – promotes these masculine ideals.
On the other hand, aspiring athletes are perhaps the prime example of how
precarity is embodied under neoliberalism. While their muscled bodies at
first glance signify something akin to Connell’s conception of hegemonic
masculinity, upon closer inspection they reveal something very different.
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chapter 3

Your Marabout Won’t Help:
Magico-religious Practice
in Senegalese Sport

Either you succeed, or you fail. There is no alternative. If you’re a
junior, either you succeed as a senior player, or it is the end of your
career. Then you have to start in the world of work. Afterwards, you’ll
say ‘if only I knew, if only I could return, if only I could be in 2008 or
2010. Then, boys, I would succeed’. There are no regrets in football.
You are grown-ups. You know what is good [xamleen lu baax]. You
know right and wrong, you just have to choose. If you want to succeed, then work. Self-discipline and work. Always work. There are no
secrets. If you want to be mediocre, then work today and rest for two
days. Then work the following day, and rest for five days. If you want
to fail, then don’t work at all. But in any case I can tell you: a marabout won’t make you succeed. Never.
These were the words of Alain, one of the coaches of the Galaxy under19s team, whose stern motivational team talks appeared in an earlier
chapter. As usual, he had gathered the team together in the outdoor classroom area in one of the corners of the Galaxy premises. On this occasion, they had performed below Alain’s standards against a team from the
nearby police academy. The message was consistent with his usual rhetoric of valorizing hard work above everything else, this time emphasizing the precarious position in which the players found themselves. The
‘junior’ age category – referring to the under 17s and the under 19s – was
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a point of no return; the decisive crossroads at which success and failure
would be determined with no chance of redemption. By this time, I was
used to Alain’s speeches – and so, it seemed, were the players, some of
whom rolled their eyes or fidgeted with their shin pads and shoelaces. My
ears pricked up, however, when he mentioned the figure of the marabout,
serigne in Wolof, a term which in Senegal and other parts of West Africa
referred initially to Sufi teachers and scholars, but has now been expanded to include a range of diviners, sorcerers, and spiritualists who offer a
range of services often based on a syncretic application of Islamic sources
and ‘traditional’ knowledge.
In refuting the efficacy of the marabout, Alain was almost certainly
referring to the latter, a broad category which might include anyone from
respected imams invested with formal religious authority to fetish priests
dealing in amulets and potions. A secretive and unregulated yet lucrative
industry throughout the country, maraboutism is a central part of the
lives of many Senegalese as they seek divine intervention in matters relating to romance, health, family, education, and work. Sport, with its small
margins of success and failure, provides an abundant stream of clients for
marabouts, and is perhaps the area of public life in which the trade in
supernatural power reveals itself most conspicuously. This is particularly
the case in wrestling, where extensive displays and rituals involving various magical paraphernalia (xarfafuufa) are as compelling and integral a
part of the sport as the actual physical performance. Yet in football as well,
players solicited the services of marabouts, a practice which was in some
instances practically mandatory. The navétanes championships in particular are notorious for the rival teams and their fans making extensive
use of occult magic, often with violent consequences such as altercations
between fans. These practices are by no means limited to the navétanes.
Similar issues are regularly reported in connection to matches involving
professional league teams, leading the Senegalese Football Federation to
declare in 2013 a formal ban on all forms of magic and witchcraft in football stadiums.
Maraboutic practices – most commonly referred to by the French
terms mystique or maraboutage or the Wolof liggéey – are therefore a
highly contested part of sport in Senegal. In football, public discourse –
from the official level of the federation, to the team talks of coaches such
as Alain – tends to discourage magico-religious practice from the field
of play. But in wrestling there is a widespread acceptance, as such practices are considered to be part of the charm or the beauty of the sport
– as well as being essential to success. Nonetheless, in wrestling too, it is

not uncommon to hear coaches, administrators, fans, or critics express
the view that x arfafuufa is excessive or disproportionate. Such criticisms
are often levelled at the younger generation of wrestlers, who are accused
of devoting more time to gaining mystical powers than to their physical
training.
This chapter is, at one level, a direct comparison of the two sports in
question, which appear to take contrasting stances on the appropriateness
of a range of maraboutic practices. The comparison shows how individuals operating in the setting of different sports have widely divergent ideas
about the relationship between various magico-religious practices and the
physical activity of sport itself. This underlines the contested nature of
magico-religious beliefs and practices in Senegalese society at large. The
comparison highlights a public discourse which associates such beliefs and
practices – in certain settings – with backwardness and violence, and shows
that they form a distraction which impedes a rigorous training plan. In
other settings, there is a counter discourse which valorizes and promotes
magico-religious practice as an inalienable part of Senegalese (or Wolof,
Sereer, Joola…) cultural heritage without which participation in sport
becomes almost impossible.
This all points towards a binary opposition of an occult, traditional,
local, and mystique-saturated wrestling and a rational, modern, global, and
secular football. This binary is commonly reinforced in public discourse by
fans, critics, and those working within the sports. Closer inspection reveals,
however, that the practices of young men who are trying to forge careers
in the respective disciplines do not neatly fit this binary. The ethnographic
materials which I present show that the spiritual lives of these young men
– across both sports – consist of strategic engagement with the religious
and magical resources and technologies available to them. Both footballers
and wrestlers are, generally speaking, deeply concerned with the mobilization of spiritual or supernatural forces – although the sporting context
within which they find themselves does structure the way in which this
concern manifests itself. I suggest that the strategic quest for spiritual assistance in the pursuit of professional sports careers is marked by a desire for
optimization and improvement, and is entangled with processes of commodification. Powerful objects and arcane knowledge are bought, sold,
and negotiated in occult markets, in which marabouts and other traders
increasingly adapt their roles as brokers of the spiritual and living worlds
to become salesmen of the supernatural. I conclude that the maraboutic
economy which flourishes around sport is a key part of the wider process
of emergent neoliberal personhood.
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The register of ‘witchcraft’ often adopted by Africanist anthropologists
dating back to Evans-Pritchard does not fully describe the range of maraboutic practices found in Senegalese wrestling, although there is a strong
resemblance. Thus far, I have used just a few of the multitude of terms
which are used in different registers to discuss the range of what I loosely
call the magico-religious practices entrenched in Senegalese sport and the
wider society. These include locally used French terms such as maraboutage
and mystique; Wolof terms such as xarfafuufa (an assemblage of magical
or fetish items), liggéey (literally ‘work’; here referring to magical efficacy),
xërëm (the use of a fetish against someone), and cumikaay (collective term
for an arsenal of xarfafuufa and the individuals managing it). To this nonexhaustive list may be added a number of English terms which are commonly encountered in the anthropological literature, such as witchcraft,
magic, divination, or occult.
While each of the terms used by Senegalese people have particular
meanings, they frequently overlap and may even be used interchangeably.
The precision of these terms is further lost in translation, as concepts such
as ‘witchcraft’ do not fit neatly into the Senegalese imaginary. While journalists and academics sometimes use the literal French translation term
sorcellerie, classical anthropological understandings of witchcraft do not
correspond precisely to emic understandings of maraboutage or mystique.
The seldom invoked category of dëmm comes closest to malevolent witchcraft practices. The terminological dilemma is further compounded by the
close proximity of these practices to religious, specifically to Islamic beliefs
and practices. Indeed, it is often hard to make out the boundaries between
mystique and Sharia, as many marabouts are learned Koranic scholars who
base much of their knowledge on magical appropriations of holy scripture. Rather than attempt to resolve these terminological and conceptual
conundrums, I here use the various terms as they would be used by my
interlocutors.
This reflects the ambiguity of the individual terms themselves, as well
as highlighting one of their key properties – namely, their vagueness and
inscrutability. It is precisely the ‘unknowable-ness’ of these arcane practices
which invests them with efficacy and power. The nebulous terminology
further indicates a sense that the cosmology of the Senegalese imaginary
is in many ways open to interpretation and contestation, covering a continuum of beliefs and practices which range from animist fetish cults to
Islamic prayer, and everything in between. I therefore primarily use the

terms maraboutage and mystique as they are used by wrestlers and football
players, other more specific terms to denote concrete elements of practice,
and English language terms such as magic or divination where they are of
descriptive use.

Preparing for battle: marabout consultations
before a wrestling combat
When I first met Modou, he did not strike me as someone particularly in
thrall to religion, and even less so traditional magico-religious practices.
Like most Senegalese, he was a member of one of the influential Islamic
brotherhoods, in his case the Tijaaniyah, but I rarely (if ever) observed
him praying, and he did not seem to be too preoccupied with religion in
his daily life. On the contrary, he enjoyed going to some of Dakar’s seedier
nightclubs (to which I had the misfortune of accompanying him on certain occasions), where he rubbed shoulders with sex workers and drunk
businessmen, danced suggestively with scantily-clad young women, and
dressed extravagantly in the latest urban and international fashions. I do
not wish to question the integrity of his beliefs; I simply mention this to
underline that in his everyday practice, Modou’s attentions were focused
on pleasures of the earthly variety. In this respect, he was quite typical of
young unmarried (and married) Senegalese men, whose youthful transgressions are often indulged and overlooked – although they are expected
to become more devout with age.
Modou had fathered a daughter out of wedlock with a local girl when
he was just 17. The daughter now lived with Modou’s family, but he was no
longer together with the child’s mother, whose whereabouts remained a
mystery to me. When Modou told me about his daughter, it was framed in
the context of a youthful error that would not happen to him today: “I love
my daughter, but now I’m a serious man. I don’t chase women anymore,
just training, work, and rest.” However, this sounded like a case of paying
lip service to a moral ideal, in light of his clubbing exploits and numerous
other occasions on which I had seen him – quite literally – chasing girls,
or chatting them up in the local fast food shop. Here was a man who was
not nearly ready to devote himself to a lifestyle of piety and religious introspection, nor did he express frequent interest in soliciting the guidance of
religious leaders.
This was why it came as something of a surprise to me when Modou,
upon having been selected by the promoter Serigne Modou Niang to con-
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test a fight, suddenly became intensely preoccupied with the world of mystique, marabouts, and magic. Of course, there is a stark distinction between
orthodox forms of religious practice in Senegal, and the esoteric and syncretic magical application of Koranic scripture by marabouts. Nonetheless,
this distinction is often blurred; many imams may be involved in magicoreligious activities outside the constraints and expectations of mainstream
Islamic practice. Indeed, Senegalese forms of Islam regularly transgress and
confound Islamic orthodoxies, which is why I do not wish to emphasize
too much what would be a somewhat artificial separation of ‘religion’ and
‘magic’.
After learning that he was to fight on the 21st of March, Modou
immediately set about making the necessary preparations. A large part
of this was delegated to Babacar, his friend, close confidante, and now
préparateur mystique – or in other words, his broker for approaching the
market of marabouts. I was also welcomed into this process; despite my
utter lack of expertise when it came to marabouts, the extra (financial)
capital I was able to provide was an asset. First came the decision as to
which marabouts would be consulted. In Senegal, it is commonly said that
one can find a marabout on every street corner – or at least a few in every
neighbourhood. The local marabouts, however, were not good enough in
this instance. While I was not privy to the exact process of how the marabouts were chosen, it seemed that it was based on their renown and wordof-mouth reputation. The first marabout whom I visited (together with
Modou and Babacar), Serigne Babacar, was based in Malika – not too
far from Modou’s residence in Yeumbeul, but still a half hour trek by car
rapide. Serigne Babacar had provided counsel and preparation for Modou’s
previous fights, all of which had been successful. Crucially, his services
were also used by a number of famous wrestlers, most prominently Boy
Niang 2, an up-and-coming fighter widely tipped to be one of the major
stars of the next generation.
Serigne Babacar was open and welcoming, allowing me not only to
sit in on the conversation with Modou, but also encouraging me to take
photographs and record the meeting. Upon arriving at his house, we first
sat down in a waiting area in front of three doors. Above one of the doors
was a sign written both in French and Arabicized Wolof stating that only
those who were properly dressed could enter. After about twenty minutes
of watching a few young men and women scuttling in and out of the three
doors, it was our turn to see the Serigne. Removing our shoes, we entered
the shadowy chamber, where he sat on the floor surrounded by numerological charts, calendars, and Koranic scripture (see Figure 9). Modou intro-

Figure 9: A marabout’s Koranic verses and prayer beads, Dakar. (PHOTO: MAMADOU
KHOUMA GUEYE)

duced his situation, which must have seemed fairly routine: a young wrest
ler preparing for a combat. Serigne Babacar asked a few questions: what
was the date of the fight, and who was the opponent? Modou answered that
it would take place on the 21st of the month, against a wrestler going by the
name of Birahim Junior. Upon hearing this information and a few other
details of the fight, Serigne Babacar thumbed in his Koran, consulted his
astrological charts, and made a few notes in his calendar. Before long, he
turned to Modou and Babacar, and effectively dictated a shopping list of
items which they would need to buy. Modou frantically jotted them down
on a scrap of paper: a mortar (Wolof: gënn), a specific length of green and
white cloth (perkal), a black goat, 21 clementines, and 21 oranges.
The second marabout we visited was Serigne Gueye, whose chambers were situated in a remote neighbourhood somewhere between Keur
Massar and Rufisque at the foot of the Dakar peninsula. From Yeumbeul,
it took three different forms of transport, almost two hours, and a substantial chunk of research funding to reach; this was certainly not the local
marabout-next-door. Serigne Gueye’s reputation, according to Modou and
Babacar was bolstered by the fact that he worked with wrestling superstars
including Gris Bordeaux, as well as by the fact that apparently his services
were sought out by politicians and businessmen both from within Senegal
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Figure 10: Wrestler pouring magical liquid over himself before a fight, Adrien Senghor
Stadium, Dakar.
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and other West African countries. Serigne Gueye did not invite me to join
the consultation together with Modou and Babacar, and it did not feel
appropriate for me to try and force the issue. I stayed outside in the waiting
area, watching a television which was showing football in the background.
It only took a few minutes before they came out, simply telling me that the
somewhat secretive marabout had agreed to pray for Modou’s fight.
The fruit provided by Serigne Babacar, it was later explained to me,
was to be soaked in water in the weeks leading up to the fight. Modou was
to bathe in the remaining liquid and distribute the fruit to the talibés or
street children living in his neighbourhood prior to setting off for the stadium. The goat was for sacrifice, and its skin was to be used to make an
amulet for Modou. The other items would be used by the Serigne to concoct the various potions which included partially dissolved fragments of
Koranic scripture (saafara – see Figure 10), with which Modou was to wash
himself over the coming weeks. The whole process was a costly affair. The
goat alone, I was informed, would cost around 30,000 CFA, which was one
fifth of the total sum Modou received from the promoter (150,000 CFA).
In addition to the cost of materials and my down payment of 5,000 CFA,
Serigne Babacar himself demanded a not insignificant fee for his services.
When I asked about the total cost of the marabouts, Modou and Babacar

Figure 11: A young wrestler ties his ngemb or loincloth, which contains numerous
protective amulets, Dakar.

were vague and a little evasive in their answers. Babacar estimated that the
total cost of preparations would amount to around 50,000 CFA; Modou
thought it would be around half of what he was paid. In any case, it was a
large amount.
On the day of the fight, Modou followed Serigne Babacar’s instructions precisely. He remained hidden in his room while his friends, neighbours, and relatives congregated outside his house, bathing himself with
plastic bottle after plastic bottle of saafara at the intervals prescribed by
the marabout. Some of the liquids contained visible pieces of Koranic
scripture, which clung to Modou’s hair and body. At one point, Modou
emerged from the room and beckoned me to come in to take a look – and
to take pictures of him, in my ascribed role of his personal photographer.
He crouched and posed next to his ngemb or loincloth (see Figure 11),
several bottles of saafara, leather pouched amulets, strips of cloth known
as sengoor, candles, a plastic bag containing a white powder, and various
other talismanic objects. “It’s my arsenal mystique,” he told me with a broad
smile. After I left the room, only Babacar was permitted to enter until it
was time for Modou to go to the stadium. When he finally emerged, he was
wearing his wrestling garb, covered in a blue tunic and with his face powdered white. Leaving the house to enter the car that been hired to bring him
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to the stadium was a slow process, involving several ritual steps: a solemn
prayer together with his family, the distribution of fruit and biscuits to the
local children who had gathered outside his door, the performance of a few
dance steps and more pouring of saafara. Nails were hammered into the
ground between his toes as he passed the threshold of his house, his shoes
were dragged by a friend to the car without leaving the ground (to magically ensure that Modou would not be lifted from the ground during the
fight), and an inscription written in chalk on the sole of his feet. Nothing
was left to chance.
In the end, Modou won the fight comfortably, confounding the
younger and less-experienced Birahim Junior with a feint before grabbing
him around the waist and throwing him down on the sand. After his victory, Modou’s mystical arsenal had been completely depleted; it was now
just a burlap sack containing a few empty bottles. I asked him if it was his
mystique which had enabled him to win the fight, a question which was
met with laughter and mild ridicule. “Did you see the other guy? He was
even smaller than you!”, Modou told me, using my own perceived lack
of strength as a barometer for what constitutes a suitable wrestler. He
explained that he had trained well before the fight, and that he was much
stronger and more experienced than his opponent, who was contesting his
first fight (it was Modou’s fourth). His mentor Malal, also present at the
fight, agreed with his protégé’s assessment, and took some of the credit
for his own training methods. Meanwhile, one of the other wrestlers in
Modou’s entourage claimed that men from Yeumbeul are simply stronger
and tougher than their counterparts from Parcelles Assainies. Whatever the
reason for Modou’s successful fight, no one attributed it to his significant
investment in supernatural or divine assistance.
I had incorrectly assumed that the primary motive behind these
investments was to bring about victory by attacking the opponent or
strengthening oneself. Instead, wrestlers, football players, and marabouts
alike assured me that this was not in fact the main function of mystique.
Instead, it was to protect the athlete from harm in a more general sense.
Wrestlers, in particular, are particularly vulnerable to evil eyes or evil
tongues – the latter, referred to as cat in Wolof, being a widespread and
very real fear of many Senegalese. Due to the sparse clothing worn during a fight, as well as the fact of being in the public eye, the wrestler is at
high risk of being affected by cat, which is said to have grave consequences
for physical and psychological wellbeing, as well as bringing other types of
misfortune on the victim. This explains the need for many of the protective
amulets (gris gris) which are seen prominently on wrestlers’ bodies.

Black magic and protective magic
The need for protection does not cover all types of mystique that wrestlers
practice. Although the wrestlers I spoke to were hesitant to admit practising
it themselves, they were quick to accuse their competitors of drawing upon
mystique bu ñuul – literally ‘black magic’ – to win a competition. These
accusations are sometimes regarded as the equivalent of making excuses.
During my fieldwork, Zoss, one of the major wrestling stars from Parcelles
Assainies – the neighbourhood in which I lived – participated in a fourman tournament sponsored by a corporate venture designed to introduce
digital television to the country (Télévision National Terrestre or TNT).
The tournament was one of the major events of the 2014-15 wrestling season and attracted considerable media and public attention. As I lived just a
block away from Zoss’s écurie Door Doorat, I was able to witness firsthand
his preparation for the tournament. As it happened, he was conspicuous
through his absence. Although I regularly attended many of the écurie’s
training sessions, the only time I managed to catch a glimpse of the famous
wrestler was when he held an Open Presse – a showcase training session put
on for the benefit of the media, followed by a press conference. Otherwise,
the local rumour mill relayed to me via various friends and neighbours
that Zoss was in the United States working on his physical condition, or in
his natal village seeking the support of marabouts.
When Zoss finally emerged from his secretive preparation, he lost
all three of the scheduled fights over the course of several months, finishing last in the final ranking. Not only did he lose the fights, he lost
them in a largely humiliating fashion, succumbing to a knockout punch
by Gouye Gui and failing to last more than a couple of minutes against
the physically and technically superior Tapha Tine and Ama Baldé. When
I discussed the defeats with interlocutors – including my neighbours, the
residents in the house in which I lived, and a local wedding photographer
– a consistent picture emerged of a wrestler who had achieved a level of
fame disproportionate to his ability by virtue of favourable match-ups,
a carefully constructed media image, and a lot of good fortune. Now, I
was told, Zoss was merely capitalizing on his fame and status to accept
large fees for fights he could not win, and apparently had little interest
in winning based on his relatively poor physical form. After the fight
against Gouye Gui, however, Zoss claimed to have been paralyzed by his
opponent’s powerful marabouts. Two years later, in an interview after yet
another damaging defeat, Zoss explained that his entire écurie had fallen
victim to a spiritual attack in the form of a dangerous gris gris hidden
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beneath the training ground, causing many of the association’s wrestlers
to lose important fights.
At this point in his career, Zoss was no longer among the most popular champions of his sport; on the contrary, he was fast becoming a figure of ridicule, better known for his arrogance and failures than for his
exploits in the arena. His explanations for his defeats were widely viewed
by his detractors as excuses, and a failure to take responsibility for his poor
form. This did not mean, however, that wrestlers and their fans did not
accept mystical forces as an important factor contributing to the outcome
of a wrestling match. Many of the same people who mocked Zoss accepted,
for instance, that Balla Gaye 2’s career had been affected (French: atteint
mystiquement) by a mystique campaign orchestrated by rival wrestlers
and their marabouts. The politics surrounding such mystical attacks are
shrouded in secrecy; yet fans, commentators, and wrestlers themselves
regularly speculate on them. On one occasion, I found myself unwittingly implicated in such an intrigue. A young wrestler named Ousmane had
invited me to join his écurie in Thiaroye to observe training and meet some
of the wrestlers. However, after attending two training sessions and with
high hopes of having found a warm and friendly environment in which
to conduct research, I was politely but firmly informed by a member of
the coaching staff that my presence was no longer welcome – one of the
managers suspected that I might be leaking sensitive information to a rival
écurie’s marabouts, or even actively engaging in maraboutage myself.
The suspicion, rumours, and gossip surrounding maraboutage in
the sport of wrestling is concentrated primarily around the fortunes of
the major wrestling stars whose successes and failures sell newspapers and
excite fans. But the idea that one can fall victim to maraboutic attacks is
widespread in Senegalese society in general, and is widely reproduced by
younger wrestlers. Such was the case of Ousmane, a novice wrestler at the
écurie in Thiaroye where I had been suspected of occult activities. He was
around 22 and had been wrestling for just over a year, but did not harbour
unrealistic ambitions of becoming a superstar as so many of his fellow athletes did. Instead, he spent long working days working with his father as a
car mechanic in Parcelles Assainies, and tested himself in smaller mbappatt
tournaments of wrestling without punches:
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I once took part in a mbappatt. My opponent in the semi-final beat
me [il m’a terrassé]. I realized that I was on the ground after my opponent had already left the ring [enceinte]. When the referee whistled,
he (the opponent) floored me, he got me [il m’a attrapé]. People told

me that he had reached me [il m’a atteint] I didn’t even feel him lift
me up. That is mystique. I had entered the tournament without any
protection, I just came like that [je suis venu comme ça]. I participated, I put on my ngemb, that’s all. I told myself that it was just an
occasion to compete. I got to the semi-final. But my opponent in the
semi-final was a Sereer.
As well as hinting at the significance of ethnic belonging when it comes to
mystique (Chapter 4), Ousmane’s account of his first mbappatt highlights
the powerful visceral and sensorial experience of falling victim to a spiritual attack. Ousmane’s description of being lifted up without being aware of
it was only one of many such accounts I heard from wrestlers. Other types
of magic involve the opponent appearing to grow to an incredible size, the
opponent turning invisible after the umpire’s whistle to start the fight, the
opponent being invincible to blows or untouchable, and – as described
previously in the case of Zoss – the sensation of being paralyzed or rooted
to the spot. Similar stories, incidentally, are told in relation to guerrillas
fighting for the independence of Casamance, and it is perhaps unsurprising to learn that wrestlers from this region are most frequently associated
with powerful displays of mystique.
Above all, Ousmane’s experience demonstrates the perils of attempting to wrestle without making the appropriate preparations. Now, he told
me, he visits his local imam before combat in order to solicit prayers and
saafara. Ousmane considered himself a pious Muslim, and wanted to make
it clear to me that he only engaged in what he considered to be religiously
sanctioned forms of mystique (protective or defensive) as opposed to dark
forms (offensive). Many other wrestlers applied similar ethical considerations to their spiritual preparations for the fight. Often, the distinction
was between marabouts whose practice was thought to be based primarily on Koranic scripture and féticheurs whose practice was based on animist beliefs and traditions. Modou, for instance, took pleasure in telling
me about a Gabonese féticheur who would cut the tongues of those seeking
his advice, mixing the blood with various powders and liquids taken from
a variety of wild animals to concoct powerful potions. Indeed, there was a
strong sense that these types of ‘black magic’ seemed to be very much the
domain of marabouts and fetish priests from outside Senegal. Along the
perimeter of the wrestling stadium Iba Mar Diop in the Medina district
of central Dakar, a stretch of the Avenue Blaise Diagne – one of the city’s
main thoroughfares – is home to a sprawling fetish market where one can
purchase a cornucopia of gris gris, animal hides, powders, roots, kola nuts,
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Figure 12: Gris gris, powders, and other powerful objects for sale at the fetish market,
Dakar.
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and animal remains. The latter included sheep and antelope horns, whole
turtle shells, fragments of unidentifiable skulls, and mummified primate
hands (see Figure 12).
When I first walked past the fetish market with a Senegalese friend,
he rushed me past the grisly displays, telling me that it would be dangerous
and unwise to stop and have a closer look. Naturally, this made me all the
more curious. Upon returning, I stopped to chat to one of the vendors, a
young man by the name of Abdoulaye who hailed from Kano state, Nigeria.
Speaking in English, he told me that he traveled extensively throughout
West Africa to source his wares, especially in Côte d’Ivoire, Burkina Faso,
Guinea, and his native Nigeria. The Senegalese market was one of the most
lucrative in the region – in no small part due to the intense demand of the
wrestlers and their marabouts, he explained, gesturing towards the arena
behind him. Before I left, Abdoulaye insisted that I buy something to ward
off the evil eyes and tongues he assured me were omnipresent in this city; I
chose a small leather gris gris to wear around my neck.
There seems to be a distinction in popular perception between ‘good’
marabouts and ‘dangerous’ fetish priests – which often corresponded to a
distinction between insiders (Senegalese) and outsiders (from other parts
of West and Central Africa). These outsiders were viewed ambivalently;
while they were often disparaged using xenophobic terms such as ‘nyak’

(explained to me either as a pejorative term for sub-Saharan Africans, or
for Africans belonging to an ethnic group not found in Senegal), their
fetishes and witchcraft were held in high esteem. It was not uncommon to
hear that famous wrestlers had sent envoys to Nigeria or Côte d’Ivoire to
draw upon dark and mysterious powers.

Authenticity and ostentation
In addition to this insider/outsider distinction, wrestlers (and others) also
judged marabouts by their perceived authenticity. Mor was an aspiring
young wrestler who lived near me in Parcelles, whom I had met at the local
gym. He asked me to take photographs of him for promotional purposes,
and he had brought his entire arsenal of mystical paraphernalia – including
sengoor, gris gris, and ngemb – to display in the photos. I asked him about
where he had acquired it, whether he had a local marabout. He laughed and
shook his head. The marabouts in Parcelles, and in Dakar more generally,
were fakes, charlatans, and hustlers, and he refused to support them. Mor
would instead travel to his parents’ natal village in the Thiès region, where
his grandfather assumed the role of the marabout, drawing upon traditional Sereer knowledge. The fact that he did not have to pay for his grandfather’s services, in Mor’s eyes, was what conferred them with authenticity
and efficacy. He was protected by the knowledge (xam xam) and the tradition (coosan) of his own ancestors.
A possible implication of Mor’s claim would of course be that
marabouts who offer their services of divination, protection, or spells in
exchange for money lack authenticity, and are fraudulent mercenaries who
exploit the insecurities and anxieties of young people in precarious and
uncertain situations. However, this would be an oversimplification, as marabouts have always accepted payment in various forms for services such as
healing and protection. Mor was able to draw upon kinship as a resource
to avoid being drawn into a transactional relationship with marabouts.
This was perhaps more typical for wrestlers such as Mor, who did not compete in the highly commercialized lutte avec frappe competitions, focusing
instead on mbapatts in the villages of his region. While these competitions
do offer money and material prizes to the victor, they are far less lucrative
than the urban lutte avec frappe prizefights. From a purely economic perspective, a wrestler competing in lutte avec frappe is already guaranteed a
payment, while the vast majority of wrestlers entering a mbappatt tournament will go home empty-handed.
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However, there seemed to be more to Mor’s rejection of urban
charlatanry than simple economic disparities between the two sporting
disciplines. His comments echoed similar sentiments I had heard from
numerous quarters, notably from older, long-term observers of wrestling’s
development. These included a taxi driver who told me that he only watches lutte sans frappe, as it is the only ‘true’ form of the sport; the head of my
household who stopped attending the major fights because they had been
transformed into what he saw as a purely commercial spectacle; and the
coach of an écurie who told me that the use of mystique in wrestling had
fundamentally changed in recent years.
Père Ada – already briefly mentioned in the previous chapter – was
the head coach of a small écurie in the neighbourhood of Guinaw Rails, a
particularly impoverished residential area adjacent to Pikine, which experienced severe flooding problems every rainy season, and had a reputation for high levels of crime, unemployment, and school drop-outs. In a
mixture of Wolof and French, Guinaw Rails means ‘behind the railway
tracks’ in reference to its position across the old Bamako-Dakar line – and
its geographical position provides an apt metaphor for its social conditions: life on the wrong side of the tracks. Père Ada had founded the écurie
relatively recently with the stated aim of instilling in the neighbourhood’s
young men – including his own son – a sense of purpose and discipline,
while passing on his own expert knowledge of the sport. As the affectionate honorific ‘Père’ suggested, Ada was something of a father figure for the
neighbourhood’s wrestling community. He was himself a former wrestler
at the famed écurie Pikine, launching a respectable career in the mid1980s over the course of which he faced some of the era’s most successful
fighters.
I visited him at his house in the densely populated northern section of Guinaw Rails on a hot Ramadan afternoon. Sitting in his courtyard
under the shade of a canopy, he told me about the history of wrestling in
Pikine and his own career trajectory, before going into his room to fetch a
faded black-and-white photograph of his first major fight at Iba Mar Diop
stadium. The photo showed ten men, dressed mostly in Adidas jackets and
other casual wear, although one was wearing the characteristic patchwork
boubou njaxas of the Baye Fall Murid order. These were Ada’s coaches,
friends, and fellow wrestlers. In the centre of the photo was a young Ada
himself, wearing his ngemb, a solitary amulet strapped across his chest, and
one each on his biceps. He held a plastic bottle in his hand, about to be
poured over his head. The image confirmed what he told me about the proliferation of mystique since his heyday in the arena. It used to be a simple

affair, consisting of one bottle of saafara and a couple of gris gris, with little
fanfare. Today, he criticized, young wrestlers were obsessed with outdoing
each other in the volume of their xarfafuufa. It no longer had much to do
with the original, protective, purpose, but with displays of ostentation and
conspicuous consumption. Père Ada explained the inflationary dynamic
to me as follows: “If Balla Gaye 2 brings fifty bottles, then Modou Lô has to
bring sixty. If Modou Lô brings sixty bottles, then his next opponent has to
bring seventy.”
The competing ostentation that Père Ada describes and his criticism
of it hint at a historical change in the role of magic and maraboutism in
wrestling. One should be cautious about imagining a past in which money did not play a role, especially given that wrestling has involved monetary transactions for a century – and marabouts have, presumably, always
received their share of the spoils. However, there is little doubt that the current condition is one of unprecedented and spectacular excess. In a sport
which receives almost blanket media coverage, yet in which the actual
physical competition sometimes lasts only a few seconds, the intrigue of
the wrestlers’ mystical preparation provides a much-needed sideshow to
captivate viewers and sell newspapers. Illustrative of this was the appearance of a mysterious woman dressed in a white veil alongside the longreigning champion Yahya Diop ‘Yékini’ when he returned following a
lengthy absence from the sport to face Lac 2 Guiers in 2016. Although the
outcome of the fight – Yékini’s surprise defeat – was a major talking point,
many of the headlines in the following days focused on the ‘white woman’,
with speculation rife as to whether she was a djinn or some other divine
being.
A strong argument can be made that mystique has become more
spectacular and more competitive in the wake of the exponential growth in
media and commercial interest in the sport, which started during the 1990s
following the introduction of deregulated private television stations – a
phenomenon which has taken place throughout much of the world (Besnier et al. 2018). This change can be further documented in the way that mystique is today often discussed by wrestlers in financial terms. When giving
interviews, wrestlers and their managers will refer to the ‘volume’ of investment in marabouts in terms of millions of CFA – for example, Balla Gaye
2 spent 50 million CFA on mystique ahead of his fight against Tapha Tine.
This increasing commodification of a set of practices which has its origins
in village life is, I suggest, part of the wider process of neoliberalization taking place within and beyond the sport. The neoliberal turn is here characterized by a contradictory tension between secrecy, gossip, and speculation
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on the one hand, and competing ostentation on the other hand. Wrestling’s
mystical economy is driven both by opacity and transparency.

Wrestling, neoliberalism, and the occult
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In recent works on witchcraft and the occult in Africa, anthropologists have
sought to emphasize the modern character of occult practices, highlighting
their proliferation in the face of supposedly modern development (Meyer
and Pels 2003; Moore and Sanders 2003), their incorporation of new technologies and relations of power (Geschiere 1997; Piot 2010; Bonhomme
2012), and the subsequent undermining of teleological and unitary narratives about globalization and modernity (Comaroff and Comaroff 1993).
According to such readings, witchcraft is not only a constitutive part of
modernity, but also acts as a critique or a “meta-commentary on the illdoings of capitalism and globalization” (Moore and Sanders 2003, 14).
Witchcraft and ‘occult economies’ are a response to the uncertainty, risk,
and enchantment of neoliberal capitalism, offering fantastic solutions and
conjuring wealth out of nothing (Comaroff and Comaroff 1999). In this
reading, witchcraft and other occult practices provide a symbolic articulation of global relations under neoliberalism.
While ‘witchcraft’ does not describe adequately Senegalese mystique
or maraboutage in the wrestling sphere, the argument that these practices
of enchantment are embedded in thoroughly modern economic contexts
is persuasive. Indeed, the world of wrestling is surrounded by a very literal occult market economy which at times seems to encroach upon and
overshadow the sport itself. This occult market, like capitalism, is unavoidable: no wrestler will enter the arena without a significant investment in
maraboutic services. Those who reject the system, like Mor, can only do so
due to their involvement in relations of kinship and reciprocity. Those who
attempt to bypass the marabout and treat wrestling as a purely physical
competition are likely to have a rude awakening – as happened to Ousmane.
The occult market around wrestling is highly entrepreneurial, in that
it is largely unregulated and provides high rewards for marabouts, healers, and diviners, as well as middlemen and brokers who can demonstrate
that their services are effective. While the title of marabout was previously
contingent upon acquiring vast amounts of knowledge, and often inherited from parent to child, today it is popularly attributed to anyone who
can laminate a business card. There are few restrictions on entering the

market, and almost anyone can seek to profit, providing they are willing to
work for it. While holidaying in Casamance, I met a former wrestler from
Guèdiawaye who was travelling around the country offering his services
as a guèrisseur traditionnel or traditional healer. In Guinaw Rails, a former
horse and cart driver named Madou had carved out a niche for himself
as a broker between local wrestlers and marabouts, to the point that this
was now his primary source of income. The emergence of the figure of the
broker – who is neither a marabout nor a wrestler – as a significant actor
in wrestling’s occult economy indicates a tendency towards market logics,
comparability, and rational consumer choice. It also suggests the existence
of additional opportunities for entrepreneurialism beyond the central figures of the wrestler and the marabout.
In the same neighbourhood as Madou, the son of the local imam had
unsuccessfully attempted to pursue a football career in the lower leagues
of Italy; after returning, he took on his father’s role, and provided spiritual
services for the local community in exchange for cash. The spiritual economy is a growing market, and one which is no longer limited by national or
regional borders. Traders such as Abdoulaye (from the fetish market) operate on an international scale to source powerful objects, while wrestlers and
their companions increasingly seek out the services of foreign spiritualists.
Meanwhile, marabouts are increasingly sought after in Europe and North
America, where they provide services to immigrants and locals alike.
Marabouts effectively compete for clients via word of mouth
and reputation, as I found out when learning how Modou and Babacar
‘shopped around’ for marabouts ahead of Modou’s fight. They made their
selections based partly on which other wrestlers were known to visit those
individuals. It is thus not only the marabouts themselves who establish the
occult market, but also wrestlers who behave as clients in judging and comparing the available ‘products’, and making an informed decision based on
perceived value and efficacy.
Entrepreneurialism, absence of regulation, pervasiveness, competition, and international reach: I have attempted to describe the occult
market surrounding wrestling in terms which bring to mind neoliberal
conceptions of free markets. This should not obscure the fact that there
are many other dynamics in operation here – for instance those involving
secrecy, sanctity, or morality. It would be insufficient to depict the figure of
the marabout as merely a profit-seeking homo economicus, even if local discourses about charlatanry often make precisely that accusation. Nonetheless, the interaction between athletes and their spiritual advisors, mediated
by the commercialization and mediatization of the sport, has shaped an
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economic system based on the commodification and market exploitation
of magico-religious practices – and the creation of an ‘occult economy’
which may be understood in its most literal sense.

“Football should not become wrestling”
Occult practices currently pose a lot of problems. They are at the
source of most of the violence. Football should not become wrestling.
– Saer Seck, vice-president of the Senegalese Football Federation (my
translation)
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In 2013, the Senegalese press reported that the Senegalese Football Federation had declared war on magic and witchcraft, banning all occult practices
from stadiums throughout the country. Ostensibly an attempt to reduce
violent conflict between rival supporters, the ban followed a number of
incidents in which magical or occult practices were used in an aggressive,
hostile, or provocative manner during matches. Such practices are most
widely associated with the seasonal interdistrict navétanes tournament,
where players, staff, and fans pour magical liquids or bury potent objects
in the goal areas (to name just two of the most readily observable occult
interventions) as an integral part of the pre-game preparation. These interventions regularly lead to skirmishes and reprisals amongst rival groups of
supporters. As these activities increased within the official league championship and even in international competition, the federation heads felt
compelled to address what they saw as a pressing issue threatening the
sport. In a statement to the press he made in 2014, the federation vice-president and president of the national league Saer Seck identified these practices as the primary source of violent conflict, and – notably – emphasized
the distinction between football and wrestling. By pitting football against
wrestling, Seck referenced a series of structural oppositions which tacitly underlie many discussions of sport in Senegal. As a ‘traditional’ sport,
it was acceptable and understandable that wrestling should be saturated
with occult practices. Football, a ‘modern’ sport in which Senegal aspires to
compete internationally, should not follow suit.
This official stance is echoed by those involved in football at various levels. Youssou and Cheikh were two former footballers in their early
30s living in Guinaw Rails at the time of my research. Although their own
careers did not take them far beyond the local leagues and the navétanes
tournaments, they were currently involved as coaches and administrators

with two football teams: the local Association Sportive et Culturelle (or
ASC, the neighbourhood’s navétanes team) as well as a youth development
team which they had founded themselves (although they referred to the latter team as an école du foot or football school, in practice it functioned more
like an after-school activity club). Their dual role was nothing remarkable;
many of the players and coaches I met were involved in a navétanes team as
well as a league or academy/football school. This was made possible by the
fact that the navétanes football competition takes place outside the regular
league rhythm, making it possible for players and coaches to moonlight for
their local neighbourhood team during the summer months.
This dual role made for an interesting twist in our conversation.
When I asked them about the maraboutic practices which they had come
across during their sporting careers, Youssou and Cheikh were happy to
talk me through the wealth of practices they had observed firsthand and
even participated in. These included gris gris buried under the penalty spot
or the goalposts, animals buried alive before games, amulets known as je
marque (“I score”) placed under the tongue of the football boot, goalkeepers pouring holy water (zamzam) from Mecca before facing a penalty kick,
and marabouts fighting each other by the side of the pitch. When I specified that I was curious about the practices in their centre, they started smiling and shaking their heads vigorously. Youssou, the more talkative of the
two coaches, raised a wagging finger, before telling me: “In my centre, it
doesn’t exist. I forbid it. Just recently, one of the kids asked me why I don’t
allow it. But I don’t want to inculcate them with it. They’re young, they
should play for pleasure.” As our conversation progressed, Youssou hopped
back and forth between describing the absolute necessity of mystique – “If
you assemble your team to play a match, and you don’t visit a marabout
beforehand, then they won’t play” – and his own personal skepticism:
“Mystique in sport has its limits. If you put together a team of players who
don’t train, and give them all the mystique in Senegal, then let them play
against the national team – or a team which trains regularly and is well
organized – who do you think will win?”
I decided to press him a little bit on the topic. In my previous conversations on the subject, interlocutors had often used percentages to explain
the relative importance of training versus maraboutic practices, so I asked
him if he could express it in mathematical terms. After bursting out laughing, he replied: “Speaking for myself, these are my personal percentages.
Having lived in the milieu, I would say 99% is training. For me. 99.9%.
You have to prepare physically, morally, mentally, tactically. If the mystique
works, that’s great. If it doesn’t work, then you go with what you have in
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your heart, in your legs, and in your head. That is my personal conviction.
But I’m not saying there is no mystique in sport. I didn’t say that! Make
sure that is clear! I’m not saying I don’t practise mystique myself. But in my
centre, it doesn’t exist.”
There was a distinct sense of ambivalence or even contradiction in
Youssou’s articulation of maraboutic practices in football. While he did not
advocate them in his centre, and claimed to rely on physical training and
preparation alone, he seemed unwilling to totally disavow the occult. This
was not the first time I had come across this sort of ambivalence in the
world of Senegalese football. Alain, whose invective against relying on marabouts to advance one’s career opened this chapter, seemed to be very clear
in his stance on magical intervention when he was lecturing his charges
on discipline and tactics. Away from the training pitch, however, his
stern demeanour softened along with his views on mystique. He listened,
amused, to my stories of going to watch wrestling matches, or accompanying wrestlers to their marabouts, commenting that wrestling “is a whole
other thing [c’est autre chose!]. There are some things in wrestling that simply cannot be explained.”
By recognizing the power of mystique in wrestling at the same time
as repudiating its effects on the football pitch, Alain’s discourse resembled
Youssou’s struggle to reconcile his beliefs in the occult with a pedagogically-motivated refutation thereof. It seemed that there was a distinction
between what the coaches believed and practised themselves, and what
they wished to impart upon their young players. A general consensus
among the coaches and administrators I spoke to was that occult practices,
while tolerable or even helpful in the milieu of the navétanes or wrestling,
would be a hindrance to players who aimed to turn professional. The players seemed to have absorbed the message that different types of football
necessitated a different approach to mystique. When I asked Pape about
this, he explained to me: “Imagine you go to the marabout all the time for
gris gris and other things. And now imagine you have a trial in Europe, and
you go there. Who is your marabout going to be over there? No, you will
have a lot of difficulties. Only hard work pays.”
However, as is always the case when it comes to occult and religious
beliefs, Pape was also predisposed to a certain ambivalence when it came to
sport and his own personal beliefs. He frequently complained to me about
the strict rules imposed by his coaches and other staff, accusing them of
hypocrisy for restricting religious practice while claiming to be devout
believers themselves. Pape relished flaunting these rules, happily showing
me how he (very convincingly) feigned drinking water in Ramadan by let-

ting it trickle out of the side of his mouth, or explaining the elaborate story
he came up with to avoid training during the Grand Magal (the annual
Murid pilgrimage to the holy city of Touba). While he thus challenged
what he perceived as an infringement of his religious freedom, his own
interpretation of what it meant to be a Muslim might have been characterized as selective: while he insisted upon fasting and praying five times a day,
he also occasionally indulged in alcohol. He was more sympathetic when it
came to the football school’s policy on occult or mystical practices, agreeing that traditional beliefs and superstitions represent a type of cultural
baggage which can act as a burden in the world of European football to
which he aspired.
My grandmother used to give me gris-gris to wear on my back, but
I never wore them. I don’t believe in that. But I won’t say anything
against people who do believe in it, because I am Senegalese, and it is
our tradition. Sometimes, my father takes me to Casamance to give
me strength.
Pape’s discourse around his beliefs was complicated by various factors.
Although his words implied a rejection of what he considered to be traditional magical practices in their totality, upon closer inspection it was
less clear cut. In fact, he simply denounced the implementation of magical
practices within the sphere of football, and in the context of his own career
aspirations. He had absorbed the rhetoric of the football institutions, that
is to say an ideology of discipline and hard work which – he believed – were
the key to success in international football. His position vis-à-vis maraboutic and occult beliefs and practices outside football was more ambiguous: he admitted to having paid for maraboutic services to help him with
other areas of life, such as school exams or relationship issues. It appeared
therefore that his scorn for magical practices was limited to the football
field. However, this approach was not shared by all of his teammates. Some
players wore protective gris gris under their shinpads, socks, or shirts during training and matches, carefully hidden from the coaches’ eyes.

Spiritual consumers
Both wrestling and soccer provide young men with hopes of economic
success, slim though the chances may be. Beyond that, they each provide a
moral and ideological framework through which young men can grapple
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with a range of conflicting and contradictory subject positions with regard
to magico-religious practice and the occult. Football ostensibly espouses a
worldview aligned with Western-inspired notions of professionalism and
hard work, rejecting practices viewed as traditional or ancestral, and strictly limiting other types of religious life. Meanwhile, wrestling draws much
of its appeal from its entanglement in syncretic magico-religious practices, its rootedness in village traditions, and its de facto status as Senegal’s
national sport: le sport de chez nous in French, sunu lamb in Wolof. From
the metaphysical battles fought by marabouts on behalf of wrestlers to the
very real and violent skirmishes between rival fans over mystical attacks,
from the modernizing mission of the soccer authorities to Pape’s defiant
insistence on practising his religion – sport reveals itself as a site of ideological and ontological contestation. While it is tempting to interpret the comparison of soccer and wrestling as the binary opposition of the global sport
versus the local – the modern versus the traditional; the rational versus the
mystical – the reality appears more complex. Wrestlers and soccer players
alike occupy ambivalent positions with regard to the spiritual cosmologies
associated with their disciplines.
Each sport therefore provides a framework within which young athletes interpret and make choices about spiritual and religious practices.
Furthermore, there are vast differences within each sport. The mystical and
financial excesses and associated reports of charlatanry surrounding the
commercialized lutte avec frappe stand in contrast to the less commodified albeit often equally elaborate mystical practices of lutte sans frappe. In
football, meanwhile, it is the less commercialized competitions, most notably the navétanes championships, in which marabouts are as integral a part
of the team’s staff as a coach or a manager; in academies geared towards
preparing players for careers abroad, maraboutic practices are discouraged.
There are, therefore, a multitude of attitudes towards, and discourses surrounding magic and mystique in sport. These depend largely on the orientation of the sport towards ideas of modernity, professionalism, and international participation. The same athlete, coach, or fan might consider a
particular set of practices essential in one sporting context (say, lutte avec
frappe) while considering the same practices risible or a hindrance in a different context (for example, a football match in front of French scouts).
Magic, mystique, and maraboutic practices are closely connected
to sport’s neoliberal turn and its increasing commodification. However,
this connection does not imply a direct correlation. In lutte avec frappe
the marketization of sport has been accompanied by the emergence of
an occult economy, the commodification of magic, and entrepreneurial-

ism among marabouts. Meanwhile, as football became more connected
to global markets, efforts were made to remove traces of magical practice
from the sport. Neoliberalism therefore neither promotes nor discourages
the use of mystique. Instead, mystique under neoliberalism becomes subject to customer choice and calculation in relation to specific social expectations. Aspiring athletes thus become discerning spiritual consumers
who orient their beliefs and practices according to their perceived career
prospects.
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chapter 4

Know Your Heritage:
Wrestling with Ethnicity
and Nationalism

Independence Day weekend
Easter Sunday 2015 was a memorable date during my fieldwork. It marked
the first combat VIP that I was to attend – that is to say, the first time I witnessed a live fight between two of Senegal’s most famous wrestlers. There
is not much room at the top of the wrestling pyramid, and there are only
a handful of wrestlers who fall into the (unofficial) VIP category. Fights
between them are rare, with perhaps two or three per season at most. They
are the major highlights of the wrestling calendar, generally taking place
on important dates such as New Year, Independence Day weekend around
April 4 (which this year coincided with Easter), or the end of the season
in July. In 2015, the year’s hitherto underwhelming wrestling programme
roared into life with a spectacular double-header on the weekend of Independence Day. First, the Saturday saw the first round of the much-anticipa
ted TNT (Télévision Numerique Terrestre) tournament designed to advertise the roll-out of digital television in the country. The tournament pitted
four wrestlers – Ama Baldé, Tapha Tine, Gouye Gui, and Zoss – against each
other who were deemed to be just below the select circle of VIPs, with the
winner supposedly going on to enter that elite category. Ultimately, both
the wrestling tournament and the overhaul of Senegal’s TV system would
be deemed failures. Nonetheless, the first day of the tournament man-
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aged to capture the attention of the viewing public, with thousands of fans
cramming into Demba Diop stadium to witness a lavish celebration of the
Senegalese nation’s independence in 1960, complete with flags, marching
bands, cultural performances, and traditional dances.
The real excitement took place on the Sunday, however. This saw the
long-anticipated rematch between two veritable behemoths of the sport, the
deposed former roi des arènes (king of the arenas) Balla Gaye 2 and his rival
Eumeu Sène. The media and public excitement around the event was palpable, and the fight was framed using a wide range of narratives. It provided an
opportunity of redemption for Balla Gaye 2, the once seemingly invincible
rising star of Senegalese wrestling, whose unparalleled rise to the top during
the late 2010s had seen him anointed the youngest ever roi des arènes in history, before unceremoniously losing his crown to the grizzled veteran Bombardier in 2014. Although beating Eumeu Sène would not restore the title, it
would confirm that the loss was an aberration rather than the beginning of a
decline. The fact that Balla Gaye 2 had lost against Eumeu Sène earlier in his
career as one of only three defeats among a run of 19 victories also ensured
that the fight was seen as an opportunity for revenge for Balla Gaye 2 – and
for Eumeu Sène a chance to confirm his supremacy over his younger opponent. The sporting rivalry took on a further dimension because the wrestlers
each represented one of Dakar’s largest and most densely populated suburban areas Pikine and Guèdiawaye, which also happen to be major wrestling
hotbeds. Balla Gaye 2 is styled as le Lion de Guèdiawaye, while Eumeu Sène is
the current figurehead of Pikine’s famed wrestling scene, leading commentators to brand the fight a “derby” in the internationally recognized sports
terminology. As well as defending their neighbourhoods, the combat was
framed by an additional narrative which seemed to exist just beneath the
surface of public debate, or between the lines of media reports. This was
the narrative regarding the wrestlers’ ethnicity, specifically concerning their
respective claims of belonging to the country’s southern Casamance region,
and to the region’s dominant Joola ethnic group.
I had purchased tickets to go to Demba Diop stadium to watch this
veritable battle of titans together with a group of friends, including Modou.
However, on the day of the fight, I was invited to sit in the one of the more
exclusive seats by a relative of the family I lived with, a fairly well-off Murid
disciple who imported cars and other goods from Europe. Although a part
of me would have preferred to watch together with the younger men whom
I considered to be my peers, it would have been rude to refuse an opportunity to arrive at the stadium in a comfortable chauffeur driven Honda,
before taking my seat with Dakar’s famous, wealthy, and elegantly dressed

sport fans. On the positive side, my proximity to the rich and famous was
such that I could hear the conversations of luminaries including the legendary singer Youssou Ndour and various government ministers just a
few rows in front of me. Being in the celebrity lounge did not protect me,
however, from the outburst of intense passion (and the projectiles thrown
from the crowd) which accompanied the dramatic ending to the fight in
the arena. Eumeu Sène sat astride a helpless Balla Gaye 2, raining blows
down upon his opponent’s body before the latter sank desperately into the
sand and the umpire blew his whistle. It was a humiliating and spectacular
defeat for Balla Gaye 2, the favourite of the majority of the crowd. Curses
were uttered, and plastic chairs and other objects thrown in the air as the
crowd voiced its displeasure.
Later that evening, having only just arrived back home due to the
post-fight traffic jams, I received a call from Pape, inviting my friends and
myself to his house in HLM 5 to partake in Easter celebrations with his
family. Having all attended the fight, we were exhausted as we piled into
a taxi clando to head back into the direction of the city. The family with
which Pape lived was Sereer, which explained (according to him) the fact
that they were overwhelmingly Christian. Pape himself seemed to favour
a syncretic approach: above his bed, iconic pictures of the Murid founder
Cheikh Amadou Bamba Mbacke and his first disciple Cheikh Ibrahima Fall
hung beside a depiction of Jesus Christ at the last supper. “I’m a Muslim,
but because of my Sereer and Joola family I also respect Christianity. And I
believe in Jesus.” Indeed, one of Pape’s three given names was of Christian
origin while the other two were typically Muslim, a practice which was not
particularly uncommon or unusual. It was interesting to note, though, that
Pape automatically drew a direct connection between religion and ethnicity.
Among the attendees at the Easter celebration was Pape’s father,
Adama, a friendly and loquacious man who wore his hair in the dreadlocks
favoured by artists as well as the Baye Fall sect of the Murid brotherhood
(it turned out Adama belonged to both of these categories). Although I had
heard much about him, it was the first time I met him in person. Adama
was only 15 years older than his son, and they had never lived together.
Pape had grown up with his grandmother and mother until they both
passed away when he was in his teens, after which he went to live with the
family of a close friend. This was where he had been living ever since in
HLM 5, with a woman he referred to as his second mother and her adult
sons and daughters. Despite this, he had maintained close relations with
Adama, who lived in Parcelles Assainies not far from where I did, together
with his wife and five young children. Pape visited them on weekends, fre-
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quently helping his father in his workshop. Adama scraped a living making
signs (for shops) and various other objects out of wood and metal, but he
was also a sculptor who had participated in exhibitions in France. Our conversation revealed further eclectic pursuits: to my surprise, he was apparently working on patenting a traditional cure for malaria using a plant
from his native region of Casamance.
Pape’s relationship with his father did not seem typical of the respectful, sometimes distant, or formal father-son relationships which I had
observed elsewhere. Instead, it seemed as if Adama were Pape’s older brother, an uncle, or perhaps a joking cousin. They went to bars, drank beer, and
chased women together – with Pape joking that Adama was more successful in the art of seduction than he was himself. As the evening progressed,
the conversation drifted from ribald father-son banter towards what seemed
to be Adama’s preferred genre of folk storytelling. He spoke at length and in
great detail about the different djinn or genies associated with different ethnic
groups. There were the benevolent djinn venerated by Dakar’s native Lebu
people such as Mame Coumba Castel, a maritime divinity who took the form
of a beautiful woman and who was responsible for the long-standing failure
to construct a bridge between Dakar and the island of Gorée. Adama also told
the story of Leuk Daour Mbaye, the protector of the Cap-Vert peninsula upon
which Dakar lies, who took the form of a white horse or an old man, wandering the streets late at night and showing people the way home. He also spoke
of the malevolent forest-dwelling djinn of the Joola in Casamance, whose
powers of destruction were such that even a Chinese construction company
working in the area had to sacrifice a black bull in order to appease them.
The stories continued long into the night. I listened, entranced by the
somewhat incongruous idea that the crowded and polluted incarnation of
Dakar that I knew could be inhabited by such an enchanted magical spirit.
Pape shifted awkwardly in his seat, at one stage muttering to me that I didn’t
have to listen to these stories just to be polite. He seemed a little bit embarrassed about his father’s storytelling, and in that respect, for the first time that
evening, their relationship resembled a type of father-son dynamic I was more
familiar with. Just as Pape had previously told me that he did not believe in
the Joola magical prescriptions his father and grandmother had counselled, it
appeared that he also rejected the folk mythology around ethnic groups and
their protective djinn as being boring stories from a different era.
The Easter weekend was the first time that I properly considered
ethnicity as an important category in the lives of the young men I spent
time with. On the one hand, as in the case of Pape’s dismissal of his father’s
stories, it often seemed associated with a backward village past which had

Figure 13: Wrestlers performing a pre-fight choreography or bàkk, Demba Diop
stadium, Dakar.

little place in the modern world. On the other hand, it still seemed to have
a practical relevance in the formation of identity. For instance, Pape spoke
of his own ethnic affiliation as something which had a direct link to his
religious practice and his family relationships. And even though he was
not a particularly big fan of wrestling, like most Senegalese he followed
the major fights, and declared himself to be a supporter of Balla Gaye 2
because of their supposed shared ethnic background.
Indeed, the category of ethnicity looms large over the world of Senegalese wrestling. It is evoked by famous wrestlers – such as Eumeu Sène and Balla Gaye 2 – to stake a claim to a certain territory or group, thus accessing not
only a number of fans, but also a reputation for physical prowess and supernatural powers. Ethnicity is also performed extensively and visibly in the
arena. The bàkk choreographies (see Figure 13) performed by wrestlers and
their entourages during a wrestling gala are distinctly ethnic in nature, as are
the drum rhythms which accompany them, and the ngemb (loincloth) which
the wrestlers wear during competition. Despite this, wrestling is also central
in shaping ideas about the Senegalese nation, as I observed when watching
the Independence Day celebrations take place explicitly within the wrestling arena. This connection between the sport of wrestling and the idea of
Senegalese-ness is further confirmed by the extensive use of wrestling imag-
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ery on postcards, in exhibitions, or in tourist books and brochures promoting
the country. While there is not (yet) an organized tourist industry around the
sport, attending a wrestling contest is an essential box to tick for the country’s
more intrepid visitors who are after an ‘authentic’ cultural experience. The
wrestling arena is therefore a space where the nation of Senegal represents
itself both to the outside world, but also to itself. A key part of this self-representation is the presence and co-existence of multiple ethnic groups.

What about football?
While wrestling tells a story about both the nation and its various ethnic
groups, football does not. Instead, the dominant narrative within the sport
of football concerns the nation and its place in the world. This is in part
due to the nature of the sport and its competitions. Participation in international competitions such as the African Cup of Nations (AFCON) and
the FIFA World Cup are a source of pride, and an opportunity for Senegal
to compete on the global stage. By contrast, international competitions
in wrestling, such as the Freestyle Wrestling competition at the Olympic
Games and the African Championships of Traditional Wrestling have a
much lower media profile compared to the local lutte avec frappe events.
Furthermore, while wrestling is considered to be ‘ethnic’ in its origins,
football is a colonial import without regional or ethnic connotations. Perhaps this is why there is a strong resistance towards any attempt to frame
football in ethnic terms. Following the Senegalese men’s national team’s
successful qualification for the 2018 World Cup in Russia – the first qualification since 2002 and only the second in total – a fan left the following
comment on the message board of a popular news website:
L‘équipe nationale bi mandingue ak soce yi gnoko yor Aliou Cissé (The
national team consists of Mandinkas and Socés, luckily for Aliou C
 issé
[the national team’s coach]).
This was in reference to the strong presence of Casamançais players, notably the team’s stand-out performer Sadio Mané. However, the comment
elicited a negative response:
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Vous n’avez même pas honte de parler d’éthnie ici. Au lieu d’être d’unir
nos forces, on est là (Aren’t you ashamed to speak of ethnicity here.
Instead of uniting our forces, we are here [i.e., at this low point]).

Another commenter called for solidarity by evoking reports of sub-Saharan
African migrants being enslaved in North Africa:
Alors qu’au même moment nos frères sont vendus pour 150000 FCFA
en Libye. Ces esclavagistes n’en ont rien à fourré de savoir si ils sont des
diolas, mandingues, etc. Arrêter et unissez-vous c’est mieux. (While at
the same time our brothers are sold for 150000 FCFA in Libya. These
slavers do not care about whether they are Joolas, Mandinkas, etc.
Stop, and unite – it’s better.)
While questions concerning ethnicity seem taboo in football, questions of
national belonging are very much present. This is particularly evident in the
way fans and media discuss the commitment (or lack thereof) which diasporic players display towards playing for the national team. Particular resentment was shown towards the French-born player Mbaye Niang, who incurred
the wrath of the Senegalese public by declining an invitation to play for his
parents’ country. This was widely understood as a careerist, opportunist, and
deeply unpatriotic move by a player who was waiting to see whether he would
receive the opportunity to play for France, which having previously played for
Senegal would disqualify him from taking. When he finally accepted a callup to play for Senegal, he was received coolly by the Senegalese fans. Other
star performers have similarly felt the wrath of the fans for their perceived
lack of commitment to the national cause. When Sadio Mané missed a crucial
penalty during the 2017 African Cup of Nations (AFCON), he flew straight
back to join his English club, Liverpool FC, without first stopping in Dakar to
acknowledge the support of the fans together with the rest of the team. As a
result, a car belonging to his family members in Dakar was vandalized.
While football is therefore a space in which issues of national pride
and patriotism are raised and contested, the wrestling arena allows for
– and even actively encourages – the negotiation of ethnic belonging. This
is something of a generalization, as of course there are instances in which
wrestling is mobilized in service of the nation. For instance, the frequent
triumphs of the Senegalese wrestling team in the African Championships
or the female wrestler Isabelle Sambou’s success at the Olympics are a cause
for minor celebration, although they are not covered anywhere near as
extensively in the media as the exploits of the male lutte avec frappe stars.
Equally, there are instances in which football becomes a space for the negotiation of regional identity, notably in relation to the Casamance separatist
conflict (Deets 2016). However, generally speaking, ethnicity is a far more
pressing concern for wrestlers than for footballers.
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Invisible ethnicities
On my mother’s side I’m Joola. That’s why I’m a good wrestler. Well,
actually my family is Socé from Sédhiou, in Casamance. Before my
next fight, I want to go to Casamance to solicit prayers from the marabouts there.
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I was lifting weights at the gym on a weekday evening when Omar, the
powerfully built young wrestler from the Dakar suburb of Yeumbeul,
decided to reveal to me his ethnic background. Of course, this was not out
of the blue – I had been telling him how much I had enjoyed a recent trip to
Casamance. Omar’s description was relatively imprecise – he evoked three
separate categories of belonging within the space of a couple of sentences:
Joola, Socé, and Casamançais. This snippet of conversation alone points
to the situational and complex role ethnicity plays in Senegalese society
and indicates the way in which ethnicity intersects with regional affiliation and urban-rural divides. It was, however, also somewhat unusual for
me to hear ethnicity being spoken of in such clear and explicit terms. In
Senegal’s capital, ethnic belonging somehow manages to be simultaneously omnipresent and invisible. On the one hand, there are professions,
cultural practices, and associations which are strongly associated with one
of Senegal’s major ethnic groups, all of which have substantial communities in the purported “melting pot” of the nation’s capital. There is no
taboo around ethnicity: people will readily express their belonging to one
or often several ethnic groups. At the same time, the category of ethnicity often appears to be obscured by other categories of identification such
as religious affiliation, regional origin, or the neighbourhood of residence
in Dakar. In an urban environment in which fluid and composite identities are constantly emerging, ethnicity can sometimes fade into the background. In the realm of politics, ethnicity can be a sensitive subject which
it is often preferable to avoid: the ongoing conflict involving a separatist
movement in the Casamance region is frequently portrayed as an ethnic
issue, while hints of ethnically motivated voting or government appointments are met with consternation and exhortations to move beyond ethnic
squabbling. There is an underlying sense in such discourses that ethnicity
is a somewhat antiquated, even divisive, category which is gradually losing
relevance in Dakar’s hybrid modernity.
However, the above conversation with Omar hinted at a different way
in which ethnicity is deployed, and it was no coincidence that it took place
in the context of the wrestling world. Indeed, wrestling – unlike S enegal’s

other major sport of football – is one of the few contexts of Dakar public
life in which ethnicity makes its presence felt explicitly. In the past, wrestling associations in the capital were organized according to the ethnic
background of their members, and ethnic ties continue to play a key role
in deciding which wrestlers will oppose each other. Today, young wrestlers
like Omar eagerly adopt the logics of ethnic affiliation as a form of positive
identification in a way which is seemingly at odds with a general tendency
among Dakar youth to embrace alternative ‘post-ethnic’ urban identities.
The persistence, or arguably even re-emergence, of ethnicity among
young wrestlers raises questions about the nature of belonging, identity,
and nation in postcolonial Senegal. It necessitates a renewed engagement with the concept of ‘ethnicity’, which had to an extent fallen out of
favour among social scientists in recent decades due to the recognition of
its constructed nature and its perceived lack of suitability as an analytical tool (Shneiderman 2014). Despite – or perhaps due to – this general
trend, ‘ethnicity’ has successfully “escaped from the academy and into the
field” (Banks 1996:189), and is used widely in non-academic discourses,
often in relation to political movements related to independence, indigeneity, and rights claims. Concerns with ethnicity have often highlighted its
potential as a tool of political mobilization, leading frequently to conflict
and violence (Appadurai 1998), or – more recently – its relationship to
commodification and neoliberal markets (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009).
The re-emergence of ethnicity among Senegalese wrestlers, however, does
not seem to be exclusively political or economic in nature – although it
contains elements of both. Instead, ethnicity seems linked primarily to
the recasting of the wrestler from a representative of a group to an entrepreneurial individual agent. The power of ethnicity in this configuration
relates to establishing popularity, reputation, and access to the spiritualmystical powers drawn from the imaginative space of the ancestral village
from where wrestling is said to originate. The argument I make in this
chapter is somewhat analogous to the distinction between ‘moral ethnicity’
and ‘political tribalism’ formulated by John Lonsdale in his analysis of Mau
Mau and Kikuyu nationalism in Kenya (1992). Lonsdale cautioned against
the mobilization of ethnicity as a tool of political division, but supported
its deployment as a moral force akin to a form of ‘national memory’ (ibid.
467). In a similar spirit, Senegalese wrestlers evoke ethnicity in relation to
moral values, spirituality, or inherited traditions, rather than in the context
of conflict or rivalry between groups.
This is reminiscent of the argument that ethnicity “may be understood simultaneously as a historically contingent process and a wellspring
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of affectively real cultural content” (Shneiderman 2014:292). Ethnic identification is produced not only by states and markets, but also as a process
of self-objectification and ritual action whereby the object is ethnic identity itself (ibid. 284). Ethnicity’s expression in the sphere of sport is not
only rooted in instrumental political or economic gains but provides an
intrinsic sense of belonging which is connected to the spiritual-mystical
realm associated with the ancestral village. In the case of the wrestlers, the
re-emergence of ethnicity is also situated within a context of rural-urban
relations and associated moral discourses.
In my analysis, sport can act as a vehicle of both ethnic and national
sentiment in the postcolonial context. That is to say, wrestling in Senegal
is both a national project and an ethnic project; the two are mutually constitutive. If sport can be understood to ‘narrate the nation’ (Bhabha 1990;
Danforth 2001) or read as a cultural text (Geertz 1972), then the story
being told in Senegalese wrestling is both a celebration of national unity,
and a tacit reminder of its fragility and constructed nature. Within the particular history of Senegalese Wolofization and nationalism ‘from below’
(Cruise O’Brien 2003; Smith 2010), the frequent evocation of ethnic discourses within the national sport simultaneously constitutes and disrupts
the idea of the Senegalese nation. In this sense, sport may be considered
as an exceptional space in which things can be expressed that cannot be
expressed elsewhere.

Ethnicity beyond politics
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The notion of ethnicity has long frustrated scholars; as Max Weber famously remarked, “the whole conception of ethnic groups is so complex and so
vague that it might be good to abandon it altogether” (1978:385). Despite his
misgivings, Weber is among those who did grapple with the concept, proposing by way of definition that it is the “belief of social actors in common
descent based on racial and cultural differences” (ibid.) – a useful starting
point in that it highlights the highly subjective and self-determined nature
of ethnicity. Its slippery and ever-shifting nature positions it somewhat awkwardly amid related concepts such as nationalism, race, and culture.
Historically, anthropologists have considered ethnicity largely within
a framework of political organization, focusing on a diverse range of what
might be termed ‘ethnic phenomena’ including ethno-nationalist movements, indigenous rights, ethnic minorities, and ethnic groups in plural
societies. While liberal academic consensus in the early twentieth century

predicted the decline in political importance of ethnic differentiation in
the wake of modernization and globalization, this has not in fact been the
case (Gellner 1994): ethnic movements instead seem to have gained in significance. Constructivist theories of ethnicity have emphasized boundary
mechanisms between different groups (Barth 1969), as well as the instrumental or functional nature of boundary making (Cohen 1974) – that is
to say, ethnic identification is based on political pragmatism, and requires
no grounding in culture, language, or history. The focus on ethnicity has
often been motivated by an increasing tendency to frame conflicts as ethnic
(Appadurai 1998; Danforth 1997; Tambiah 1989; Geschiere 2009), a concern with indigenous rights (Ng’weno 2007; Pelican 2009), or questions
surrounding the integration of ethnic minorities in industrialized Western
nations (Vega 2012).
More recently, ethnicity has been considered in terms of its relationship to neoliberal capitalism and its entanglement in processes of commo
dification and incorporation (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009). Ethnicity is
here seen as a means of participating in capitalist economies, rather than an
archaic form of differentiation which should logically succumb to globalization and modernization. Ethnic identities are thus transformed into marketable products, while a more generalized notion of ‘ethnic’ attaches itself
as a prefix to food, clothing, and other objects as a marker of the vaguely
exotic. Ethnicity is thus resurgent, in spite of (or because of) the homo
genizing tendencies of globalization and urbanization (Friedman 1990).
Generally speaking, ethnicity has therefore been ascribed to the realm
of political action or to the logics of markets and commodification. An
alternative view encourages a broadening of these frameworks to consider
other ‘sources of recognition’ through which ethnic identification is produced (Shneiderman 2014). Ethnic identity is objectified not only through
representations and performances to actors outside the group, but also
through group-internal practices and relationships with the divine. The
production of ethnicity by means of ritual practice (Leach 1964) allows for
an understanding of instances of ethnic expression which cannot be situated fully in the realm of political or economic action.

Ethnicity in Senegal
In Senegal today, to identify as and to be recognized as Wolof, Seerer, Lebu,
or Joola is to belong to a more or less homogeneous group, albeit one
which is variable and porous (Wane and Chevé 2017). The members of
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these groups claim a shared and stable way of being, thinking, and feeling;
effectively a shared culture and in many cases a common language which
sets them apart from other groups. The question of ethnic belonging is not
in itself a taboo in Senegal. Although it is not formally noted in official
registration documents, most people are happy to declare their ethnicity
(Diouf 1994) – and in most cases, surnames offer strong clues as to the
father’s ethnic belonging.
In Dakar, ethnicity is frequently practised as a socio-economic strategy related to historical processes of internal migration between the capital
and the country’s interior, which have been exacerbated by drought and
rural flight. Migrants maintain their links to their rural origins through the
formation of ethnic associations and the organization of various cultural
events. These include wrestling matches, football tournaments, microcredit associations (tontines), and regular meetings. Such events facilitate the
continuity of cultural practices, as well as financing infrastructural projects
such as building mosques, churches, classrooms, or health facilities in their
region of origin.
Since independence in 1960, Senegal has enjoyed a reputation of
being a relatively peaceful country with democratic transitions of power.
The country has managed to avoid the large scale instances of ethnic conflict which have characterized many post-independence African nations,
which can generally be traced back to colonial-era arbitrary border designations and systems of ethnic privileging on the part of the colonial powers (Englebert, Tarango, and Carter 2002). That is not to say that ethnic
conflict has been completely absent from Senegal: the ongoing (albeit currently low level) insurrection in the Casamance region in the south of the
country is strongly aligned with Joola separatism sentiment, and the Senegal-Mauritania border conflict of 1989-91 took on an ethnic dimension
with forced expulsions from both countries based on grounds of nationality and assumed ethnic identity. Nonetheless, there is an overarching
discourse of pride in the country’s record of peace and stability, with civil
wars in other African countries cited by some of my interlocutors as cautionary tales of the danger of bringing ethnicity on to the political stage.
The works of the prominent Senegalese Pan-Africanist intellectual Cheikh
Anta Diop have emphasized the shared origins and ensuing cultural unity
of the country’s – and indeed the continent’s – peoples (Diop 1954, 1959),
although these ideas are sometimes seen as historically inaccurate and
ideologically driven.
Ethnic groups relate to each other in a variety of ways, most famously
in the shape of the joking relationships which have long been an object of

anthropological attention. While joking relationships within kin groups –
usually between relatives by marriage – have attracted more anthropological attention (Radcliffe-Brown 1940; Goody 1959; Launay 1977), standardized humour also characterizes the relationships between patronymic clans
and ethnic groups. In Senegal, joking relationships are found between the
Sereer and the Joola, as well as between the Sereer and the Tukuloor (De
Jong 2005). In both cases, the relationships are based on foundational
myths. According to folklore, the Sereer and the Joola, descend from two
sisters – Jambooñ and Againe – whose canoe split into two at the Point of
Sangomar in the Saloum delta. Those who drifted north became the ancestors of the Sereer, those who drifted south gave birth to the Joola. Similarly,
oral traditions claim common descent among the Sereer and the T
 ukuloor,
which accounts for the joking relationship between those groups. As I
observed, people practised these joking relationships in everyday life. They
also occasionally entered the political arena, notably during the peace
negotiations between the Senegalese government and the Movement of
Democratic Forces of Casamance (MDFC) separatist group in the south
of the country, during which the Sereer and Joola joking relationship was
instrumentalized to defuse conflict (De Jong 2005).
Ethnic belonging does therefore retain a political dimension, even if
it is generally downplayed or dismissed. A recent example of such ethnopolitics concerns the ongoing media debate surrounding the Senegalese
president Macky Sall’s appointment of a number of his Tukuloor co-ethnics to high-ranking positions. While these flames have been fanned by a
number of Sall’s political opponents, most people I spoke to assured me
that practices such as ethnic voting and appointments are not a common
feature of the country’s political landscape, and dismissed the allegations
as divisive and un-Senegalese. Meanwhile, Joola and Sereer are engaged in
eco-ethno tourism initiatives akin to what Comaroff and Comaroff (2009)
describe as ‘ethno-commodification’; but these projects are generally
small-scale and draw upon generic representations of the ‘traditional’ or
‘ethnic’, rather than explicitly referring to specific ethnic groups.

Wolofization and urbanization
In Senegal, the relationship between language and ethnicity is complicated
by the ongoing process of Wolofization – the ascendancy of Wolof as the
country’s lingua franca and ensuing reconfigurations of identity, especially
in urban areas (Cruise O’Brien 2003; McLaughlin 2001, 2008).
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According to the 2013 census conducted by the National Agency of
Statistics and Demography (ANSD), Wolof constitute the most populous
ethnic group of Senegal with 35% of the population, compared to 25%
Pulaar, 20% Sereer, and 8% Joola. The historical spread of Wolof culture
and language was favoured not only by their numbers, but also by their geographical position within the north and centre of the country, where they
were the initial intermediaries of French colonial rule and early inhabitants
of Senegal’s major cities. Strong Wolof involvement in commerce and agriculture also contributed to the spread of the language, as did the important
role of the Wolof in the spread of Islam in the region (A.B. Diop 2012).
Although Wolof does not enjoy a higher official status than the other
designated national languages, in practice, its importance as the language
of trade and everyday communication has elevated it to lingua franca status. Wolof is currently spoken as a first or second language by around 80%
of the Senegalese population, despite the fact that census data suggests
ethnic Wolof only make up around half that number. This discrepancy is
explained by the increasing tendency in urban areas for people to speak
only Wolof – to the detriment of their native tongue.
The response to Wolofization is varied. In the case of the Sereer
for example, ethnic identity is almost entirely decoupled from language
(McLaughlin 1995). Indeed, the umbrella term ‘Sereer’ groups together
speakers of languages which are only distantly related. Belonging to the
Sereer ethnic group is therefore not contingent upon language use; many
Sereer communities speak primarily or exclusively Wolof and have done
so for several generations. In contrast, for the Halpulaar (speakers of the
Pulaar language), nominally comprising the two distinct ethnic groups of
the Peul and the Tukuloor, ethnicity is strongly connected to use of Pulaar;
indeed, the very concept of ‘Halpulaar’ may be considered an ethnonationalist project to unite Pulaar speakers in direct response to the threat
posed by Wolofization (McLaughlin 1995).
The adoption of urban Wolof is connected to processes of ‘de-ethnicization’ (McLaughlin 2001; Ngom 2004) in which the generational switch
to Wolof is accompanied by a perceived loss of ethnic identity, as well as
a conflation of Wolof ethnicity and language – that is to say by adopting
the Wolof language, urban residents are effectively ethnically Wolofized. In
Dakar, the urban dialect of Wolof is unavoidable as the language of trade
and everyday life. It is also increasingly important on radio and television
and is the language of new communication technologies like WhatsApp
or Facebook – and therefore the vernacular of youth. Urban Wolof – also
known as Dakar Wolof or Franco-Wolof – is characterized by fluid lexi-

cal code switching between Wolof and French (McLaughlin 2001, 2008;
Swigart 1992), which differentiates it markedly from the ‘pure’ forms of
Wolof spoken in rural areas. Inhabitants of Dakar are thus often described
by elders as déraciné or uprooted – and therefore de-ethnicized – urbanites
for whom their parents’ or grandparents’ ethnicity has ceased to be a defining marker of identity. The Wolof spoken in the cities is therefore considered to be a ‘convergence language’ devoid of ethnic significance (Ngom
2004); Wolof increasingly takes on the character of an unmarked ethnic
category. Urbanization in Senegal – driven in large part by agrarian crises
in rural areas – is therefore also the story of linguistic Wolofization and
processes of de-ethnicization.
Senegal’s process of Wolofization has been described as a ‘nationalism
from below’ (Smith 2010, Cruise O’Brien 1998) in that the linguistic and
ensuing ethno-cultural ascent of Wolof was not produced by state policy
or intervention. Instead, the spread of Wolof was facilitated by its relative
flexibility compared to French, the official language of government and
education. The result is a nationalism characterized by a convergence of the
formal French and the informal Wolof, in which there is no strict correspondence between Wolof speakers and a Wolof ethnic community (Smith
2010). This argument suggests that Senegal’s Wolofized nationalism is successful precisely because it is depoliticized and because it brings together
a vast section of the population without excluding other ethnic groups
(which still maintain strongly articulated identities). While there is certainly
some truth to this observation, it also appears to be an idealized view in
light of my own observations during fieldwork. While I did not encounter
major resentment based along ethnic lines, I did hear whispers of ethnic
favouritism both within political and other settings. It would appear therefore that the image of ethnic harmony is an ongoing process which requires
hard work and constant reproduction. In the same way that the wrestling
arena is a domain in which ethnicity can be articulated, it is also one of the
major settings in which ethnic harmony is produced and negotiated.
In Dakar, as elsewhere, the ethnic group is a fluid and open category
which is engaged in a constant process of construction and deconstruction (Bamba and Gonnin 2003). While ethnic identification remains an
important source of identification in Dakar, it is less significant to young
people and to those born in Dakar (Macia et al. 2012). The weakening of
ethnic identity among those born in Dakar is attributed to the multiplicity of available social identities, and the dissolution of traditional forms
of identification in urban areas. As such, the process of de-ethnicization
taking place in Dakar can be understood as a consequence of concomitant
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phenomena: urbanization, increased schooling, demographic transition,
and the extension of the formal sector (Bossuroy 2006).

Ethnicity in the wrestling arena
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Shifting the lens of ethnic production beyond the realm of the political and
the market provides a useful way of thinking about the ways in which ethnicity is produced in the world of Senegalese wrestling, which include both
political and economic forms of recognition, but are not limited to these.
In the wrestling arena, ethnicity tends to function as an element of socialization, identification, and cultural rootedness (Wane and Chevé 2017).
I distinguish between two broad types of relations which produce
ethnicity in the wrestling arena. On the one hand, there are those which are
instrumental by nature and produced through processes of external differentiation. These include political patronage, popular support, sporting
alliances, and career strategy. On the other hand, there are those types of
relations which are oriented internally within the ethnic group, and do not
appear to be linked to political or economic gain. These include conceptions of ethnic destiny and their attendant corporal and moral qualities, as
well as notions of inalienable spiritual-mystical power. The latter are often
referred to using the French term mystique which is usually deployed as a
noun roughly translatable as ‘magic’ or ‘mystical power’, as well as Wolof
terms such as xarfafuufa, which as previously mentioned refers to an
assemblage of magically powerful objects and items, and xam xam which
denotes (arcane) knowledge.
Wrestlers frequently evoke ethnic ties in determining alliances with
other wrestlers – meaning that they will avoid fighting against those wrest
lers who they perceive as kin. Many wrestlers stake claims (whether supported by their actual kinship ties or not) to an ethnic identity associated
with a strong wrestling heritage and in particular a reputation for powerful magic. Notably, wrestlers claim ancestral roots among the Joola in the
Casamance region in southern Senegal or the Sereer of the Saloum delta
and surrounding region. Wrestlers claim ethnic affiliation both patrilineally
and matrilineally, and accusations of opportunistic alliance-shifting are rife.
During the 2014-2015 season, the ethnic background of the prominent wrestler Eumeu Sène emerged as a topic of heated debate in the buildup to and aftermath of his victory over Balla Gaye 2 (who identifies as Socé,
a Wolof term for Mandinka peoples). A resident of Pikine, Eumeu Sène
used the media attention around the fight to emphasize his Joola heritage

and his close ties to Casamance, although he had until then been considered primarily a Sereer wrestler. I heard a number of explanations as to
why his Casamançais background became an important issue around this
particular combat. For one thing, his opponent Balla Gaye 2, although
born and raised in Guèdiawaye, has throughout his career cultivated strong
ties to Casamance, making well-publicized visits to his father’s natal village
of Malifara, near Sédhiou, and organizing an annual ‘peace caravan’ to promote peaceful conflict resolution in the region, which has been the site of
a rebel insurgency since the 1980s. By demonstrating his own kinship ties
to Casamance, Eumeu Sène challenged his opponent’s popularity among
the ‘Casaçais’ people. In doing so, he also aimed to nullify Balla Gaye’s
perceived advantage of having exclusive access to the supposedly superior
spiritual powers of the Joola and other related ethnic groups of the region.
Challenging Balla Gaye 2’s status as the iconic wrestler of the Casamance
region would therefore – the argument suggests – bring Eumeu Sène psychological, spiritual, and economic benefits.
My Wolof language teacher, an avid wrestling fan, provided a slightly
different interpretation of Eumeu Sène’s newly found enthusiasm for his
Casamançais heritage, seeing it instead as a strategic career move. Since
shared ethnicity is often cited as a prime reason for a wrestler to avoid a specific combat, he could use ethnicity to justify not wrestling against certain
opponents from the same region. This is a more crowd-pleasing argument
than simply admitting that one does not want to risk defeat against a dangerous challenger. Indeed, after beating Balla Gaye 2, Eumeu Sène publicly
declared that his Casamançais relatives had asked him not to fight with any
wrestlers from the same region, seemingly confirming my teacher’s theory.
Another rumour commonly heard at the time linked Eumeu Sène’s
Joola background to the patronage of the then Gambian president Yaya
Jammeh (a Joola), who was said to be displeased that Balla Gaye 2 had
married – and subsequently divorced – a Gambian ñareel or second wife.
The perceived mistreatment of one of his subjects, so the rumour went, led
Jammeh to support Eumeu Sène in his fight against Balla Gaye 2. After his
victory, Eumeu Sène made a much-publicized visit to the Gambia, where
he was treated to presidential hospitality and rewarded with gifts of money
and SUVs. A variation on this rumour suggests that Jammeh’s antipathy
towards Balla Gaye 2 stems from the latter’s involvement in peace caravans
in Casamance, whereas the Gambian president supposedly favours political instability in the region.
All of these evocations of ethnicity, different though they may be,
share a common orientation towards relations of political and economic
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patronage, popular support, and sporting alliances. Here, on the very public stage of top tier wrestling, ethnicity is produced through an emphasis
on boundaries and differentiation, and can be clearly linked to political
and economic intentionality. A second set of ethnicity-producing relations
exists where this is not the case. This is particularly apparent when the ethnographic lens shifts from the small elite group of athletes at the sport’s
pinnacle to the aspiring hopefuls at the bottom of the wrestling pyramid.
Just as the famous stars of wrestling would regularly evoke ideas
about ethnicity and other forms of belonging, wrestlers in the early stages
of their careers would do the same. One of the young aspiring wrestlers I
came to know during my fieldwork, Ama, was born and raised in the Pikine
neighbourhood of Guinaw Rails, in the suburbs of Dakar. Although a
Sereer by descent on his mother’s side, Ama did not speak his maternal language fluently and did not use it in his daily life (like most of his peers, he
primarily used Wolof). He did, however, emphasize his Sereer background
in relation to his chosen path as a wrestler. “Lamb moy affaire Sereer la”
– wrestling is a Sereer thing, he told me, suggesting that his ethnic background predisposed him to wrestling. While many of Senegal’s ethnicities
stake a claim to a strong wrestling tradition (notably the Wolof, Lebu, and
Joola), Senegalese popularly consider Sereer to be the most powerful in this
domain – both in terms of wrestling prowess and the associated mystique.
Ama, of Sereer and Wolof origin, displayed his affinity to his Sereer roots
in his clothing, his ngemb (the loincloth worn by wrestlers), and his array
of gris gris (amulets) and other protective adornments. He thus made his
Sereer identity visible to onlookers and opponents when he wrestled, even
though its role in his daily life appeared otherwise limited.
On the day of a fight, Ama draws upon the symbolic power of his
Sereer ancestry: before leaving his house, his grandmother sings him a song
in the Sereer language, encouraging him to wrestle bravely and with honour. According to one of Ama’s neighbours, he was not strongly rooted in
the Sereer community prior to embarking on a wrestling career (“il n’était
pas bien ancré dans le milieu Sereer”). It was only after deciding to pursue
wrestling that he started visiting his mother’s village in Sereer country in
order to solicit prayers from Sereer marabouts. In this sense, the magicoreligious demands of wrestling become a vehicle for ethnic belonging for
Ama – and by extension for a generation of ‘boy Dakar’ whose connections
with their ethnic or village community are largely diminished.
Modou told a similar story. Without any reflection or prompting, he
answered my question about his genealogy: “My mother is a Sereer from
Joal Fadhiouth, and it is the Sereers who have the strongest wrestling tra-

dition here in Senegal”. Joal Fadhiouth is a town a couple of hours south
of Dakar reputed to be a centre of traditional Sereer religion and divination, as well as being a hotbed of traditional wrestling from which legendary champions including Yékini (arguably the most famous wrestler in
Senegal’s history) emerged. For Modou, simply stating his mother’s ethnic
lineage and place of birth was enough to explain his predilection for the
sport. It later emerged in our conversation that a number of his maternal relatives in Joal also participated in traditional wrestling tournaments
(mbappatt). The impression he gave was that of an ethnically driven destiny – that simply being a Sereer (and what’s more, a Sereer from a noted
centre of wrestling) was behind his choice of career. “Wrestling is in our
blood” was a phrase I often heard uttered by Senegalese of various ethnic backgrounds, but most frequently by those of Joola or Sereer descent.
When it comes to wrestling, it seems, not all ethnicities are created equally.
Both Ama and Modou evoked and produced their ethnic identity in
ways which did not seem to implicate them in meaningful political or economic relations – that is to say, their deployment of ethnicity did not afford
them any tangible benefits, nor did they seem to believe that it would.
Instead, the narratives of corporal and spiritual ethnic destiny which they
employed, as well as their engagement with Sereer cosmology and mystique, rather represented a desire to connect with the ethnic group, and
to engage with its spiritual values. Here, ethnic identity did not appear to
serve an immediate practical or instrumental purpose; it held value in and
of itself as a way of connecting oneself to an ancestral origin.

Narrating the Senegalese nation
Sport and nationalism have often been intertwined, in ways which are
sometimes formulated using the Geertz-inspired notion that sport is a
story that people tell about themselves (Geertz 1973). Sports, especially
those designated as ‘national sports’, are said to embody aspects of national
character (Archetti 1999; Bellos 2014; Whiting 1977). This is certainly the
case for Senegalese wrestling, where a whole range of media and popular
discourses underline the affinity between the sport and supposedly characteristic Wolof values (which were often related to me as being Senegalese
values) such as jom (self-esteem, dignity), fit (courage), fulla (strength of
character, seriousness, or fortitude) and fayda (determination).
Senegalese wrestling has official status as the country’s national sport,
and its regulatory body, the CNGL, is effectively incorporated into the gov-
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ernment ministry of sports, benefiting (although not lavishly) from state
subsidies. At the time of writing, the government has started the construction of a national wrestling arena in Pikine – a major infrastructural investment in a country like Senegal, albeit largely financed by China. Wrestling
is often referred to in French as le sport de chez nous (our sport) or in Wolof
as sunu lamb (our wrestling) (Wane and Kane 2014) – the former being
the title of a now-defunct television programme, the latter a daily news
paper, both dedicated exclusively to the sport. To further underscore the
close relationship between wrestling and the nation state, the official state
celebrations of the 55th anniversary of independence were held in the context of a wrestling tournament.
Taking a nod from postcolonial theory, we can understand sport
– like literature – to be ‘narrating the nation’ (Bhabha 1990). There is a
distinctive, if unlikely, parallel to be drawn between the development of
association football in Australia (Danforth 2001), and Senegalese wrestling. Both sports have undergone a certain process of de-ethnicization:
in Australia, football teams have been officially required to disavow their
ethnic identities (Greek, Macedonian) in favour of a homogenous AngloAustralian national identity, while in Senegalese wrestling, as discussed
earlier, the sport’s urbanization shifted the écurie organizational logic from
the ethnic to the neighbourhood. In both cases, the process of de-ethnicization was incomplete, or unsuccessful. The Australian Soccer Federation’s
attempt to transform the sport’s image from multi-ethnic to mono-ethnic
was vehemently opposed by the ‘ethnic’ clubs11; likewise, we have seen that
ethnicity has persisted in numerous ways within Senegalese wrestling.
Without wishing to labour the comparison any further than necessary, I suggest that Danforth’s analysis of Australian association football’s
failed de-ethnicization has an important implication for the question of
ethnicity in Senegalese wrestling. If sports narrate the nation, then they
also include counter-narratives of the nation – or in other words, there are
likely to be different versions of the national ‘text’. The attempt to artificially impose a unified national narrative on to Australian association football backfired, as it provoked a response from indignant multi-ethnic club
owners and fans who had their own very different ideas about the nation.
Similarly, albeit in a far less overtly political fashion, the ongoing attempt
to position Senegalese wrestling as a unifying sport for the nation is destined to produce its own counter-narratives.
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11 This process refers specifically to the 1990s, as Australian football has since established itself
as a middle class and thoroughly mainstream sport.

In the wrestling arena, I contend that the counter-narrative is an ethnic narrative, which exists in parallel to the official, national, version. Despite
the regular evocation of ethnicity by wrestlers in the media, ethnic difference
is often an unspoken presence in the arena itself. It is rarely made explicit,
to the point that an outsider like me did not at first realize that wrestling
is a performance of ethnic difference as well as one of national unity. For
example, as part of his pre-fight preparation, the Lebu wrestler Doumboul
of the écurie Yoff (based in the traditional Lebu village of the same name
on Dakar’s northern shore) drags a fish around the wrestling arena several
times, while Lebu women perform their characteristic dawrabine dance.
Casamançais and Joola wrestlers perform their pre-fight bàkk in a certain
way, and they traditionally wear a different style of ngemb (loincloth) from
their Sereer and Wolof contemporaries; Tukuloor wrestlers are sometimes
said to display their strong adherence to Islam by refraining from wearing
too many gris gris and bathing themselves in saafara (holy water).
Sometimes, however, the ethnic counter-narrative emerges in a very
explicit form. One such instance is the annual lutte traditionelle sans frappe
tournament organized by Ndef Leng, an umbrella association which unites
Sereer cultural associations. Prior to the 2015 tournament at the Iba Mar
Diop stadium in downtown Dakar, the president of Ndef Leng’s sport commission felt compelled to make a public appeal in the wrestling daily Sunu
Lamb, underlining that the tournament is not the exclusive domain of Sereers. This appeal was designed to pre-empt the ethnically motivated booing and whistling by the crowd of non-Sereer griots, a problem which has
dogged previous editions of the Ndef Leng tournament, as well as being a
recurring problem during the regular lutte sans frappe tournaments which
usually take place at the Iba Mar Diop or Adrien Senghor arenas. “The Ndef
Leng tournament is not only reserved for Sereers, it is for everyone. I ask
the public to show more fair-play. If Wolof singers take the microphone,
they should not be booed. The whistling has to stop. It’s not good for our
national sport. The tournament is open to all singers, not only the Sereers.”12
The contemporary discipline of lutte sans frappe is closely associated with
the Sereer, and is considered by many to be the direct continuation of Sereer
village wrestling traditions, which may go some way to explaining the more
explicit ways in which ethnicity makes itself visible in this setting.
12 Sunu Lamb, 10.12.2015 p7. “Le tournoi de Ndef Leng n’est pas seulement réservé aux
Sérères, c’est pour tout le monde. Je demande au public d’être plus fair-play. Si les chanteurs
Wolofs prennent le micro pour se produire, qu’on ne les hue pas. Il faut arrêter les sifflets. Ce
n’est pas bien pour notre sport national. Le tournoi est ouvert à tous les chanteurs et chanteuses,
pas seulement aux Sérères.” [my translation]
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Many of the objects, performances, and rituals of the wrestling arena
have been co-opted as simply being part of a national patrimony. Thus,
ethnicity is made visible, but at the same time obscured and reinvented as
national tradition (Chevé, Barthélémy, and Seck 2012). This became clear
to me when I asked a friend to help me select photographs to illustrate the
work of ethnicity in the arena. Nearly every photo we looked at contained
elements that, to him, were recognizably attributable to the realm of the
‘ethnic’: a certain type of amulet, a way of knotting the ngemb, a particular
corporal gesture and so on. However, in most cases, these supposedly ethnic markers were ambiguous in terms of which ethnic group they referred
to: they did not mark the wrestler’s ethnicity, or they were simply arranged
in a manner which did not refer to one specific ethnic group but to several
at once. The material culture of wrestling, it seems, increasingly refers not
to individualized ethnic identities but rather to a generalized notion of ethnicity which serves a concept of national cultural unity.

Wrestling with ethnicity
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As the examples of Ama and Modou show, wrestling facilitates a process of notional re-ethnicization of young men against a general trend to
Wolofized and culturally hybrid Dakarois urban subjectivities. A recurring
motif in my fieldwork is that of young men who do not seem to have grown
up with a clearly defined ethnic identity returning – through wrestling – to
paradigms of ethnic difference in order to underline or strengthen their
identities as wrestlers. In the context of urbanization and Wolofization in
Dakar, this seems almost paradoxical; in the context of a professionalizing
sport and an increasingly globalized society, even more so. This return to
ethnicity not only disrupts commonly held assumptions about rural and
urban relations; it also calls into question the nature of Senegal’s modernities. In addition, it poses a challenge to Senegalese nationalism: does the
presence of an ethnic discourse within the sporting arena threaten the
notion of the multi-ethnic nation state? Ethnicity as a divisive force can
threaten the unity of the nation; ethnicity co-opted into tradition serves to
reinforce and stabilize it.
In its position as a national sport, wrestling emerges as a vehicle of
ethnic identification. Famous wrestlers employ ethnic discourses strategically, evoking kinship, mystical beliefs, concepts of ethnic superiority,
and relationships of patronage in the process. Aspiring young wrestlers
make use of these discourses, using the idiom of ethnicity to emphasize

their strength and virtue. In referring to ethnicity, wrestlers underline their
belonging to an ancestral past which stands in opposition to Dakar’s hybrid
modernities. Here, ethnicity is not only an instrumental tool by which to
gain a political or economic advantage, but also a source of spiritual-mystical power which connects wrestlers to an imaginary origin and a sense
of deep ethnic belonging, which perhaps resembles Lonsdale’s notion of
‘moral ethnicity’.
At the same time, popular wisdom and media reports present ethnicity as a divisive and potentially dangerous territory. Somewhat paradoxically, wrestling’s status and legitimacy as a unifying national sport
hinges precisely on its capacity to draw upon different ethnic styles and the
associated discourses which connect the urban arena to the ancestral village. Wrestlers walk a discursive tightrope, whereby they may evoke ethnic
difference while being careful to avoid fanning the flames of ethnic partisanship and violence. One strategy visible is the invention of a unified
wrestling tradition – the establishment of a repertoire of originally ‘ethnic’
objects, performances, and rituals which gradually lose their ethnic specificity as they are incorporated into the generic grammar of the wrestling
arena. Ethnicity is thus incorporated into the nation state13. The case study
of Senegalese wrestling suggests that sports provide a site in which things
can be said that cannot be said elsewhere. Sensitive topics such as ethnicity and nationalism, which are not openly discussed elsewhere, are ritually
expressed in the sporting arena.
Equally, the ethnicity on display in the wrestling arena forms an integral part of the highly visible and performative production of the self in an
increasingly commercial and mediatized sport industry. The dance steps,
drum rhythms, styles of dress, spiritual adornments, and pronouncements
of affiliation which refer to ethnicity are therefore part of a process of commodification. As wrestling turns increasingly towards the market logics of
neoliberalism, its ethnic origins are commodified and co-opted into the
image which it is selling. Just as the jerseys and flags proudly displayed
by fans at the FIFA World Cup represent the packaging and marketing of
nationalism, so too do the ethnic performances in the Senegalese wrestling
arena contain the germ of a ‘neoliberal ethnicity’.

13 Nowhere is this more apparent than in the Chinese-built national wrestling arena in Pikine,
which was inaugurated in July 2018 in an eclectic display of ethnic dances, costumes, and music
in front of the visiting Chinese president Xi Jinping. This was a striking example of Senegal’s
ethnic diversity being subsumed under the banner of the nation state in service of ‘soft power’
geopolitical aims.
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chapter 5

The Dream is to Leave:
Imagining Migration and
Mobility through Sport

If you stay here, if you live here, you train and you want to recover,
[your friend] says come and see this girl, you go, you don’t recover.
But in the United States or England, when training is finished, you
can rest, you can sleep. You recuperate. You’re not tired. There’s no
stress. But if you’re in Senegal, you will have stress. The people, the
supporters, the fans. They come and tire you out, there’s no rest. And
over there, there are better materials and vitamins that you can drink.
(Modou)
The dream is to leave. To go to Europe, and play for one of the big
teams. Barcelona, Real Madrid, Manchester United. Especially in
the English league. In 2009, in my neighbourhood, people called me
Tevez. Because they saw that I fought like [Argentine football star
Carlos] Tevez on the pitch. At the time, I didn’t even know Tevez. But
I started watching him on TV. That’s what gave me the idea to go to
England. (Pape)
Like many other young Senegalese men, both Pape and Modou frequently
expressed a strong desire to leave Senegal. However, they expressed desire
for mobility through the lens of their respective sports. Each of these young
aspiring athletes articulated their vision of the future using a set of images, practices, and conventions of the particular sport industry which they
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sought to be a part of. In modelling his style of play on that of the Argentine player Carlos Tevez, Pape imagined himself playing at the major clubs
in England, Spain, or Italy which he followed on television. Modou, meanwhile, envisioned a future in which he could benefit from superior training
conditions and nutritional supplements in the United States – following
in the footsteps of his wrestling idols such as Modou Lô and Balla Gaye 2.
Pape and Modou are not alone in their aspirations to become mobile
athletes. Their ambition is shared by thousands of other young men in
Dakar, West Africa, and other locations across the Global South. With the
increasing commoditization and liberalization of sports markets (Andrews
and Silk 2012; Miller et al. 2001; Scherer and Jackson 2010) and the ensuing expansion of athletic recruitment to the Global South (Lanfranchi and
Taylor 2001; Carter 2013; Klein 2014), sport has become a vector of hope
for young men seeking to monetize their physical prowess in the global
sport industries. While patterns of recruitment and athletic mobility are
complex and vary from sport to sport, the general trend sees the movement
of young men from locations in the Global South towards the lucrative
leagues in the Global North. These include footballers from Latin America
and West Africa moving to leagues in Europe; Pacific Island rugby players in Australia, New Zealand, and France; and baseball players from the
Dominican Republic who aspire to play in American Major League Baseball. Although the reality of such mobilities is often more circuitous than
commonly assumed (Besnier 2012), broadly speaking athletic mobility
runs from South to North or periphery to centre.
The case of Senegal, therefore, poses an intriguing challenge to the
paradigm of athletic mobility as it is usually presented. Unlike in most
other countries in which many young men strive to make it in the world of
professional sports, the sporting landscape in Senegal is contested by two
enormously popular and potentially lucrative disciplines: football and traditional wrestling with punches. While football is firmly oriented towards
a career abroad, and preferably in the prestigious European leagues, wrestling is celebrated as national heritage (see Chapter 4) and takes place within the borders of Senegal.
The presence of two aspirational sporting trajectories which are at
first glance diametrically opposed in their positioning vis-à-vis the global
serves to complicate narratives around athletic mobilities and desires of
mobility more generally. In this chapter, I first show how the hope of a
sports career engenders rich and textured imaginations and future-oriented practices of an elsewhere in the daily lives of young men in Dakar. I
focus on the way in which migration and mobility are imagined and pro-

duced through the lens of the two sports in question, wrestling and football. Drawing upon the migration aspirations (and in some cases, actual
experiences) of my interlocutors, I compare and contrast the different ways
in which the fantasy of migration emerges in each sport, the tensions and
discourses involved, and the realities which underpin this fantasy. I suggest
that the neoliberal sports industries produce ‘millennial’ fantasies of successful and lucrative sport migration.
Secondly, I suggest that the mobilities envisioned by these young
men are not necessarily driven by a desperation to ‘leave at any cost’, but are
instead highly specific and curated projects. Moreover, athletic mobilities
are frequently the subject of much contestation and debate by prospective
migrants, their families, and those within the two sports. Sport migrations
are embedded in familial structures as well as being the subject of much
contestation by families and peers. The dream of a sports career can also
have a significant impact on the lives of would-be athletes and their families,
in terms of financial planning, education and work choices, and marriage.
Finally, I call into question the relationship between the category of
athletic mobility and other forms of migration and mobility, choosing to
situate the popular dream of athletic migration within a broader context
of migratory ambitions and dispositions among young Senegalese men.
While the former is sometimes treated as a distinct category of elite labour
circulation, my ethnographic research shows that the lines between the two
are often blurred and that presenting oneself as a mobile athlete can be a
creative strategy of legitimization. Athletic migration might therefore be
broadened to include ‘informal’ projects of migration in which the sporting component is largely a product of ‘cruel optimism’.
Sport, hope, and the everyday production of the ‘future elsewhere’
When young men in Dakar dream of the future, they often imagine the
need to move outside of the country in order to find success. They may
experience staying in Dakar as forced immobility (Prothmann 2018) or
‘killing time’ (Ralph 2008) – an experience which mirrors accounts of
boredom (Mains 2007; Masquelier 2013) and ‘waithood’ (Honwana 2012)
of young people in other locations in Africa. Young men in Dakar often
remain living at the family home for a long period of time due to the difficulty of finding gainful employment, or because of prolonged university
education. As a result, they are unable to meet the expectation of marrying and becoming the head of a household until later in life – often in
their thirties or forties, if at all. The years spent in a state of ‘waithood’ at
the family home are a frustrating sort of prolonged adolescence, in which
young men may have to share rooms with brothers or cousins, look after
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younger siblings, and carry out domestic chores. Both migration and sport
can appear to be a shortcut, cutting down or even completely bypassing
this unsatisfying life stage – and a combination of the two is a particularly
attractive proposition.
In recent decades, sport – and football in particular – has emerged as
a privileged site through which young men pursue the desire to be mobile.
As growing media coverage of European football via satellite television has
enabled African audiences to participate in the spectacle of the global game
(Akindes 2011, 201), an increasing number of young men seek to transform
their ability and passion for the sport into a lucrative international career.
This fantasy is fuelled by the images of African stars such as Didier Drogba,
Samuel Eto’o, or Michael Essien, whose success at the highest level of the
European game inspires millennial fantasies (Besnier and Brownell 2012)
among those hoping to emulate them. The proliferation of elite football
academies in West Africa – notably Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire, Cameroon, and to
an extent Senegal – serves to satisfy European clubs’ desire to recruit cheap
talented players (Darby 2007, 2013), but also to attract resourceful young
men who see sport as an entrepreneurial means towards mobility (Esson
2013, 2015a, 2015c, 2015b). In Senegal, this is not limited to football; wrest
ling – as we shall see – is also tied to imagining oneself being elsewhere.
Generally speaking, in a country where remittances form a significant part of family income, and migration is seen as indicative of successful
masculinity (Melly 2010), such “imaginaries of exile” (Piot 2010) proliferate. It is, however, perhaps reductive to limit these imaginaries simply
to projects of migration. Engagement with global cultural forces can be
understood as strategies of extraversion (Fouquet 2007; Mbodj-Pouye
2012), in which the desire of an “imagined elsewhere” (Fouquet 2008)
becomes a mode of subjectivation.
This exile is not only imagined in terms of its spatial conditions,
but also in terms of a temporal orientation to the future. Globalization is
often described as a reworking of space and time, and it is unsurprising
that youth are particularly disposed to future-oriented practices (Cole and
Durham 2008). Young athletes often articulate their expectations of a better future in terms of hope. Although the concept of hope is sometimes
understood as more or less a subordination to external factors (Crapanzano 2003), it can also be viewed as an “active and even agentive modality”
(Cole and Durham 2008:15) or a “labor of hope” (Elliot 2016). It is perhaps
a combination of both of these understandings which best captures how
the hopeful fantasies of Senegalese athletes are actively produced through
their daily practices.

Stuck in Dakar: an immobile footballer
I have to go to Europe. There is nothing for me here. (Pape)
Many of the young football players I met in Dakar shared Pape’s attitude.
They effectively lived in a state of permanent hope or fantasy, projecting
themselves into an imagined future outside of Senegal – preferably playing football in a top European league. This dream, as Pape’s story illustrates, seems close enough to appear within grasp, but remains remote and
improbable for the vast majority of players. Many young men invest years
towards the pursuit of an international football career, only to find themselves with little to show for it at the end.
When I first met Pape through the family I lived with in Dakar, I was
introduced as a researcher who was interested in football. Perhaps, in the
mixture of French and rudimentary (in my case) Wolof we spoke in, something got lost in translation. As was often the case when I showed up at
football matches or training sessions, I was initially taken for a scout or
agent of some sort – someone who could facilitate a transfer to, or at least
a trial at, a European football club. I later found out that this was no mere
fantasy on Pape’s part. In the world of football academies and schools in
Dakar, white men did periodically descend upon Dakar and spirit young
players away for a trial at a provincial French second division club. In fact,
nearly all of the white men I encountered on football pitches during my
fieldwork were in some way involved in the business of moving talented
young players to Europe, so there was little reason for Pape to think I was
interested in anything else. Quite soon, however, my dishevelled appearance, propensity for taking public transport, and attempts to learn the local
language seemed to convince him that I was not part of the glamorous
football business.
Despite this, he continued to refer to me – half in jest – as “sama
agent” – my agent. When I showed up at his football school for training, he
would initially try to jealously guard me from his teammates. Pape monitored my interactions with the other players, and shepherded me away
from them if our conversation headed in a direction which displeased him.
On a few occasions, I heard other players refer to me as Pape’s agent. I was
annoyed at first, as I had made it clear that I was a PhD student not an
agent, and I did not want to create false expectations among the players or
misunderstandings with the staff of the football school. I soon realized that
it wasn’t simply a case of my role being misrepresented by Pape. He was
perfectly aware that I was not an agent, and that I was not able to arrange a
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trial for him at a European club – although he did occasionally joke that I
should call my friends at AFC Ajax after he found out that I was at the University of Amsterdam. And even though he recognized that I was not his
ticket to Europe, I was still a valuable resource for him. My camera, capable
of shooting HD film, combined with the basic video editing software on
my laptop, turned me into a producer of poor quality YouTube highlights
clips – thought among players to be the key to attracting the attention of
a foreign scout or agent. I was also a potential source of materials such as
protein powders or vitamin pills, which Pape (and many others) would ask
me to bring for them every time I arrived in Senegal. As time went on, I
also became a source of money, as Pape would sometimes ask me for small
sums to help pay his school fees, to fund a memorial service for his mother,
or to pay for a trip.
Even though there was a transactional element to our friendship, this
was not particularly unusual in a social context in which those with means
are expected to redistribute generously (Mains 2013). It would also be
incorrect to reduce our friendship to a dynamic of mutual exploitation, in
which my material resources were exchanged for nuggets of ethnographic
information. Pape’s association with me went beyond that. When he asked
me to visit him at his home, he introduced me to family members with
obvious pride. I was somewhat embarrassed when his father thanked me
“for everything I had done for his son” and told me that he wanted to “put
Pape’s career in my hands.” As I protested, again, that I could not help in
any concrete way, I began to realize that the true value of my friendship lay
not so much in what I did, but what I represented. Having a white, European friend was evidence in the present day that his future lay in Europe.
By arriving to the training ground with me, he was showing his teammates
and coaches that he deserved to be the next player to transfer abroad. And
by bringing me home to meet his family, he was demonstrating that the
faith, money, and patience they invested in him would eventually pay off.
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Pape’s mode of living might be described as taking place in an imagined
elsewhere, in an imagined future. Although he attended a vocational
school, as required by the rules of his football school which sought to promote educational goals, he did not invest much effort into his scholarly
duties. Instead, he openly stated that he only did it because he had to; it was
a necessary hurdle which he had to overcome on his path towards reaching
his destiny as a football player. He saw little point in building up a future
in Dakar, and his only motivation for taking on odd jobs was to earn money to sustain himself as he struggled towards achieving what he saw as his

inevitable departure. It seemed to me that he framed all of his activities and
relationships towards his eventual goal of a career abroad; almost nothing was presented in terms of its value in and of itself for his present day
life in Dakar. The one clear exception to this was his girlfriend, Astou, who
was studying towards her high school baccalaureate at the time of my fieldwork. Although I never met her in person – which was in itself surprising
given the time I spent in Pape’s company – he often passed the phone to
me when she called, and asked me to exchange pleasantries. When I asked
him how his plans to marry Astou corresponded to his aspirations of moving abroad, he became evasive and said something vague about eventually
bringing her with him to Europe. At the time, I remember thinking that his
professed commitment to Astou was simply a show of moral virtue, and
that it seemed at odds with his flirtatious behaviour which I observed when
we went to nightclubs – or even in the street. He told me that she supported
his plan to go to Europe, but it did not seem particularly convincing.
Pape’s relations to family members and friends were often described
in terms of how they viewed his ambitions of leaving Senegal. His mother,
who had passed away several years ago, played an integral role in his futureoriented narrative of playing abroad as a football player. Initially, she was
strongly against his chosen path.
She never wanted me to play football. She wanted me to become
someone who learns, someone who respects their studies. I couldn’t
do that and play football at the same time. She beat me, day and
night. She never stopped hitting me. With sticks, with high heeled
shoes, with tyres. She said ‘you have to stop playing football, you have
to go to school’.
However, the last time he spoke to her, she had changed her mind:
She went to Mbour for a seminar. She said ‘Pape, you’re the man of
the family now. You have to manage the house. Do what you can
to help your grandmother. I said ‘Ok, maman. I’m the man of the
house.’ Then she left. She left on a Thursday. On Friday, she called
me to say, ‘Pape, do everything you can to succeed in football. Do
everything you can to help your grandmother.’ I said ‘Maman, you
never wanted me to play football. Why are you telling me this now?’
She insisted. It was as if she was saying goodbye, as if she was leaving.
I said ‘Ok maman, I will do what you want.’ On Saturday, my uncles
came to the house to tell me that my mother was dead.
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Following the death of his mother, and soon after his grandmother, Pape
was fostered by his friend Michel’s family. The two boys had known each
other for a long time, and had played football together in navétanes and
other football teams. He was warmly welcomed into the new household,
which consisted of a matriarch who was “like a mother to me” and her
mostly adult sons who treated Pape as a little brother. Nonetheless, this
was a turbulent and painful period for Pape, who, in addition to coping
with the loss of his closest family, had to deal with rejection and neglect
on numerous other fronts. He now lived with a family that, while kind, he
knew was not his own. His father was struggling to provide for his own new
family, in which Pape was an outsider. And his mother’s brothers were hostile, unwilling to support him, even going as far as seeking to disinherit him
and cut him out of the family. Still a teenager at this time, Pape performed
badly in school, misbehaving and regularly getting into fights.
During this period of his life, football was perhaps the only area in
which he was able to gain recognition and respect. Indeed, he was acknow
ledged as an exceptional talent among his age group when representing his
neighbourhood in the navétanes trophy, and was swiftly invited to trial at
the country’s most prestigious football academy, Diambars, located some
80 kilometres south of Dakar in the tourist resort of Saly. Over the course
of the trial, over one hundred candidates were whittled down to select just
three players for one of the highly coveted places at the football school.
Pape made it to the last ten, but did not make the final cut, even though
many of the coaches and players present were certain he would make it.
Despite this setback, his reputation was such that he was quickly taken on
by another football school: Galaxy. It was here that his dream of playing
abroad took shape, and indeed transformed from a wishful fantasy into a
concrete and achievable ambition. The name and reputation of the school’s
founder, the professional training conditions and equipment, and the very
real opportunities for international mobility on offer were enough to convince Pape that he would not remain in Dakar for long. This conviction
was further strengthened by the regular trickle of Galaxy players that left
to begin international careers, the presence of foreign coaches and scouts
on the premises, and the fact that international stars such as El Hadji Diouf
would occasionally drop by for a match. He had, he told me, frequently
been promised that he would be the next player to be offered one of the
coveted scholarships to play in the United States.
At the beginning of my fieldwork in 2014, Pape already had one
foot out of the country. “They’re going to come and take me with them”,
he assured me. This was why, he told me, there was little point in him

t aking his studies seriously, or finding a part-time job. In his mind, he had
already left Senegal. However, it soon became apparent to me that the players who were chosen for the scholarships were significantly younger than
Pape. Indeed, the scholarships were for a prestigious school in the United
States with a strong sports programme, and of course were therefore only
available for players of school age and with a satisfactory academic performance. According to his official identification, Pape was 17 years old at the
beginning of my fieldwork, but this was the result of the process known
as faire jugement or passing judgment, by which the birthdate on identity
documents can be freely selected for a modest sum. When he first registered for an identification card, Pape had chosen 1997 as his birth year.
When he initially told me about it, he said that he had decreased his age
by two years, making his year of birth 1995. As I got to know him better, it
occurred to me that this might have also been an act of ‘passing judgment’,
and that he was more likely born in 1992 or 1993. He was not alone in his
team: another player, Célestine, confided to me that he had had trials at a
French club as a seventeen year old (his real age) in 2013, and had at the
time of my fieldwork in 2015 acquired documents which showed that he
was still seventeen.
Accusations of ‘age cheating’ are often leveled against African football players by rival coaches and players as well as media (Pannenborg
2010; Malina et al. 2013), with the claim being made that adults are competing in youth football, using their superior physical attributes to excel
against children and teenagers and thus gain recognition and contracts.
While there is little doubt that these practices are relatively widespread in
the sport, in Senegal and other parts of West Africa they are not limited to
football and should be seen as part of a context in which biological age is
often secondary to other, social categorizations of age. Pape did not consider his jugement to be cheating – it was simply a way to prolong his dream
of a professional career abroad. FIFA’s Article 19 (transfer regulations on
the protection of minors) stipulates that only players aged 18 or above may
register with or transfer to a new club, with a few exceptions which rarely
apply for African players. At the same time, scouts and agents search for
young players whose talent and potential can be honed and moulded at the
destination club. The manager of one leading Senegalese club explained to
me that a player aged nineteen or twenty would already be considered too
old in most cases. The window of opportunity for a transfer to Europe – at
least by legitimate and FIFA-sanctioned means – is extremely tight. Players
such as Pape have a strong incentive to remain between sixteen and nineteen years of age for as long as possible. As a result, junior teams (under-
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17s and under-19s) regularly include players of varying ages, with some
of them in their early twenties. This is often remarked upon knowingly by
those watching the games. During one game, a particularly grizzled looking ‘seventeen-year-old’ dominated his opponents, who were on average
several inches shorter and narrower than him; the French scouts watching
on the sidelines sarcastically referred to him as ‘le petit’. I also heard coaches and staff complain that the opposition players were all five years older,
even though I knew for a fact that their team also contained individuals
who were well above the age limit.
For Pape, this all meant that he was running out of time. Though he
initially gave off the impression of someone who had already packed his
bags and was on the way to the airport, his optimism faltered as the season
progressed. He became increasingly critical in his assessment of the football school, claiming that they had let him down and disappointed him. He
could no longer sit around and wait for them to help him; he had to take
matters into his own hands. Pape asked me to take pictures and videos with
my DSLR camera, with the intention that I would then edit YouTube clips
which he could send to his contacts in France. He had a couple of friends
who lived in Europe (primarily in France), who he said would show his
videos to agents and clubs there. Despite my scepticism, Pape told me story
after story about various agents, scouts, and club representatives who needed only to see his video before booking him on to the next flight to France.
He refused to listen when I told him that I was not capable of shooting
and editing a film of suitable quality, or that no club would recruit a player
based only on video footage. And even if he did succeed in arranging a
trial at a French club, what would he do if the club decided against signing him on a contract? Pape smiled evasively, and said he would take a bus
to where his friends lived, and find work on the black market. It would be
better to live as an undocumented migrant in France, he believed, than to
stay in Senegal. He was desperate to forge a career as a football player – but
equally, he was prepared to jettison the project of football migration for a
precarious life on the margins of society, as long as he could get to Europe.
As futile as the whole enterprise seemed to me, I nonetheless agreed
to film him during training and matches, eventually putting together a
modest highlights reel. Unsurprisingly, nothing came of this attempt, and
Pape became increasingly despondent. He carried on training and playing
at Galaxy, but his performances and motivation seemed to decline. Meanwhile, he resolved to get a job in order to make money, eventually finding
work at a restaurant via a family connection. I first assumed that it was a
pragmatic decision, and that he was preparing for the eventuality of a life

after football in which he would need to make ends meet. However, he was
in fact hatching a plan. “If they [Galaxy] don’t help me leave, there are others who will,” he told me, cryptically. As the weeks progressed, he began
dropping more and more hints in a similar vein, suggesting that he was
preparing something big, expressing doubts that he would be around for
my birthday in a few months, and asking me about what it was like to fly
in an aeroplane. Whenever I pushed him for more information, he told me
that he could not reveal his plans to me yet, as this would bring bad luck. “I
will tell you when it’s the right moment.”
The right moment arrived in early July. It turned out that Pape had
been liaising via Facebook with a former coach of his who had worked with
him earlier in his career. The coach, a Frenchman by the name of Pierre
who had worked extensively in Senegal and was currently based at a small
lower division club in France, had been something of a mentor to Pape,
and had “always believed in me.” Pierre was offering Pape a trial at his club,
with the stipulation that Pape should pay a percentage of the airfare himself. Once Pape transferred the money and the correct paperwork, Pierre
would take care of buying the tickets and arranging the visa. Pape had
already put together most of the money through various odd-jobs, and a
loan from an aunt. I was to provide the money to accelerate his passport
application. Having heard many stories about fake agents cheating wouldbe players and their families out of large sums of money with promises of
trials abroad, I was somewhat alarmed at this story and initially unwilling to get involved. Pape insisted that he knew Pierre well, that he trusted
him, and that he would never cheat him. I spoke to Pierre on the phone,
and his story was consistent with what Pape had told me. Furthermore,
an internet search confirmed that he was indeed a coach at the team in
question, and, as a former player in the French championship, he even had
a Wikipedia page dedicated to his career. I was still puzzled by the story,
but it seemed unlikely that a seemingly established figure in French football whose identity could be easily verified would be attempting to swindle young Senegalese men out of relatively small sums of money. I gave
Pape the money for his passport, while fighting a sense of guilt that I was
enabling a risky endeavour. When I asked him what he would do if the trials were not successful, he told me that he had it all planned out: he would
‘escape’ from the football club, take a bus to a nearby town where a friend
of his lived, and find work on the black market.
When we said goodbye before my departure from Senegal in summer 2015, Pape assured me with a confident smile that we would meet
in Europe in just a few weeks’ time. However, months later, the situation
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remained unchanged. Pape was still waiting for one document or another,
the dates of the trials had changed, or the flights had to be rebooked. For a
while, I was asked to send more money for new plane tickets, new papers,
or bribes at the visa office. However, when I returned to Dakar at the end of
the year, Pape was still stuck there.
Pape ended up staying in Dakar, and it seemed that he would have
to abandon his dream of a professional career. He was fortunate to find
employment in the catering industry, but the years – almost a decade – that
he had spent pursuing the elusive football contract now counted against
him. His commitment to football had prevented him from building a more
stable working life through school, apprenticeships, or vocational training,
incurring both a loss of earnings and delaying his working life in the process. The social repercussions of an unfulfilled football career can therefore
be experienced as a delay of adulthood – or in other cases I encountered,
long-term unemployment or substance abuse. Pape’s story illustrates the
powerful draw which the sport industries exert over young men, and the
great lengths to which some will go in order to pursue the dream. His trajectory also demonstrates the profound socio-economic impact of the
global sports fantasy.

Wrestling with mobility
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The aspirations and dreams of migration and/or mobility emerge in vastly
different ways in wrestling and in football. The affinity between football
and the desire to migrate is an obvious one. Due to Senegal’s marginal
position in a global industry, young football players’ dreams of professional careers are automatically and inextricably linked to hopes of achieving mobility. Wrestling, as a sport which is largely contained within the
borders of the nation, provides a wholly different context. Despite this,
in recent years wrestling too has become associated with mobility both
within S enegal, and – increasingly – internationally. Generally speaking,
footballers aspire to more permanent forms of mobility in the sense of a
transfer to a destination country with a high-status league competition, or
at least trials abroad which will allow them to gain a contract. Wrestlers,
in contrast, aspire to a different type of mobility: the ability to travel back
and forth between competing in Senegal and training in prestigious destination countries such as France, Italy, and the United States. This simplified division corresponds roughly to distinctions made between settlers
and sojourners (Rouse 1992), or similar typologies of migrant athletes

(Agergaard, Botelho, and Tiesler 2014). Both wrestlers and football players therefore share an aspiration to become transnational (Schiller, Basch,
and Blanc 1995), although the ideal type of transnational mobility aspired
towards varies.
Like many young Senegalese men, Modou hoped to travel abroad. As
a wrestler, he framed his desired type of mobility in line with the overseas
trips of his wrestling heroes. In 2015, I asked him if he wanted to leave
Senegal:
Waaw. Senegal nekhna tamit mais bitim rew tamit nekhna. Senegal mom
nekhna waye bitim rew tamit nekhna, mais bo toggee fi amul liggeey bo
meune dimbali sa bopp. Loola waaral tamit ngay geun. Mais bo toggee fi
ba nga liggeey bu bax, jaarul ngay geun. [Yes. Senegal is nice, but abroad
is also nice. Senegal is nice but abroad is also nice. If you stay here you
have to help yourself. That’s why you have to leave. But if you stay here
and work a lot, you don’t have to leave.]
At this stage, his ambitions of leaving Senegal were vague, and the destination unclear. His selection of England as a destination was purely for my
benefit, as our further conversations revealed that he did not know a great
deal about the country besides its best football teams. The United States
is firmly established as a land of milk and honey among Senegalese youth
– and specifically in the context of wrestling. Since Tyson emerged as a revolutionary force in the wrestling arena in the 1990s brandishing the stars
and stripes, the United States has been considered the preferred destination
of high profile wrestling stars. Many of the arena’s biggest names – including Gris Bordeaux, Balla Gaye 2, and Modou’s idol and namesake Modou
Lô – spend several months a year in the United States, ostensibly working
on their form and fitness ahead of a combat. The local wrestling daily Sunu
Lamb eagerly reports the departure of wrestlers to the United States, as
well as their arrival at Léopold Sédar Senghor Airport in Dakar upon their
return. However, information on their activities – and even their precise
whereabouts – in the US is largely shrouded in mystery, and the subject of
much rumour and gossip.
In interviews, wrestlers emphasize the ‘good conditions’ for training available in the United States, where they make use of professionally
equipped gyms, as well as soliciting the services of specialist coaches in
areas such as nutrition, conditioning, weight training, boxing, or judo.
‘Good conditions’ also refers to the peaceful tranquility and relative anonymity under which they can supposedly focus on training – unlike in
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Dakar, where prominent wrestlers are the subject of constant attention
and scrutiny. Wagging tongues also suggest that the availability and quality of various performance enhancing substances such as anabolic steroids attracts wrestlers to prepare their fights abroad – something which
is strenuously denied by those involved, but sometimes painfully obvious
in the altered physiology of certain wrestlers upon their return to Senegal.
Indeed, it seemed likely to me that Modou’s mention of ‘vitamins’ was a
veiled reference to the abundance of performance enhancing substances,
both legal and illegal, which he believed could be freely obtained abroad.
Modou’s ambitions of travelling to the United States were therefore
framed in terms of a popular narrative according to which wrestlers use
mobility as a means of self-improvement. While the exact nature of this
self-improvement was contested and subject to much debate, its overall
benefits were accepted within the wrestling world. International mobility, in particular to prestigious destinations such as the United States and
Europe, was a marker of success, associated with the possibility of participating in otherwise hard-to-access markets in training equipment, supplements, and fitness culture. This type of travel stood for the improvement of
the individual, the cult of the individual celebrity, and the removal of the
wrestler from the écurie for long periods of time. International mobility –
or at least the aspiration towards it – was therefore a key component of the
neoliberal subjectivity which I described in Chapter 1.

‘Fake wrestlers’, visas, and anciennes gloires
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Modou’s desire to move abroad was embedded in the ideas and discourses
which surround the trips abroad undertaken by famous celebrity wrestlers
such as his hero and namesake Modou Lô. However, the ideal of a luxury training camp in top class professional conditions is only available to
those at the very top of the sport – those wrestlers who have sufficient earnings, sponsorship money, or patronage of wealthy supporters. In the early
2000s, only the two biggest stars of that era travelled to the United States,
Mohamed Ndao “Tyson” and Yahya Diop “Yékini”. Following in their footsteps, the current generation of wrestlers are regularly seen entering and
leaving the premises of the American embassy in Dakar, applying for visas
of varying duration, from three months up to ten years. Popular wisdom
holds that recognized wrestlers’ visa applications are looked upon favourably by consular officials, and that some of them are even able to acquire
visas for close kin. Indeed, wrestlers are often granted visas upon being able

to produce official documentation from promoters and the CNG which confirms that they are going abroad to prepare for a combat, and that they are
certain to return within the terms of the visa. The documentation – usually
in the form of a contract between the promoter and the CNG – thus acts as a
guarantee that the wrestler will not overstay the visa.
A friend of mine – who was incidentally a former navétanes football
player – told me, with just a hint of bitterness, that wrestlers were so much
at an advantage in the opaque and arbitrary-seeming process of obtaining
a visa that people would pose as wrestlers in order to better their chances.
While this claim initially seemed somewhat implausible to me due to the
fact that a genuine wrestler would be easily verifiable through his media
presence alone, it did underline to me the fact that wrestling is a profession
which allows considerable mobility – or at least that people perceive it as
such. I later discovered that there was in fact a prominent case in which a
well-known promoter, Assane Ndiaye, together with accomplices including the prominent wrestler Mame Balla, was found to have forged official
documents from the CNG in order to help ‘fake wrestlers’ procure visas.
The success of the scam relied on the efficacy of a wrestling license and the
promise of a forthcoming fight in acting as a guarantee for return. The promoter thus used his connections and influence in the world of wrestling
to acquire visas for men to travel to the United States under the pretence
of athletic migration. When the visa fraud was uncovered, Assane Ndiaye
and his accomplices received suspended sentences for two years. The consequences for Mame Balla were relatively mild, as he was wrestling again
the following season.
While the scandal surrounding the ‘fake wrestlers’ represents an
extreme case, the idea of wrestling as a golden ticket to mobility is increasingly popular, and promoters play a significant role in facilitating visas.
Gaston Mbengue, formerly one of the leading promoters in Senegalese
wrestling, is said to have arranged visas for numerous wrestlers to travel
to Europe, in lieu of paying them for their combats. A number of anciennes gloires or former wrestlers have travelled to Italy by this route, to the
point that one of my interlocutors laughingly informed me of a ‘retirement community’ of ex-wrestlers working as security guards in Milan and
elsewhere in northern Italy. The names cited to me included once noted
stars of the wrestling arena such as Pape Cisse, Ndiaga Diop, and Mansour
Diop. Modou’s erstwhile mentor Malal Ndiaye may be included among the
number. While the former Olympian was still actively wrestling during my
initial fieldwork in 2015, by the time I returned to Dakar two years later, he
had left for Italy, where I was told he was working as a videur or nightclub
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bouncer. Although he had not yet reached the mandatory retirement age of
45 set by the CNG for wrestlers, his prospects in the Senegalese arena were
diminishing. He had lost his most recent combat in 2015, and was no longer coveted by promoters. By moving to Italy, he had effectively voluntarily
ended his career and tacitly accepted that he was no longer likely to earn
significantly from the sport. When I expressed my surprise upon hearing
about his self-imposed retirement, Babacar and Modou explained to me,
laughing: “He’s old. He has to make way for the young ones.”
Wrestling is therefore considered to be a legitimate means of accessing much-desired transnational mobility, with the most famous and successful wrestlers regularly travelling abroad to train in superior conditions.
Even wrestlers of lower rank are often able to translate their status as competing athletes into trips abroad, often financed by fans in the diaspora,
politicians, or via their association with other, more famous wrestlers. And
migration to Europe or elsewhere is also a viable option for post-career
wrestlers, as Malal Ndiaye’s move to Italy would suggest.

Mobility without rewards
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The case of Malal Ndiaye adds an interesting twist to the issue of mobility
among wrestlers. As a member of the Senegalese national team in Olympic
wrestling, his career trajectory is unique in that he has achieved considerable success in all three of Senegal’s wrestling disciplines: traditional wrestling with punches, traditional wrestling without punches, and Olympic
wrestling. During his time with the national team, he was the only Olympic
wrestler who also competed in the traditional disciplines. As well as taking part in various continental competitions within Africa, Malal Ndiaye
qualified for the London Olympic Games in 2012. As a result, he is one of
very few wrestlers whose mobility was a direct consequence of (rather than
in preparation for) his sporting activity. However, the mobility he experienced as part of Senegal’s Olympic team was limited to competition trips,
and was neither enduring nor lucrative. While the Olympic ethos precludes
athletes from being paid for participation, national federations or other
benefactors often support elite athletes in their quest to bring glory and
recognition to the nation; additionally, many Olympians are able to monetize their participation through sponsorship deals. Despite Malal’s repeated and often public pleas for financial support, when it finally arrived it
was too little and too late. The patronage of one member of the Senegalese Olympic committee at least ensured a 20-day training camp in Spain

a mere month before the Games started. He received further support from
the famous Senegalese singer Baaba Maal, of Tukulor origin like Malal,
who hosted him in his London residence prior to the events. However, the
support he received was minimal compared to the financial support and
training conditions enjoyed by his competitors, and he exited the tournament in the first round against the Mongolian Jargalsaikhany Chuluunbat.
When I met him in 2015, Malal Ndiaye was living in Yeumbeul, where
he was the chef de file or leader of the écurie Yeumbeul Mbollo. Although
hugely muscular and physically imposing on first appearance, Malal was
one of the warmest and friendliest people I encountered in a wrestling
milieu which is often wary of outsiders. He had married twice, and as a
result provided for two separate households (which is not always the case
in polygamous arrangements, where co-wives are often expected to live in
the same house). In order to relax and get away from domestic demands,
he additionally rented a small room in between the two houses.. It was here
that he invited me in order to show me his collection of trophies, medals, awards, photographs, and other memorabilia from the Olympics. The
modestly sized room, which contained a double bed, wardrobe, and television, doubled up as his trophy room. On the walls hung various framed
certificates, most notably one which confirmed Malal’s Olympic participation, signed by Sebastian Coe, the chairman of London 2012. Others
certified his participation in the African wrestling championships, or honoured his services to Senegalese wrestling. A huge vinyl promotional poster
depicting a larger than life-sized Malal flexing his muscles almost covered
one wall; this is what he chose as a backdrop when I asked to take pictures
and film an interview with him. From a cabinet on the wall, he produced a
wallet containing a selection of plastic cards, which he showed me one by
one. First of all was his International Federation of Associated Wrestling
Styles (FILA) license and insurance card, which he proudly told me could
not be issued in Senegal. This was followed by his Senegalese national identity card, and voting card. The next item was presented with a big grin,
and Malal’s assurance that it would be familiar to me: a London Oyster
card, not in the familiar blue with which I had travelled during my four
years living in the city, but the special green edition reserved for participating athletes (“version internationale, alhamdulillah!”). Finally, he presented
two visa bank cards.
All of these items showed – in one way or another – Malal Ndiaye’s
prestige and status as an international star, who represented Senegal abroad
with great dignity. He underlined the significance of his exploits when he
showed me photos taken at a pre-Olympics tournament in Tunisia, at
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which he won a bronze medal. He pointed out pictures of himself alongside luminaries of the Senegalese wrestling world such as the chairman of
the CNG Alioune Sarr, the legendary retired wrestler Tapha Gueye, or the
national team coach Ambroise Sarr. Another photograph showed him with
the world-famous Senegalese-American musician Akon. In his commentary on action photos which showed him competing against wrestlers from
other African countries, he stated the nationality of his opponents (Cameroonian, Burkinabé) as if to emphasize the (inter)national dimension
of his achievements. When the opponents were of North African origin,
he described them in racialized language as naar (a common Wolof term
roughly translated as Arab), nit ku weex (literally: people who are white),
or nit ku xonq (literally: people who are red, but a term for white people).
Describing one particular photo on which he was seen being carried on the
shoulders of a North African wrestler, Malal told me that it was the first
time since 1959 that nit ku xonq and nit ku ñuul (literally: people who are
black) had wrestled against each other in that particular arena. The implications seemed clear: by participating in international Olympic wrestling
competitions, he was representing not only Senegal, but also black Africa.
In his narration of his career, Malal’s athletic activities took on an international dimension, invested with a profound sense of mission and purpose.
The Olympics, in his words, were the pinnacle of the sport, and Olympic
wrestling was “the true wrestling”.
This perspective is not shared by the majority of the wrestling world
in Senegal. In the context of the national lutte avec frappe arena, Malal’s
achievements are fairly modest. Although his palmarès – competition
record – in lutte avec frappe reads well on paper with 20 victories standing against just six defeats and one draw, these statistics do not tell the full
story. The numbers were provided to me by Malal himself, and are therefore likely to be inflated by relatively insignificant early career bouts against
opponents of a low standard. Against more renowned wrestlers in their
peak fighting years, his record is mixed. His fights did not take place in
the Demba Diop stadium, where the most prestigious wrestlers face each
other during the time of my fieldwork, but in the much smaller Iba Mar
Diop, which hosts combats for fading stars and emerging contenders. And,
despite being known for his exploits in lutte sans frappe over many years
(he somewhat implausibly claims to have won 135 tournaments between
2004 and 2012), this does little to enhance his status among the country’s
top athletes. While his name is known among fans of the sport, and he is
well respected for his achievements both in lutte sans frappe and qualifying for the Olympics, he does not have the celebrity status enjoyed by the

likes of Balla Gaye 2 or Modou Lô – neither of whom have represented
Senegal internationally. The gulf in earnings, public recognition, and status
afforded by participating in the Olympics compared to lutte avec frappe
is exemplified by the fact that in spring 2012, having already qualified for
the London Games, Malal accepted a (lucrative) fight in lutte avec frappe
– thus risking injury and putting his (far less lucrative) Olympic participation in jeopardy.
Malal Ndiaye’s career trajectory illustrates a paradox inherent in Senegalese wrestling. Despite achieving remarkable success in the disciplines
of lutte sans frappe and Olympic freestyle wrestling, it was his status as a
merely competent fighter in lutte avec frappe which came to define him.
Representing his country internationally and focusing his training efforts
on learning a very different style of wrestling came at the expense of a
potentially more successful career in the national arena. Olympic wrestling
not only differs significantly in rules and technique from Senegalese traditional wrestling styles; the materials and equipment involved are radically different. While Senegalese wrestlers wear a ngemb and fight on sand,
Olympic wrestlers wear a one-piece singlet, and fight on a mat. These
radically different conditions require a totally different training regimen,
and prioritizing one at a pivotal stage in one’s career necessitates sacrificing the other. According to Frédéric Rubio, a French wrestling coach and
FILA expert specializing in African wrestling, this was not always the case.
When I spoke to him at a 2017 conference on wrestling at the Université
Cheikh Anta Diop in Dakar, Rubio said that in previous generations the
most prominent wrestlers competing in lutte avec frappe would also train
and compete with the national team, learning techniques from different
styles including Olympic wrestling. This was the case when Rubio himself coached the national team in the 1980s, where his protégés included
Double Less, the most famous name of his era. As the influx of commercial
sponsorship and television marketing in lutte avec frappe made it increasingly lucrative in comparison to other forms of wrestling, there developed
a greater incentive to focus solely on the former.
For Malal, the consequences of his somewhat eclectic and international career path were effectively an early retirement from the arena,
around five years before the officially mandated retirement age for wrestlers set at 45, without the investments and financial security which such
a distinguished athlete might expect. Other wrestlers approaching the
end of their careers at the time of my fieldwork, roughly comprising the
group of stars who dominated lutte avec frappe from the 1990s onwards,
had invested their wrestling earnings in property portfolios and business.
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These wrestlers – namely Yékini, Tyson, Balla Beye 2, and the still-active
Bombardier – are able to approach their post-wrestling lives as wealthy
entrepreneurs, benefiting from a range of money generating activities in
Dakar and elsewhere. While any comparison with the leading VIPs of the
arena is bound to reflect unfavourably on wrestlers outside this elite group,
the particular case of Malal – who can legitimately point to his international exploits in making a claim to membership of this elite – highlights the
primacy of the lutte avec frappe discipline over other forms of the sport.
This hierarchy has consequences for the types of transnational mobility
which are valorized among wrestlers. Opportunities to compete abroad,
whether in the African Wrestling Championships or in the Olympic
Games, are increasingly shunned by today’s generation of elite wrestlers,
who prefer to concentrate on obtaining lucrative combats in Dakar’s arenas. Conversely, opportunities to train abroad represent the desired form
of mobility among aspiring wrestlers.

Modou’s departure
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The last time I saw Modou was in February 2017. I had returned to Senegal
for a short visit of two and a half weeks, ostensibly for a conference at the
Université Cheikh Anta Diop, but with the idea of catching up with friends
and interlocutors high on my agenda. As during my previous fieldwork
visit, I was staying in Parcelles Assainies. Although Yeumbeul, where Modou
lived, was not particularly far away, it was a slightly arduous journey which
involved negotiating a couple of different car rapide routes. I wanted to be
sure that when I visited, it would be worth the effort of squeezing myself
through Pikine’s infernal traffic jams and that I would be able to see and
spend time with Modou, Omar, Babacar, and the others. A day or two after
I arrived in Dakar, I wrote to Modou on Facebook’s Messenger app, telling
him that I planned to visit Yeumbeul the following week. What would be the
best day for him? Ideally, I would come one afternoon when the écurie was
training, or at least when the wrestlers went to the gym. Modou’s answer
was somewhat surprising: don’t wait until next week, come on Saturday or
Sunday. There was a sense of urgency in his reply which I had not expected from him. As was often the case with my interlocutors in the suburbs,
time was something that Modou usually had in abundance. Aside from his
irregular work schedule, he was usually to be found in or around the family
home. I preferred to visit him on weekdays, as this was when he trained; Saturdays and Sundays were often spent resting or watching TV. I already have

plans on Saturday and Sunday, I told him. How about Monday? We could
go to the gym, like we used to. He persisted: come on Sunday, we can have
lunch together at my house. He did not give any reason for this new-found
urgency, so I did not see any reason to diverge from my existing plans.
Those plans were to pay a visit to some friends in Liberté 1, an
upwardly mobile neighbourhood towards the centre of Dakar – the opposite direction to Yeumbeul (both geographically, and economically). I had
been particularly looking forward to watching a Premier League football
match with my friend Jean – a fanatical Chelsea fan – and having Sunday
lunch with his family, who were Christians and originally from Rwanda.
After whiling away a leisurely afternoon – marred only by Chelsea’s disappointing 1-1 draw with Burnley – I headed back to Parcelles. It was then that
I noticed a series of missed calls from a number my phone did not recognize. I arrived back at the house to the news that Babacar and Modou had
been calling various family members, trying to get in touch with me. By
now, I was curious to know what was going on. This was clearly something
that could not wait until tomorrow. It occurred to me that they wanted to
ask me for money for some pressing business, but I could not envisage what
it might be. Neither Modou nor Babacar had ever asked me for money previously, other than contributing to paying marabouts ahead of the former’s
fight. I dialled the unknown number in my phone. Although I hadn’t spoken to him for a year and a half, I instantly recognized the voice on the other
end of the line as Modou’s. As we exchanged greetings and niceties, I noticed
that he sounded anxious; there was a nervousness to his tone which I had
never noticed before. He was clearly in a rush to tell me something, but did
not seem to know how to broach the subject. I coaxed him to tell me what
was going on. Why was he so eager to speak to me today? The answer came
out in a flurry of Wolof and French. Unfortunately, by this stage my Wolof
was rusty, the phone connection poor, and the ambient noise on both sides
of the line was considerable. What was he trying to tell me? As I desperately concentrated to try and reactivate my dormant Wolof, a few snatched
phrases registered in my brain: “Mangi dem tukki” … “Man ak Babacar”
… “Trente mille la sokhla”. [I am going to travel. Me and Babacar. I need
thirty thousand]. Alongside these phrases, I understood that Modou was
talking about training [entrainer], about pocket money [argent de poche],
and someone called Ali. And was I just imagining it, or did I hear the word
“mariage” somewhere? I told him that I didn’t quite understand, and that
he and Babacar should come to Parcelles later that evening to discuss it in
person. He agreed, on the condition that I didn’t tell anyone about it: “secret
entre toi et moi” [secret between me and you].
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At around 10pm, my phone rang. It was Modou. We are by the
 ilibya gas station, he told me. Do you want to come and meet us? He
O
clearly did not want to be seen. I told them to come towards the house, but
that I would meet them halfway. I went downstairs a minute later, just in
time to see two broad silhouettes coming around the corner. In the unlit
street, the light of the moon and a flickering television from a neighbouring house were enough to reveal the beaming smiles of Modou and Babacar as they approached. After greeting me in whispered tones, they looked
furtively down the street to make sure no one was watching. Apart from
a local marabout hunched over his smartphone a few houses down, the
street was empty. We sneaked into the house undetected, and quickly made
our way into my room on the first floor.
It turned out that neither Babacar nor Modou was getting married. I had misheard a word beginning with the same few letters: Maroc.
They planned to travel to Morocco the following day, having purchased
discounted plane tickets with the help of Babacar’s elder sister, a trader
who frequently travelled back and forth between the two countries. With
her help, they would travel to Casablanca, where they planned to stay for
two months. They didn’t require a visa or any other official documents;
just the plane ticket and a specified amount of ‘pocket money’ – argent de
poche. The two men had spent the last few days and weeks visiting relatives, friends, and acquaintances, trying to raise the necessary funds. These
amounted to approximately CFA 150,000 (roughly €230) for the plane
ticket, and an additional CFA 80,000 (€120) ‘pocket money’. Babacar was
ready to go, Modou was still missing CFA 30,000 (€45), which is where
I came in. I agreed to give him the money, although I expressed my misgivings as to whether the arrangement was legitimate and trustworthy. I
was particularly concerned about the CFA 80,000 fee which appeared to
have been imposed by the intermediaries arranging the passage, as well as
the role of a man named Ali – with whom Modou told me he had spoken on Facebook. Ali was in Morocco, and he owned a gym; he was apparently going to help Modou train for a fight. The cloak-and-dagger secrecy
surrounding the whole enterprise and the somewhat informal-sounding
financial arrangements reminded me of the countless stories I had heard
about unscrupulous traffickers who took families’ entire life savings,
leaving prospective migrants stranded at various points along the route.
However, my concerns were met with laughter. They reassured me that
everything was legitimate and reliable, pointing to the fact that it had been
arranged by Babacar’s sister – and that their friend Cheikh had already
reached Casablanca by the same means. I tried to ask for further details

about the trip, but it was clear that they were in a hurry to get home and
pack their bags. We said our goodbyes before they slipped silently out of
the house, careful to avoid being seen by anyone.
A few days later, I received a notification on my phone: ‘Modou has
sent you a photo’. I opened it up to see a photo of Modou, smartly dressed
in a leather jacket, fashionably ripped jeans, and Adidas shoes, sitting on a
bench outside a Burger King on a palm-lined boulevard. This was followed
by a selfie of Modou, Babacar, and Cheikh sitting around a large plate of
food. They had made it to Casablanca, Morocco.
The story did not end there. I continued to text Modou and Babacar
after their arrival in Morocco. The latter was not a big user of social media
(other than sharing religious videos of the Tijjaniyah brotherhood), and I
only heard from him sporadically. He would simply tell me he was fine, and
politely enquire after my own wellbeing. Modou was a little more forthcoming in his communication. Aware of my interest in photography and
my habit of posting photos on my own Facebook page, Modou started to
send me images of Morocco which he had taken using his phone. These
included a forested mountainous landscape, supporting his written claim
that “Maroc mungi nekh rekk” [Morocco is simply nice]. On one occasion
he told me that he was training in Morocco, and that he would return to
Senegal if he had a combat. A few weeks later, he told me that his gym subscription had expired [sama inscription dafa jekh depuis 2 semaines] and
that he didn’t have enough money to renew it. And later still, he told me
that I should come to Casablanca to see all of the Africans on the beach,
desperate to get to Spain. I asked him if he wanted to go to Spain as well. He
answered in the affirmative.
A few months after this exchange, I met up with Babacar’s older brother Ahmed in London. Ahmed had been living in London for several years at
this point, working as a chef. Despite his absence from Senegal, his earnings
and remittances meant that he continued to play a very important role in
his Dakar household, in particular regarding economic decision making.
He was deeply critical of his brother’s decision to migrate to Morocco, and
especially of the manner in which he did it. When I mentioned that Babacar
and Modou were in Morocco, he rolled his eyes in exasperation and disapproval. “There’s nothing in Morocco,” he said. “Why did he go there? They
think they aren’t Africans, and they treat black people like slaves. Now Babacar knows this, and he realizes he made a bad decision.” Ahmed went on to
tell me that Babacar, Modou, and their friend Cheikh were living together
in a tiny room. They had found employment at a local bakery, where they
were promised wages at the end of each month. However, after two or three
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months, they still hadn’t been paid. They had run out of money, and had to
rely on Western Union transfers from one of Babacar’s sisters who lived in
France in order to pay the rent. According to Ahmed, they had not informed
anyone of their plan to leave, only telling Babacar’s father one day before the
flight, so that he could not prevent them from going.
Ahmed blamed Babacar’s sister, who had helped them to book the
plane tickets and encouraged them with their plans, but he also blamed
Babacar for being impatient. The family – specifically, Ahmed and
Babacar’s father – had only recently invested in new premises for their bakery business in Dakar. With their father now well into his seventies, and
Babacar’s older brothers no longer living in Dakar, the young man clearly
had good prospects of gaining a senior role in the family business. According to Ahmed, though, Babacar did not show a particularly strong work
ethic, showing up to work late, and clocking off early to join his friends in
the gym. He was uninterested in pursuing his role at the bakery, where he
had worked regularly since his teens. He frequently mentioned vague plans
to migrate, but Ahmed never took them seriously. Now he was in Morocco,
and there was a sense that he had let his family down, disappointed them,
even betrayed them. “He had everything in Senegal,” Ahmed told me. “Why
would he give that up? He will be back within three months, I’m sure of it.”
What about his friend, Modou? – I asked. “You mean the wrestler? Well for
him it’s different. He was just doing the wrestling. ”
Babacar and Modou’s secretive project of migration to Morocco, their
communication after arriving in Casablanca, and the response of Babacar’s family are parts of a puzzle which only fully reveals itself when pieced
together. Taken individually, each of these perspectives tells a very different story. When I initially heard about their plans in the shadowy room in
Dakar, my response was one of apprehension and worry; it sounded like an
ill-prepared trip into the unknown. Had I taken at face value their messages
and photographs from Casablanca, I would have been reassured that they
did in fact know what they were doing, and that they were having a productive time. Finally, the conversation with an exasperated Ahmed in London suggested that they were beginning to question and even regret their
decision. Together, these different perspectives point towards the contested
nature of such migration projects, and the complex tensions which inform
and motivate them. The story of Babacar and Modou’s journey to Morocco
further illustrates how mobility is embedded in family and relational networks. In Modou’s case, it also offers a glimpse of how the imagination of a
sporting career intersects with the project of migration, blurring the lines
between what is considered as ‘sport migration’ and what is not.

Athletic migration as entrepreneurial practice
Both in football and in wrestling, aspiring young athletes desire mobility.
The form which mobility takes varies significantly both between and within the sports. In football, young men’s aspired form of mobility is transnational migration, although this can take multiple forms: FIFA-sanctioned
transfers between clubs, sports scholarships – as in the case of the Galaxy
players – or more informal projects of mobility devised by players, their
families, and various middlemen. There is a relatively short window of
opportunity for young men to migrate through football, although this can
be extended by age changing. Transnational mobility is often preceded by
other forms of mobility within Senegal, in particular from rural areas or
provincial cities towards Dakar or Mbour where the major clubs, academies, and football schools are located. Players may be recruited by clubs
organizing trials in rural areas, or they might move to stay with relatives
in Dakar in order to attempt to make a career in football. While there are
opportunities to play football professionally within Senegal, notably in
the national championship and the navétanes, these are generally poorly
remunerated.
In wrestling, Dakar exerts a similar pull on athletes from around the
country. Here, unlike in the case of football however, Dakar is not just a
node on the way to an international market, but the centre of the industry
itself. The vast majority of wrestling écuries are located in the capital, and
practically all wrestlers of note both live and train in the capital. Despite
this, the relationship to rural areas is vital (see Chapters 3 and 4), and maintained through frequent visits. Of the three main types of wrestling practised in Senegal, two offer athletes the opportunity to compete internationally. Lutte tradionnelle sans frappe is essentially similar to the discipline
of traditional African wrestling, the rules of which were elaborated prior
to the first CEDEAO/ECOWAS championships in 1995. The discipline is
also prominent at the Jeux de la Francophonie (Francophonie Games); in
both tournaments, Senegalese wrestlers dominate. In addition, both male
and female wrestlers are considered to be the likeliest candidates to add to
Senegal’s current Olympic record of just one silver medal. The third and
by far the most lucrative form of wrestling, lutte avec frappe, does not offer
international competition beyond 2013’s one-off novelty fight between
Bombardier and Baboye at the Bercy arena in Paris, aimed at the Senegalese diaspora. Nonetheless, its protagonists are increasingly mobile. Virtually every major wrestler completes a significant portion of their training
abroad, with the United States the preferred destination. Beyond training,
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many wrestlers spend much of their time abroad, where they are frequently
involved in business. More and more wrestlers outside the elite also travel
abroad to train and to work. Being a wrestler is thought to be advantageous
in terms of acquiring visas and forging business contacts within the Senegalese diaspora; likewise, being internationally mobile bolsters one’s reputation and opportunities (both within the sport and beyond) in Senegal.
Football and wrestling are therefore strongly associated with different forms of mobility, notably transnational migration – although they are
articulated in different ways. Success in either sport is closely connected to
the ability to travel abroad to play (in football) or train (in wrestling). This is
perhaps unsurprising in the case of football, where the dominant and financially superior leagues – particularly in the Global North – have long recruited the best players from other parts of the world. In wrestling, it is a more
recent development, although the process has accelerated and intensified in
both sports. One significant result of this is that the two – sport and international mobility – have become indelibly linked to one another in the imaginations and aspirations of young men. To dream of becoming a footballer or
a wrestler is equally to dream of leaving the country and having a prosperous
career abroad. The lines between the two have become blurred.
This has consequences for the ways in which young men such as Pape
and Modou think about the future, and set about chasing their goals. Their
respective stories demonstrate that the existence of discrete categories such
as ‘sport migration’ or ‘athletic mobility’ must be called into question. While
in some rare cases, football players may be plucked from an academy to pursue a professional career in Europe or elsewhere, this is more the exception
than the rule. More typically, the direct route is inaccessible, leading young
men to take matters into their own hands. This may be through mobilizing
agents, coaches, friends, family members, or even strangers on Facebook.
There is an awareness that such projects of migration may not lead directly to the envisaged career. In Pape’s case, he bet everything he owned and
pooled all the financial resources he could to raise money for a trial at a
lower division French club – but he was prepared to abandon the dream
once in Europe if it didn’t work out, and become a sans papier. In Modou’s
case, a similar pattern emerged. What started off as an expressed desire to
access improved training conditions in Morocco gradually morphed into
exactly the sort of desperate Mediterranean migration project which has
dominated headlines as the ‘refugee crisis’ in recent years.
The distinction applies equally to athletes at the other end of their
career. Malal Ndiaye, for instance, was very mobile as he pursued less
popular types of wrestling. Despite this, his ‘athletic mobility’ did not pay

dividends in that he did not earn a great deal of money from his career on
the global scene, despite the symbolic weight of representing Senegal internationally. Instead, he was able to mobilize his social capital acquired as a
wrestler to move to Italy, where he found employment as a bouncer. The
ways in which athletes become mobile are thus varied, and not always the
direct result of their sporting endeavours. Indeed, the post-career activities of athletes are often eclectic, and not necessarily connected to sport.
Of course, this can work both ways: at the height of media and political debates surrounding migration in 2015-2016, heartwarming stories
emerged about migrants and refugees who ‘became’ professional football
players – notably the Gambian players Bakery Jatta and Ousmane Manneh
who were offered contracts at the German top division clubs Hamburger
SV and Werder Bremen respectively.
This calls into question the notion that global sports systems produce
a discrete category of migration with the aim of moving elite athletes to elite
clubs. Instead, my fieldwork shows that the processes described as ‘athletic
migration’ are in fact a messy collection of highly individual projects characterized by the agency and aspirations of athletes themselves. In this sense,
we can understand athletic migration not only as a system of exchange and
circulation, but also as a highly entrepreneurial practice. Young men such as
Pape and Modou essentially became athletic migrants by declaring themselves as such, and subsequently mobilizing a range of resources to put their
plans into effect. Athletic migration as practice is thus rooted in individual
and collective agency, and may be considered as a further manifestation
of neoliberal personhood in action. Initially, mobility manifests itself as a
dream or a fantasy which permeates everyday life. But in many cases, the
fantasy may turn into action using sometimes desperate means. By embarking upon risky and self-driven projects of mobility, the ‘athlete self ’ navigates the precarious interstices of the global sports industry. For every athlete that makes it, there are many more who fall through the cracks.
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Epilogue

In the summer of 2017, I once again heard from Modou via Facebook
Messenger. He had left me several missed calls and messages, which suggested that he did not simply want to say hello. I wrote back to him, asking
what the matter was. He responded:

Dama ame béne problème maroc damadone dém
frontières entre Maroc espagne Niou refoulé ma
mangui ni foré amouma khalise pour délou
casablaca sonouna trp

“I have a problem in Morocco. I went to the border between Morocco
and Spain. They sent me back/deported me. Now I’m here in the forest without money to get back to Casablanca. I’m very tired.” [My
translation]
He went on to explain that he was no longer with Babacar, and that he
had no one else to turn to other than myself. The Moroccan police had
stopped him along with the group of men with whom he was attempting to
cross the border between Morocco and the Spanish enclave of Ceuta. They
had questioned him and taken his details before releasing him – effectively
leaving him stranded in the middle of nowhere. I sent him the money, and
heard from him a few days later that he had made it to Rabat, and was on
his way back to Casablanca:
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Dama beug liguéy ba décembre inchalla

Dama beug déf commerce sènégal +lutteur

“I want to work until December, god willing.
I want to be a trader between Senegal and Morocco, and wrestle.”
According to these messages, he had abandoned his plan of going to Spain.
His new plan involved finding a job in Casablanca, saving money until
December, and then embarking upon a career as an importer of goods from
Morocco to Senegal while continuing to follow his wrestling dream. This
was not in itself a surprising ambition: many wrestlers engage in entrepreneurial activities which supplement their athletic pursuits (see Chapter 1).
For famous wrestlers, this may include lending their name to brands, products, and business ventures; for novices such as Modou, it was a question
of making ends meet. The surprising thing about his plan was that he had
seemingly abandoned his quest to make it across the Mediterranean.
***
Around six months later, I received a message from Babacar. After exchanging greetings, he wrote:

Oui nice mais je ne suis plus au Maroc je suis en
espagne

“Yes I’m fine, but I’m not in Morocco anymore. I’m in Spain.”
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He then followed up with three pictures of himself posing next to a rubber
dinghy. It was similar to the kind of dinghy I had played with on calm lakes
or rivers as a child, fitting perhaps four or five people at a stretch. At first I
thought that perhaps he was joking – it would not have been the first time
that he or his friends had taken advantage of my naiveté for their amusement. But his subsequent messages were sincere and serious in tone:

C’est très risqué mais alhamdoulilah on est sortie le
problème son les vagues des grands vagues

“It’s very risky, but praise be to Allah we made it. The problem is the
big waves.”
He then sent me a video which he had taken upon being rescued by the
Spanish coastguard Salvamento Marítimo. The video, which Babacar had
taken on his phone, panned around the small coastguard vessel as it sped
through choppy Mediterranean waters to show several men in various
states of rapture and relief. Many were praying or expressing their thanks
to God and the prophet, although the exact words were rendered inaudible
by the sound of the motor. One man sitting behind Babacar looked directly
at the camera, gesturing with his hands and moving his lips as if to say
something, but not a single word came out. Babacar told me that he was
now in Sevilla, where he had left the immigrant detention centre and was
staying at a friend’s house. He said they would be given papers, although it
was unclear what exactly he meant by that. I was almost afraid to ask if he
was by himself, or if he had made the perilous journey together with his
friends:

Non seulement cheikh modou il est toujours au
Maroc

Il à tenter 2 fois mains les militaire on la attraper

Mais il va tenter une autre fois inchalah

“No, only Cheikh. Modou is still in Morocco. He tried two times
but the military forces caught him. But he will try one more time
inchalla.”
***
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While Modou and Babacar’s departure from Senegal had taken me by surprise somewhat, I had long expected to hear from Pape that he would be
leaving the country to pursue his dream abroad. Although his plan to fly to
France for trials with Pierre’s team did not materialize, his determination
to leave Senegal was such that it appeared to be just a matter of time before
he managed to find a way. In the meanwhile, he continued to bombard
me with messages asking for photos and videos of him playing football,
and money for various reasons: purchasing a sheep for the celebration of
Tabaski (Eid), medicine for Astou’s father, or urgent trips to visit relatives
within Senegal.
In 2016, over a year after I had finished my fieldwork, Pape sent me
a flurry of voice and text messages. It seemed that he had now abandoned
his plan to go to Europe, and was now pursuing the opportunity to play
in the Senegalese second division for the clubs Renaissance de Dakar or
US Gorée. The next messages I received from him were even more of a
surprise:

“Mark namnala

Je vais me mariés samedi appelle moi ok

“Mark, I miss you.
I will get married on Saturday, call me ok.”
A few months later:

Mais gsprk sa c bien passé

Aussi ma femmes et en saintes

“I hope everything is well.
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Also, my wife is pregnant.”

And then seven months after that:

G un petit fils garçon mardi

“I had a baby boy on Tuesday”
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conclusion

Impossible Dreams

This thesis leaves Pape and Modou in very different situations. At the time of
writing, Pape is still in Dakar, he still plays football, and he still wants to make
a career in the sport. He continues to train at Galaxy, even though by now
even his generously adjusted age has far exceeded the age limits for the u-19
squad. He tells me about his plans to join professional teams in the Dakar
region, although it is unclear whether these will ever work out. Perhaps most
significantly, he has married his long-term girlfriend Astou, and has become
a father. He has also transitioned from casual work to a more stable – albeit
still poorly paid and precarious – job at a restaurant. While previously, he
would ask me to make YouTube videos to promote his football skills, and
to give him money to pass on to shady agents who promised him trials in
Europe, since getting married he has only asked me for money on one occasion. It was to help him buy a sacrificial sheep for his wife’s family to celebrate
Tabaski or Eid-al-Adha – the most important event in the religious calendar.
Pape has become – or at least is in the process of becoming – a responsible
family man, committed to providing for his wife and son. Although he says
that he still dreams of playing football in Europe, his actions suggest that he
has accepted a very different path in life. He has abandoned pursuing the
football dream for a more pragmatic, albeit still insecure, future.
Modou finds himself in an altogether more dramatic position. He is
effectively stranded in Morocco, while his friends have forged on to Europe.
He does not have the resources to go back home – not that he would want
to with little to show for himself after a year’s absence. He still hopes to cross
over into Spain, but his previous experience at the border resulted in failure, and a renewed attempt would undoubtedly require both money and
determination. After he returned to Casablanca, I did not hear from him for
around six months, and he did not post any updates on his F
 acebook page
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for a similar length of time. Given that he had previously been an enthusiastic user of the social media network, I was concerned. Had something
happened to him, or was he simply so destitute that he could not afford to
access the Internet? Was he working so hard that he did not have the time to
post photos and comments? Had he been detained? When he finally reappears online to post a new profile picture and a few selfies, his tone and
demeanour are wistful and melancholic. He captions his photographs with
messages of regretful longing, expressing a deep nostalgia for Senegal and
his friends there. His friends in turn comment on the posts, asking where
he is and how he has been. He does not reply to any of the questions, other
than to thank his friends for their comments and to say that he misses them.
Perhaps he feels ashamed that he is stuck in Morocco, unable to continue
to Europe, yet powerless to return. There is an odd disjuncture when his
friends continue to refer to him as mbeur (wrestler) or sama star (my star)
in reference to his wrestling days. Does Modou still feel like a wrestler? I can
barely reconcile this sad-eyed man with the confident, popular athlete who
had a joke and a smile for everyone he passed in the streets of Yeumbeul.
Pape and Modou have both effectively abandoned their dreams of
sporting success, even though neither fully admits it. Pape continues to play
football, even if his aspirations have been scaled down from the English Premier League or the French Ligue 1 to the Senegalese second division. He is no
longer single-mindedly focused on football, having added to his life a sense of
responsibility and purpose outside of the sport. His future, once constructed
as an abstract dream of a professional career elsewhere, is now taking a more
concrete form as a father, husband, and breadwinner in Dakar. Similarly,
Modou’s future has also transformed from the distant fantasy of being a successful wrestler into the precarious and uncertain life of a migrant, far from
home yet equally far from his imagined destination. Like Pape, Modou has
reformulated his sporting ambition. Instead of wanting to become a wrestler,
he now envisages becoming a transnational athlete-entrepreneur, importing and exporting goods between Morocco and Senegal, while continuing to
compete as a wrestler. While even this new ambition is currently still far out
of his reach, it is less illusory than his prior fantasy of a sports career.
In a sense, then, this thesis tells a story about how dreams are forged,
and then abandoned, the letting go of a fantasy, the gradual surrender of
hope in face of the demands of the real world. It is also a story of growing
up, of crossing the threshold between youth and adulthood, of becoming a
man. Both protagonists used the dream of sporting success as a sort of buffer between the carefree days of youth, and the burden of expectation which
came with adult manhood. Sport allowed them to prolong this liminal

period by maintaining a sense that success and opportunity might be just
around the corner. However, the longer the dream flourished unchecked,
the greater the sense of risk and uncertainty became. Like the majority of
aspiring athletes in Dakar, Pape and Modou stagnated as they found their
sporting level among the nameless and faceless masses. They were talented enough to compete in their respective sports, but not outstanding (or
well-connected?) enough to join the select few who could convert their talent into remuneration. They were good enough to dream, but not good
enough to fulfil the dream. And as many of their peers completed apprenticeships, learned trades, or continued with their studies, Pape and Modou
were both prepared to resort to desperate measures in order to make something of their lives. Both young men borrowed and saved money for risky
and uncertain projects of migration, with vastly different outcomes.
There is perhaps a slight irony in the fact that the wrestler, Modou,
ended up leaving Senegal at his very first attempt, while the footballer, Pape,
remained frustrated time and time again as his attempts to negotiate trials and
flights to Europe came to nothing. This represented a reversal of my original
assumptions about the two sports: that football was mobile and international,
while wrestling was local, the sport de chez nous, rooted in Dakar and rural
areas of Senegal. I have shown that wrestling is not as parochial or ‘traditional’
as is sometimes claimed, and is in many ways just as strongly linked to mobility and a desire for the global as football. I could easily have told the story of
the countless footballers who embark upon long and meandering journeys
abroad, and the many wrestlers who stay in their neighbourhood. However,
I see a significance in the fact that the two stories confound this particular
expectation. These biographies highlight the intense precarity and unpredictability which characterize both sports, and the uncertain outcomes which
arise in pursuit of a sports career on the margins of the global economy.
The precarious trajectories of Pape and Modou, littered with dreams
and disappointments, form the main narrative arc of this thesis. I have told
their stories against a backdrop of neoliberal transformations within the
realm of sport, in Senegal, and throughout the world. Neoliberalism is an
often elusively used term which can be hard to pin down. I have attempted
to locate – at risk of simplification – neoliberal tendencies on two distinct
yet interrelated levels. On the one hand, I review how neoliberal ideologies
have been implemented at the macro level of government and the economy, notably in the shape of structural adjustment policies which have ravaged many African economies, including Senegal’s. Some of the changes
associated with neoliberalism have direct impact on the world of sport, for
example the meteoric rise of satellite television in the wake of media priva-
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tization, and the globalization of athletic labour markets. On the other
hand, I identify and explore an associated development of neoliberal subjectivity or personhood – the moulding of the self according to demands of
the new order. This neoliberal transformation is more central to the thesis,
and sport provides an opportune lens for its observation and analysis. The
co-existence in football and wrestling of two equally popular, yet in many
ways very different, dreams of sporting success make Senegal a very suitable case study for examining the multifaceted ways in which neoliberalism
transforms the practices and aspirations of young men.

Sport, precarity, neoliberalism
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For some, sport is simply a hobby, a pastime, a ludic activity, practised or
watched for pleasure and entertainment. For others, it represents a source of
earnings and livelihood. This distinction is often framed in terms of amateurism and professionalism. However, the young athletes whose stories have
informed much of this thesis are neither amateur nor professional; they do
not receive regular payments or employment contracts for their efforts, but
they hope to in the future. This in-between position is not captured by categories such as ‘semi-pro’ or ‘pro-am’ which usually refer to athletes in the West
who are paid at lower levels than professional athletes, and are free to pursue
other employment opportunities. The in-between condition of young footballers and wrestlers in Senegal is better compared to a perpetual internship,
in which individuals are required to work or train at the level of their professional counterparts with little or no remuneration. It is a permanent state of
striving, sacrifice, and competition, with a negligible chance of success at the
end. It requires young men to be flexible with their time and their plans and
leaves them at risk of uncertainties such as injuries or illness without insurance. It is, in short, an exploitation of labour which primarily serves the interests of the wealthy elites who profit from sport’s immense popularity.
Sport under neoliberalism produces a mode of subjectivity in which
all aspects of life revolve around the remote possibility of a professional
career. This becomes apparent in the relationship between sport and other
paths towards paid employment. As shown in Chapter 1, athletes only take
on irregular jobs, abandon their studies or apprenticeships, or do not work
at all, in order to dedicate themselves to sport and cultivate professional
sport identities. One reason for this is the constant need to work on the
body detailed in Chapter 2, which is a resource-consuming and exhausting
activity. As a result, aspiring athletes find themselves in a position of great

vulnerability, while being subjected to the intense scrutiny of a public which
views them ambivalently. The sense of precarity and uncertainty is compounded by a desire to be elsewhere – a desire for mobility and migration
which can backfire, as seen in Chapter 5. In sum, the structural conditions
of neoliberalism lead to a relationship between work, sport, and opportunity in which the burden of labour is placed on the athletes themselves, with
little reward other than hope. Athletes are led to mask their exploitation as
the virtuous pursuit of a dream or a passion, though at some level of consciousness they know that only very few will succeed. Ultimately, the huge
numbers of young men willing to train hard, discipline themselves, and
devote their lives to sport for next to nothing form the basis of an industry
in which the profits will elude most of them entirely.

Commodification
A core consequence of sport’s neoliberal turn in Senegal has been an intensification of various types of commodification. On the one hand, there is the
commodification of those objects, rituals, beliefs, practices, and social structures which are popularly understood as ‘culture’ or ‘tradition’ or ‘heritage’
(Wolof: coosan ak aada). On the other hand, athletes themselves become commodities when they sell their athletic labour, or when they are traded between
entities, for example on the football transfer market. The former type of commodification – that is to say the attribution of exchange value to ‘traditional’
things – is more readily observed in wrestling than in football. This has partly
to do with the fact that wrestling has undergone a process of transformation
from a village pastime to a commercial enterprise. The sport remains in thrall
to the mystical powers of marabouts, but these are increasingly deployed in
ways which follow market logics, as demonstrated in Chapter 3. In a similar
vein, Chapter 4 showed that the category of ethnicity is re-imagined by wrestlers as a ‘brand’ of individual strength and capability, rather than as a marker
of collective belonging to a particular region or group.
The commodification of athletic labour is a feature of sport in the
neoliberal age, as athletes attempt to monetize their abilities more intensely than ever before. While competing for money in sports has a long and
varied history throughout the world – in Senegal commercial wrestling
prizefights were recorded as early as the 1920s – the notion that wrestling
and football can be pursued as a sometimes lucrative career is relatively
recent. Since the 1990s, there has been a boom in the numbers of young
men entering what the wrestler Mohamed Ndao Tyson described as sport-
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business14. The explosion of écuries, football academies, dedicated media,
television shows, and advertising are all indicative of this shift.
In both wrestling and football, the present structures permit a comparison of commodified forms of sport with less commodified variants. In
wrestling, the comparison opposes the largely urban, heavily commercialized discipline of lutte avec frappe to its less commercial counterpart lutte
sans frappe, which is practised in villages as well as cities. In football, the
locally organized, interdistrict navétanes championships stand in contrast
to the professional leagues and academies. In both sports, the boundaries
between different disciplines are porous and athletes often traverse them;
just as the lutte sans frappe tournaments are sometimes seen as a stepping
stone to more lucrative lutte avec frappe fights, so the navétanes are considered a necessary rite of passage by young football players seeking to make
it to the highest level. I did not explore the navétanes and lutte sans frappe
extensively in this thesis. Focused research into these disciplines, into the
livelihoods, dreams, and practices of their participants, may offer further
insight into the relationship between sport and neoliberalism, elucidating
the question of what exactly changes when sport, or any other practice,
is subsumed under market logics. The research presented here indicates
that the commodification and marketization of cultural practice – often in
unexpected ways – is a consequence of neoliberalism.

Masculinity
In neoliberal Senegal over the last two decades, economic stagnation, the
devaluation of agriculture, urbanization, the increase of informal labour,
and changing social dynamics have drastically altered the lives and prospects of young men. Unless they are from privileged backgrounds, they
have few opportunities to access the ways in which their fathers and forefathers asserted masculinity – through farming, learning a trade, or gaining jobs in civil service. While these options still exist to an extent, they
are considered to be unappealing (agriculture), poorly remunerated (most
trades), or to have greatly diminished prestige (state employment and formal economy). Young men have few alternatives to entering the irregular
and informal economy, where they undertake work such as trading goods
at small profit margins, or day labouring. In this context, migration is an
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14 The English term sport-business became a catchphrase of sorts for Tyson as he expanded his
wrestling career into numerous business and commercial interests, e.g. https://www.metrodakar.
net/sports/mouhamed-ndao-tyson-reste-fidele-a-son-sport-business/ (accessed 31.07.2017)

attractive prospect, especially in light of the opulent houses, and prospeous
businesses that some successful migrants have built in areas of Dakar.
Indeed, one new paradigm of successful masculinity observed throughout
the world involves providing for one’s family while absent; the men who
remain physically present are often financially dependent. Of course, not
everyone can procure the funds, contacts, or documents necessary to leave
Senegal. In this context, sport has a strong imaginative appeal, however
unrealistic, as an avenue to long-term success. Attempting to launch an
international career in sport is therefore a compelling alternative to other
forms of migration as an entrepreneurial path towards adult masculinity.
The second chapter showed how the new salience of sport has changed
the way in which men work on their bodies. The rise of gym culture and the
ensuing cultivation of muscular physiques is a relatively recent phenomenon, particularly among wrestlers but also among football players and other
young men who are not pursuing sports careers. The physical and aesthetic
parameters of what it means to be a man have shifted in response to neoliberal changes. As previous routes to achieving masculinity through provision
and family become harder to access, the investment in a stereotypically masculine body offers some compensation. Although this type of body culture
seems to represent a virile and robust embodiment of ‘hegemonic masculinity’, I suggest that it shows at the same time the vulnerable condition of
men under neoliberalism. In the context of sport,the superficially strong
bodies of athletes are susceptible to career-ending injuries, attract various
forms of critique and value judgment, and are at the mercy of global and
local economic structures far beyond their control.
Rather than being either hegemonic or subordinate, neoliberal masculinities are therefore ambivalent and plural, as a result of the economic
and social structures in which they are embedded. The field of sport, which
juxtaposes stereotypically manly qualities such as virility, courage, and
strength with undercurrents of exploitation and vulnerability, exemplifies
the tensions and ambiguities inherent in contemporary masculinity. Sport
becomes an avenue through which men can project masculine fantasies
of strength and control, while also experiencing frustration and the loss
of power. Of course, it can also lead to unexpected opportunities in some
cases, and therefore be experienced as a vehicle of agency. This uncertainty
of outcomes is a further characteristic of neoliberal masculinity.
The thesis focused upon the construction of a male body, only hinting at numerous other ways in which masculinity is produced in the lives of
athletes, for example into sexuality, family, and more generally the relational
nature of masculinity. Women appeared only peripherally in the thesis, in part
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due to the fact that many of my field sites – notably the football pitches and
écuries – were emphatically male spaces. Their exclusion is perhaps somewhat
regrettable given their significant role in the world of male sport – not only as
mothers, sisters, wives, and girlfriends, but also as diviners, griots, journalists,
agents, administrators, and fans. Greater focus on these figures would have
provided further insights into athletes’ articulations of masculinity in relation
to the women around them, and the way in which these evolve with shifting discourses and norms. Attention should also be paid to the intense public
debates around issues related to gender and sexuality, which range from moral
panics about homosexuality, the feminization of men, and licentious behaviour, to discussions about what constitutes a ‘good’ marriage or relationship.
The neoliberal sports industries of the Global North – and indeed,
the Global South, as the example of wrestling shows – appear to provide a
solution to an ongoing ‘crisis’ of masculinity in impoverished regions where
economic changes have destabilized ideas about what it means to be a man.
The dream of a professional sports career is prominent among several such
‘solutions’ which are commonly found in countries of the Global South:
others include serving in the military, embarking on precarious projects
of migration, and various types of scamming operations (such as romance
scams). Sport is particularly desirable due to its positive associations with
fame, wealth, and physical prowess; however, it is just one of several masculine strategies which share the following characteristics: a reliance on the
body and its attributes, a high degree of uncertainty and risk, and an entrepreneurial spirit. Masculinity under neoliberalism becomes increasingly
embodied, as men see their bodies as a means towards achieving success.
As a result, the male body under neoliberalism becomes commodified, and
valued in terms of features such as size, strength, or attractiveness.

Comparison
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I originally set out to compare the trajectories of young athletes in football
and wrestling, without really having in-depth knowledge of either sport in
Senegal. My assumption was that each sport occupied a fundamentally different position in society, and that the differences which I would observe would
point me to diverging ways in which sports articulate with global and local
forces. To some extent, this comparative approach was validated, as there were
indeed numerous key differences between the sports. They were associated
with different class positions, with most wrestlers coming from poor backgrounds (often recent migrants from rural areas) while footballers hailed from

all levels of society. The difference was also reflected in levels of schooling and
knowledge of French, the language of education, both of which tended to be
higher among football players. A further noticeable difference lay in the types
of bodies and body culture which each sport produces: the hypermasculine,
bodybuilder-like physique of the wrestler standing in contrast to the footballer’s more restrained athleticism. There were also explicit differences in the
way the two sports engaged spiritual and other resources considered to be traditional – differences which I demonstrated primarily with reference to maraboutic practices and ethnicity. The main differences may be explained by the
contrasting ways in which concepts of tradition and heritage are engaged in
the two sports, namely as beneficial in wrestling and as backward in football.
However, as significant as these differences are in shaping the experiences of footballers and wrestlers, and as important as the historical, practical, and social differences between the two sports are in a more general
sense, perhaps the most important result of my comparison is just how
similar the two sports have become under contemporary conditions.
In both wrestling and football, the lives of young athletes like Pape and
Modou are shaped by neoliberal structures of precarity, uncertainty, and
fraught hope. The dissonance between the passionate pursuit of their
dreams, and the virtual impossibility of realizing them was, in both cases,
jarring. The type of subjectivity produced in the process was similar: disciplined, striving, entrepreneurial – yet equally constrained and powerless.
Pape was the first footballer I met during my fieldwork, and Modou
was the first wrestler. Both had ties to my host family, though neither was a
blood relative. It is unsurprising that the people I knew the longest became
the main protagonists of my thesis. But it is perhaps surprising that I spent
so much time with each of them, often seeing them each several times a
week, and yet their paths did not cross. True, they lived in opposite parts of
the city. From where I was based in Parcelles, Pape’s home and the football
school were located nearer to the city centre, while Modou and his écurie
were some distance away in the opposite direction. I can only recall one
occasion when they might have encountered each other, at a name-giving
ceremony at the house in which I lived. They probably shook hands and
exchanged the customary greetings as they passed each other in the courtyard. Would they have struck up immediate rapport after recognizing traces of their own struggle in each other’s lives? Or would the gulf between
wrestling and football, between Yeumbeul and downtown Dakar, have
rendered the other’s experience incommensurable, even unintelligible? My
guess is the former, even if I cannot be certain. Pape and Modou, the footballer and the wrestler, are united in neoliberalism’s totalizing embrace.
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On beaches, dusty football pitches, and sandy school courtyards across the
Senegalese capital of Dakar, thousands of young men train every day in
the hope of becoming professional athletes. Some of them want to become
football players and earn contracts in the lucrative championships of the
Global North. Others dream of becoming wrestlers, competing in front of
huge local crowds in Senegal’s wildly popular national sport of lutte avec
frappe (wrestling with punches). The two sports, football and wrestling, are
in many ways opposed to one another. While football presents itself as a
modern and international pursuit, wrestling is resolutely oriented towards
supposedly traditional values, steeped in ethnic lore and magico-religious
practice. Despite these differences, however, the trajectories of the young
men aspiring to make it in the two sports are remarkably similar. In both
cases, pursuit of the dream requires immense physical effort and comes
with a substantial social and financial cost. And in both sports, the chances
of sustained success are minimal – and the associated risks considerable.
In this thesis, I argue that the sporting dream seems like a risk worth
taking for many young men in a socio-economic context which offers little else in the way of future prospects. I follow the paths of the footballer
Pape and the wrestler Modou, both in their early twenties, as they attempt
to navigate their way towards sporting success while contending with the
hardships and challenges of everyday life in Dakar. Through the lives and
experiences of these and other young men, I argue that sport in Senegal is a
site in which a form of neoliberal subjectivity is produced. The comparison
between football and wrestling provides two distinct, yet complementary
accounts of how this may happen. At a football school, institutional discipline and a rhetoric of ‘self-improvement’ is applied to give young players
hope of one day participating in the global market. Meanwhile, wrestlers

have to rely on kinship, patronage, and other networks and alliances, as
well as on their own entrepreneurship and performance of professional
identities, to achieve success in what has increasingly become a commercial yet extremely precarious “sport-business”. Following on from discussions of neoliberal subjectivity in post-industrial workplaces, I describe the
emergence of an “athlete-self ” – a reflexive, entrepreneurial athlete who
treats his body as a business to be optimized and invested in. Despite the
adoption of elements of a neoliberal subjectivity, they remain firmly on the
margins, and subject to the logics of global and local markets, ideologies,
and hierarchies. Ultimately, the quest to become a successful athlete is presented and enacted as a self-determined project, but in reality more closely
resembles a process of ‘lottery capitalism’.
One particular characteristic of the “athlete-self ” is the highly
embodied nature of its production. The athlete’s body is not only the ‘tool’
or the site of production, but also the key site in which a neoliberal ethos
is lived, invested in, and experienced. Senegalese athletes follow strict and
intense regimes of training and fitness, and their bodies are the subject
of both admiration and intense scrutiny. The body is also a site in which
gendered ideals are produced, shaped, and expressed. I discuss the need
for a fit or muscular body in the context of what has been described as an
ongoing ‘crisis of masculinity’ in contemporary Senegal. As economic success and the fulfilment of adult masculine ideals are further and further
delayed, investing in having a masculine body seems to be a realistic and
achievable goal.
Senegalese wrestling is not simply a test of strength, skill, and endurance between two physically imposing athletes. While the contestants do
battle in the arena, their marabouts – syncretic spiritual consultants – are
simultaneously engaged in combat. Crouched in their chambers surrounded by holy scripture, they utter Koranic phrases and incantations counted
on prayer beads, summoning divine powers to guide their clients to victory. This represents the climax of what is described as guerre mystique – a
protracted campaign of ‘mystical warfare’ which begins when a wrestling
fight is scheduled. In addition to their punishing physical preparation,
wrestlers solicit the services of renowned marabouts, ostentatiously spending vast sums of money on an arsenal of amulets, potions, and animal sacrifices which enable them to win. Magical practices surrounding the sport
become a highly commodified site of market exchange. In football, a different ‘mystical war’ is being waged. In 2013, the Senegalese Football Federation announced a ban on all occult activities inside stadiums, ostensibly
responding to a flurry of violent maraboutic incidents between opposing
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fans. As globally affiliated football institutions stamp out the very same
practices which are celebrated as cultural heritage in the wrestling milieu,
sport emerges as a site of contestation in a social landscape seemingly
marked by tensions between traditional beliefs and notions of modernity.
Comparing the magico-religious practices of aspiring wrestlers and footballers reveals this to be a false dichotomy. Instead of choosing between
‘mystical/traditional/village’ and ‘rational/modern/urban’ trajectories,
athletes strategically draw upon both to manage the often contradictory
expectations placed upon them by their coaches, peers, and families. Such
are the multiple logics which athletes must negotiate in the neoliberal era.
In the Senegalese capital, Dakar, rapid urbanization and Wolofization
have gone hand in hand with the formation of de-ethnicized urban subjectivities. Young Dakarois in particular cultivate hybrid identities which
draw upon Islamo-Wolof practices and global popular culture, while ethnic and linguistic differences become less important. This shift towards
Wolofized urban identities is accompanied by the commonly voiced perception that urban youth are increasingly alienated from ancestral cultural
practices. However, the hugely popular spectator sport of lutte avec frappe
– traditional wrestling with punches – challenges this dichotomy by drawing upon an eclectic array of global, Islamic, and traditional symbols and
practices. Although the sport is primarily practised in the urban arenas of
Dakar, the elaborate spiritual-mystical preparation required of its protagonists compels them to strategically evoke ethnic affiliations and solicit village support. Wrestling thus emerges as a site of re-ethnicization, encouraging young athletes to ‘rediscover’, engage with, and deploy commodified
ethnic identities – ostensibly in order to improve their chances of sporting recognition and success, but also to foster a connection with an imagined ancestral origin. As the de facto national sport, wrestling effectively
narrates the multi-ethnic Senegalese nation; however, it also reconfigures
ethnicity by moving it beyond its political dimension and reconfiguring
its association to spiritual and the mystical. The persistence of ethnicity
in Senegalese wrestling points to the significance of sport in constructing
narratives of belonging, and allows us to consider the complex relationship
between ethnicity and nationalism in the postcolonial state.
Against a backdrop of sustained economic crisis and high unemployment, increasing numbers of young Senegalese men seek to capitalize on
their athletic potential as a means to achieving social and economic success. The two largest sports industries in Senegal, football and wrestling,
seem to be diametrically opposed in their orientation vis-à-vis desired
forms of mobility. While footballers aim to play in professional leagues in

Europe, wrestlers hope to move back and forth between training sojourns
abroad, and competition in Senegal. I draw upon my ethnographic fieldwork with aspiring footballers and wrestlers in Dakar to examine how
mobility is imagined and produced through the lens of two sports – one
global, the other locally oriented. By teasing out the discourses, desires, and
disappointments of these young men, I contribute to a growing body of
work on athletic migration and its embeddedness both within local structures and the neoliberal global sports industries.
One empirical novelty of the thesis lies in the comparison of the
hopes and trajectories of aspiring athletes in two Senegalese sports which
on the surface appear to be diametrically opposed: traditional, locally oriented, and mystically saturated wrestling, versus the modern and globally
oriented sport of association football. While there are certainly differences
in the way the two sports are organized and practised, the ethnographic
research presented here suggests that the often-implied binaries do not
hold up to scrutiny.
Instead, the comparison of two different sports points to the heterogeneous and contradictory nature of neoliberalism in Senegal, a location on the margins of the global economy. In Chapters 1 and 2, I identify
sport as a key site in which neoliberal subjectivity (the “athlete-self ”) is
produced, in particular through the disciplining of and investment in the
(gendered, male) body. This is perhaps not surprising in the case of football where market logics have long since acquired a hegemonic status, but
perhaps somewhat unexpected in wrestling – a sport which trades heavily
upon its ‘traditional’ and ‘authentic’ values. Crucially, these neoliberal subjectivities are produced in the context of historical and local specificities –
as becomes particularly apparent in Chapters 3 (on maraboutic economies
and magico-religious practices) and 4 (on ethnicity and the nation). The
final chapter follows the aspirations of mobility which invariably accompany dreams of athletic success. Here, mobility is revealed to be a project
involving family, fantasy, and individual agency. The fact that wrestlers’
desire for transnational mobility matches that of footballers poses a challenge to established paradigms of athletic mobility.
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Iedere dag trainen duizenden jonge mannen op stranden, stoffige voetbalveldjes en zanderige schoolpleinen van de Senegalese hoofdstad Dakar, in
de hoop professioneel atleet te worden. Sommige van hen willen voetballer
worden om lucratieve contracten in competities in het noorden te bemachtigen. Anderen dromen van een carrière als worstelaar, en nemen deel aan de
populaire nationale sport lutte avec frappe (worstelen met stoten) voor grote
aantallen lokale toeschouwers. Deze twee sporten, voetbal en worstelen, zijn
op meerdere manieren tegenpolen van elkaar. Waar het najagen van een
voetbalcarrière wordt neergezet als modern en internationaal georiënteerd,
wordt worstelen gezien als een sport die zich richt op zogenaamd traditionele waarden, doordrenkt van etnische idealen en magisch-religieuze praktijken. Desondanks vertonen de trajecten van de jonge mannen die streven
naar succes in beide sporten opvallend veel gelijkenissen. In beide gevallen
vergt het najagen van de droom zowel fysieke kracht als wezenlijke sociale
offers. Ook zijn de kansen op aanhoudend succes in beide sporten minimaal, terwijl de gerelateerde risico’s behoorlijk groot zijn.
In dit proefschrift laat ik zien dat voor vele jonge mannen in een sociaaleconomische context waarin weinig andere toekomst mogelijkheden voorhanden zijn, de sportieve droom het waard blijkt te zijn risico’s te nemen.
Ik volg de weg naar sportief succes van voetballer Pape en worstelaar
Modou, beiden begin twintig, en laat zien hoe zij omgaan met de ontberingen en uitdagingen in de dagelijkse realiteit van Dakar. Aan de hand van de
levens en ervaringen van deze en andere jonge mannen, beargumenteer ik
dat sport in Senegal een terrein is waar een vorm van neoliberale subjectiviteit wordt gecreëerd. De vergelijking tussen voetbal en worstelen verschaft twee verschillende maar complementaire verslagen van hoe dit in de
praktijk in zijn werk gaat. In een voetbalschool worden institutionele discipline en een retoriek van ‘zelfverbetering’ ingezet om jonge spelers hoop
te geven ooit op wereld niveau te kunnen spelen. Worstelaars zijn daarentegen afhankelijk van familienetwerken, patronaat en andere netwerken
en connecties, alsmede van hun eigen ondernemerszin en professionele
prestaties, om succes te behalen in een steeds verder gecommercialiseerd

doch extreem kwetsbaar “sport-bedrijf ”. Gebaseerd op discussies omtrent
neoliberale subjectiviteit in een postindustriële werkomgeving, beschrijf ik
de opkomst van de “athlete-self ” – een reflexieve, ondernemende atleet die
zijn lichaam behandelt als een bedrijf waarin moet worden geënvesteerd en
dat moet worden geoptimaliseerd. Ondanks de incorporatie van elementen van een neoliberale subjectiviteit, blijven deze sporters in de marges, en
zijn ze onderworpen aan de logica van globale en lokale markten, ideologieën en hiërarchieën. De zoektocht naar een succesvol bestaan als sporter,
wordt gepresenteerd en uitgevoerd als een autonoom project, maar blijkt
in de realiteit meer te lijken op een proces van ‘lottery capitalism’.
Een belangrijk aspect van de “athlete-self ” is de manier waarop het
lichaam onderdeel uitmaakt van de productie ervan. Het lichaam van
de atleet is niet enkel het werktuig of het materiaal waarmee de productie plaatsvindt, het is tevens het belangrijkste terrein waar het neoliberale
ethos wordt geleefd en ervaren en waarin wordt geïnvesteerd. Senegalese
atleten volgen zeer strikte en intensieve trainingsschema’s en hun lichamen
worden zowel bewonderd als intens bekritiseerd. Ook is het lichaam het
terrein waar idealen rondom gender worden geproduceerd, vormgegeven
en uitgedrukt. Ik beschrijf de noodzaak om fit of gespierd te zijn in relatie
tot de voortdurende ‘crisis van mannelijkheid’ in hedendaags Senegal. Terwijl economisch succes en het voldoen aan idealen van volwassen manne
lijkheid steeds verder weg lijken, wordt een investering in een mannelijk
lichaam steeds vaker gezien als een realistisch en haalbaar alternatief.
Senegalees worstelen is niet slechts een krachtmeting waarin twee
fysiek imponerende atleten elkaars uithoudingsvermogen en behendigheid
testen. Terwijl de strijders tegen over elkaar staan in de arena, voeren hun
marabouts – hun spirituele consultants – tegelijkertijd hun eigen gevecht.
Gehurkt in hun kamer, omringd door heilige teksten zeggen ze koranische
verzen op terwijl ze gebedskralen tellen, om met hun Goddelijke krachten
hun cliënten aan de overwinning te helpen. Dit vertegenwoordigt de climax
van wat ik beschrijf als guerre mystique – een langdurige campagne van mystieke oorlogsvoering die reeds begint wanneer een gevecht wordt gepland.
Naast dat zij zich dus wijden aan de fysieke voorbereidingen, vragen worstelaars beroemde marabouts om hun diensten, en geven zij opzichtig grote
sommen geld uit aan een arsenaal van amuletten, toverdrank en offerdieren
die allen bijdragen aan het behalen van de overwinning. De ‘mystieke oorlog’
die plaatsvindt in voetbal verloopt anders. In 2013 kondigde de Senegalese
voetbalbond een verbod af op occulte activiteiten binnen stadions, wat ogenschijnlijk een reactie was op gewelddadige voorvallen tussen marabouts en
fans van verschillende teams. Wat door internationaal geaffilieerde voetbal
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instituties niet langer wordt geaccepteerd, wordt binnen het worstelen juist
bezongen als cultureel erfgoed. Sport verwordt dus tot een arena in een sociaal landschap waarin spanningen tussen traditioneel geloof en ideeën over
moderniteit lijken te worden betwist. Als we de magisch-religieuze praktijken van eerzuchtige worstelaars en voetballers vergelijken, blijkt dit echter
een valse dichotomie. Atleten kiezen niet voor ofwel een ‘mystiek/traditioneel/dorps’ of ‘rationeel/modern/stedelijk’ traject, maar putten strategisch
uit beiden om om te gaan met de vaak tegengestelde verwachtingen van
coaches, collega’s en familie. Dit zijn de verscheidene logica’s die atleten
moeten balanceren in het neoliberale tijdperk.
In Dakar, de hoofdstad van Senegal, zijn processen van verstedelij
king en Wolofization gekoppeld aan de vorming van de-ethnicized stedelij
ke subjectiviteiten. Vooral jonge Dakarois cultiveren hybride identiteiten
waarin Islamo-Wolof praktijken en mondiale populaire cultuur een grote
rol spelen, terwijl etnische en talige verschillen minder belangrijk worden. Deze verschuiving naar een stedelijke identiteit gegrond in het Wolof
gaat gepaard met het regelmatig geuite idee dat grootstedelijke jongeren
vervreemd zijn geraakt van voorouderlijke culturele praktijken. Echter,
de ongekende populariteit van lutte avec frappe tart deze dichotomie door
een eclectische reeks aan globale, islamitische en traditionele symbolen en
praktijken te incorporeren. En alhoewel zij vooral in de verstedelijkte gebieden van Dakar wordt beoefend, dwingt de spiritueel-mystieke voorberei
ding die van worstelaars gevergd wordt hen tot het strategisch oproepen
van etnische relaties en steun van het dorp. Zo wordt het worstelen een
bron van re-ethnicization die jonge atleten aanmoedigt zich te verhouden
tot een vercommercialiseerde etnische identiteit, deze te ‘herontdekken’ en
in te zetten om hun kansen op erkenning en sportief succes te vergroten,
maar ook om zich te verdiepen in de ingebeelde voorouderlijke oorsprong.
Als nationale sport schept worstelen een narratief van de multi-etnische
Senegalese natie; maar tegelijktijdig herdefinieert de sport etniciteit door
het voorbij haar politieke dimensie te relateren aan het spirituele en het
mystieke. Het aanhoudende belang van etniciteit in Senegalees worstelen
wijst ons op het belang van sport in de constructie van narratieven van
‘belonging’ en stelt ons in staat om de complexe relatie tussen etniciteit en
nationalisme in de postkoloniale staat te onderzoeken.
Tegen een achtergrond van voortdurende economische crisis en toren
hoge werkeloosheid, zoeken steeds meer Senegalese jongemannen naar
mogelijkheden om te verdienen aan hun atletische potentieel en zo sociaal
en economisch succes te behalen. De twee grootste sport industrieën in
Senegal, voetbal en worstelen, lijken diametraal tegenovergestelde oriën-

taties ten opzichte van de gewenste vormen van mobiliteit te propageren.
Waar voetballers ervan dromen om in de professionele competities in
Europa te spelen, hopen worstelaars heen en weer te kunnen reizen tussen trainingskampen in het buitenland en de competitie in Senegal zelf.
Ik baseer mij op mijn etnografische veldwerk met aspirant-voetballers en
aspirant-worstelaars in Dakar om te onderzoeken hoe mobiliteit wordt
verbeeld en geproduceerd door de lens van de twee sporten, de een globaal
georiënteerd, de ander lokaal. Door de discoursen, dromen en teleurstellingen van de mannen te bespreken, draag ik bij aan een groeiend oeuvre over
atletische migratie en de manieren waarop dat ingebed is in lokale structuren en de neoliberale globaal georiënteerde sport industrieën.
Een empirische vernieuwing in dit proefschrift ligt in de vergelij
king van de hoop en de trajecten van ambitieuze atleten in twee Senegalese
sporten die op het eerste gezicht absoluut tegengesteld lijken: traditioneel,
lokaal georiënteerd en doordrenkt van mystiek, versus de moderne en globaal georiënteerde sport van verenigingsvoetbal. En terwijl er inderdaad
verschillen zijn in de manieren waarop de twee sporten worden georganiseerd en bedreven, laat mijn veldwerk zien dat deze vaak besproken binaire
tegenstellingen geen stand houden wanneer we die aan grondig onderzoek
onderwerpen.
In plaats daarvan wijst mijn vergelijking van de twee sporten op het
heterogene en tegenstrijdige karakter van neoliberalisme in Senegal, een
locatie in de marge van de globale economie. In hoofdstuk 1 en 2 laat ik zien
hoe sport fungeert als terrein voor de productie van neoliberale subjectiviteit (de ‘athlete–self ’), in het bijzonder door de disciplinering van en investe
ring in het (gendered, mannelijke) lichaam. Dit is wellicht geen verrassing
in het geval van voetbal, waar de logica van de markt sinds lange tijd een
hegemonische status heeft, maar lag niet in de lijn der verwachting in relatie
tot worstelen, waarin ‘traditionele’ en ‘authentieke’ waarden zeer belangrijk
zijn. Cruciaal is dat deze neoliberale subjectiviteiten geproduceerd worden in specifieke historische en lokale contexten. Dit wordt uiteengezet in
hoofdstuk 3 (waarin ik de maraboutische-economie en magisch religieuze
praktijken uiteenzet) en hoofdstuk 4 (over etniciteit en de natie). Het laatste
hoofdstuk volgt de aspiraties van mobiliteit die altijd gelieerd zijn aan de
droom van atletisch succes. Mobiliteit wordt hier onthuld als een project
waarin familie, fantasie en individueel vermogen tot handelen essentieel
zijn. Het feit dat het verlangen naar transnationale mobiliteit van worstelaars net zo groot lijkt als dat van voetballers tart het gevestigde paradigma
van atletische mobiliteit.
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On beaches, dusty football pitches, and sandy
school courtyards across the Senegalese capital of
Dakar, thousands of young men train every day
in the hope of becoming professional athletes.
Some of them want to become football players
and earn contracts in the lucrative championships
of the Global North. Others dream of becoming
wrestlers, competing in front of huge crowds in
Senegal’s wildly popular national pastime. The
two sports, football and wrestling, are in many
ways opposed to one another. While football
presents itself as a modern and international
pursuit, wrestling is resolutely oriented towards
supposedly traditional values, steeped in ethnic
lore and magico-religious practice. Despite these
differences, however, the trajectories of the young
men aspiring to make it in the two sports are
remarkably similar. In both cases, pursuit of the
dream requires immense physical effort and comes
with a substantial social cost. And in both sports,
the chances of sustained success are minimal – and
the associated risks considerable. This thesis traces
out the emerging forms of neoliberal subjectivity
developed by young athletes as they navigate the
complex pathways of sporting aspiration.

